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Introduction
The Purpose of this Report
As part of a larger multi-country examination, the main goal of this report is to supply both
descriptive and empirical data that can be used to explore the extent to which children of income
poor and/or multi-dimensionally deprived families are covered by key social programs in a number
of target countries.
The multi-country project involves the use of two large datasets – the 2007 European Union
Statistics on Income and Living Conditions (EU-SILC) 1 and the 2008 Living in Canada Survey
(LCS) Pilot. The information contained within the current report relates to the former dataset,
managed by Eurostat,2 which holds harmonized data on household and individual characteristics
from European Union countries. The larger research project will examine four of these European
countries – the Netherlands, Germany, France and the United Kingdom. The current report,
however, focuses solely on Germany and is an attempt to answer the following questions:
1. What are the key social protection programs in Germany?
2. What are the characteristics and relative sizes of the German programs?
3. Does the EU-SILC income variable contain information about receipt of income from
Germany’s programs? If so, how detailed is the distinction for each program?
4. How comparable is the German data with that of the other EU-SILC countries?
The first two questions were addressed by collecting and summarizing information contained
in several on-line program descriptions, statistical reports, and legal documents provided by the
German government. A number of secondary on-line sources were used to check facts that were not
completely clear in the English translations of these websites that were provided by Google. The
final two questions were addressed by examining information provided by Eurostat regarding the
EU-SILC data. The documents included in the latter analysis were the EU-SILC Germany
questionnaire, the EU-SILC harmonized data key, and two documents that compare the concept
definitions, data collection processes, and other key elements for all the EU-SILC countries involved
in the 2007 wave.

Report Outline
In addition to this introduction, two appendices form the main body of this report. The first,
Appendix A, is meant to answer the first two questions above. It includes a number of tables that
1

EU-SILC is an annual survey. Please note that all references to EU-SILC in this report refer to the 2007 wave of the
survey.

2

Eurostat is the statistical office of the European Union.
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provide detailed information on the key social protection programs available in Germany. These
tables present the characteristics of each program and, when available, the statistics that indicate
their relative size. In terms of structure, each statistics table is located directly below its
corresponding program characteristics table.
The second appendix is meant to answer the third and fourth questions above. To that end, Appendix
B provides a summary and brief analysis of the quality control information provided with the EUSILC dataset. This appendix also includes information on where each of Germany’s social protection
programs is located in both the EU-SILC harmonized dataset and the EU-SILC Germany
questionnaire.

Germany’s Social Protection System
The Programs
Although Germany provides two universal programs, their family related social protection
system is composed mainly of means-tested programs, contribution-based programs, and tax
exemptions. Appendix A is comprised of tables that are meant to summarize this system. The first
section of tables presents Germany’s family and children focused benefits; the second section
presents their unemployment and social assistance benefits; the third presents their family-related tax
exemptions.
Germany offers a number of family and children related benefits. For example, they provide
Child Benefit (Kindergeld), which is a universal benefit provided to all except very wealthy families.
They also provide Child Supplement (Kinderzuschlag), which is a means-tested benefit that provides
low-income parents with extra money to care for their children. This benefit is meant to protect
parents from having to apply for social assistance solely to afford to care for their children. In
addition, Germany provides Maternity Allowance (Mutterschaftsgeld), a health-insurance and
employer-based program that is meant to help women take time off work before and after their baby
is born. For those who do not qualify for Maternity Allowance through health insurance and their
employer, Germany’s Federal Social Insurance Office provides a minimum monthly amount.
Finally, up until the end of 2007, Germany provided Child-Raising Allowance (Erziehungsgeld), a
means-tested supplementary allowance for women who stayed home to look after a new child. The
benefit was available for up to 24 months.
As of January 1, 2007, Germany replaced Child-Raising Allowance (Erziehungsgeld) with
Parental Allowance (Elterngeld), a more lucrative and universal benefit for parents who stop
working or reduce their work hours because of the birth of a child. Both parents are now eligible for
this benefit, thus couples can decide for themselves how to split up the payments. Along with this
change, Germany also introduced statutory Parental Leave (Elternzeit) for parents for a period of up
to three years. Parents can share the leave time. Although no salary is paid during the leave period,
employers are legally obligated to keep the parent's job open. In addition, if the employer agrees, 12
months of parental leave can be saved and then used between the child’s 3rd and 8th birthday.
Although Parental Allowance (Elterngeld) is available for the first 12 months of Parental Leave (14
months if each parent takes at least 2 months leave), the rest of the leave is unpaid.
3

Germany also provides two unemployment related benefits. Unemployment Benefit I
(Arbeitslosengeld I) is a contribution-based program and functions similarly to most such programs.
Unemployment Benefit II (Arbeitslosengeld II), a means-tested program, appears to be a
combination benefit of sorts. It consists of an unemployment benefit for persons capable of working
and a so-called Social Allowance (Sozialgeld) for their dependents. In addition to other costs of
living, the Social Allowance provides money for housing and heat; however, it should be noted that
Germany also provides Housing Benefit (Wohngeld), a separate social assistance benefit.
Unfortunately, due to time constraints, this last benefit was not included in this study. Please search
for “Wohngeld” at http://www.bmvbs.de for details on this program. Together Germany’s social
assistance benefits are colloquially referred to as “Hartz IV,” after the man who headed the
commission that introduced the collection of benefits.
Four federal ministries are responsible for administering the programs that make up
Germany’s social protection system. The Ministry of Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women, and
Youth is responsible for Child Benefit (Kindergeld) and Child Supplement (Kinderzuschlag) and
Parental Allowance (Elterngeld). This ministry was also responsible for Child-Raising Allowance
(Erziehungsgeld). The Ministry of Health is responsible for Maternity Allowance
(Mutterschaftsgeld). The Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs is responsible for Unemployment
Benefit I (Arbeitslosengeld I) and Unemployment Benefit II (Arbeitslosengeld II). The Ministry of
Finance is responsible for the tax related benefits.
The Statistics
As mentioned above, all corresponding statistics tables are located directly below each of the
program description tables in Appendix A. Unfortunately, Germany does not publish statistics for
most of their social protection programs. For example, the author was unable to locate any statistics
for the Child Supplement (Kinderzuschlag), Maternity Allowance (Mutterschaftsgeld), ChildRaising Allowance (Erziehungsgeld), Spousal Income Splitting (Ehegattensplitting), Child Tax
Allowance (Kinderfreibetrag), or the Tax Allowance for Care and Education or Training
(Betreuungsfreibetrag). Please note that some of the statistics for the Unemployment Benefit II
(Arbeitslosengeld II) are combined with that of the Social Allowance (Sozialgeld) and some are not
combined. For this reason, you will find two statistics tables below this characteristics table.

Finding Germany’s Social Protection Programs in the EU-SILC
Dataset and Assessing Data Comparability
As illustrated above, the overall goal for Appendix A was to provide detailed information on
the key social protection programs available in Germany. The objectives for Appendix B are
twofold. The first objective was to provide an analysis of what type of information about each
German program is actually available in the harmonized EU-SILC dataset. The second objective was
to present information that will help in determining whether the project relevant German data
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contained in this dataset is comparable with that of the other European countries.3 To meet these
objectives, Appendix B is composed of three sections. The first section of the appendix comprises a
table that indicates 1) the most probable location of the German social protection programs in the
EU-SILC harmonized dataset, 2) the location of the programs in the EU-SILC Germany
questionnaire, and 3) an indication of whether there have been any comparability issues noted with
regard to these variables. The second section of the appendix provides a summary of observations
made by Eurostat regarding comparability issues surrounding Germany’s data collection procedure.
The final section of the appendix contains an outline of the Household Questionnaire and the
Individual Questionnaire. This outline contains lists of relevant demographic questions from the
actual German questionnaire that may be useful for capturing families with children. It also contains
the questions asked about the German social protection programs described in Appendix A. It should
be noted that none of Germany’s tax related benefits are captured in the questionnaire.4 It should
also be noted that Parental Allowance (Elterngeld) was not available until January 2007, thus it was
not part of the 2007 EU-SILC wave.

Some Extra Information Regarding Germany
First, it is important to note that Google translations for a number of Germany’s benefits change
depending on which website you visit. For example, the Child Benefit and the Child Supplement are
often both translated as “Family Allowance.” Until you know the German names, and how to
differentiate the benefit by their descriptions and rates, this can be very confusing. For this reason,
the various translations that came up as the research proceeded are noted in the relevant benefit
tables. Hopefully this helps the next non-German speaker who approaches this material.
Another potentially confusing matter is the way that Germany calculates their main child benefit
payments. In Germany, the first non-maternity and non-parental leave related benefit that new
parents will be introduced to when they have a child is Child Benefit (Kindergeld). This is a benefit
that they must apply for. If they do not apply for and receive the benefit, this will affect them
negatively at tax time. The taxation office will assume that they have been receiving the payments
and will automatically add the total of the payments they should have been getting to their income
during calculations for the Child Tax Allowance (Kinderfreibetrag). (This calculation is explained
further in the relevant Appendix A tables.) However, this issue may not be relevant for the purposes
of this research, as use of the Child Tax Allowance (Kinderfreibetrag) and Care Allowance
(Betreuungsfreibetrag) – both tax exemptions – are only of benefit to families with an annual income
that exceeds €60,000. From http://www.finanztip.de/recht/steuerrecht/kinder-im-steuerrecht.htm
In closing, the following are some official statements that explain Germany’s recent policy changes
vis-à-vis children. As shown in Appendix A, recent changes include the increased amounts of money
and time available to parents who want to take time off to have children. Another change is the fact
that fathers are now eligible for both parental leave and pay. Other changes that are being talked

3

Although the larger research project will include four Canadian provinces, comparing the European data collection
process to the Canadian data collection process is not part of this stage of the project.
4
Note by & for Geranda: this is likely to be a problem for most EU countries. The trend towards tax related benefits will
worsen this problem and affect between country comparability of social transfers. Do more checks.
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about and that appear to be in the planning stages are expansions in daycare availability and support
for multi-generational homes.
The official statements are as follows:
“There are two great inter-connected challenges. One is the question of how our economy can hold
its own in global competition. The second is represented by demographic trends: research shows that
the population of Germany is shrinking by 150,000 every year.”
http://www.bundesregierung.de/nn_6516/Content/EN/Artikel/2006/03/2006-03-27-policy-focusdemographic-change-.html
“Our aim is to pursue a holistic policy for families, senior citizens, women and youth which
promotes and reinforces solidarity between the generations and therefore of society as a whole. We
want to encourage families to have more children, and we want a stronger role for the family in
society. We want to make it clear that without children, Germany has no future.”
http://www.bundesregierung.de/nn_6516/Content/EN/Artikel/2006/01/2006-01-23-vi-a-familyfriendly-society.html
“The cash subsidies are part of a government initiative to boost Germany's dwindling birth rate.”
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/6211737.stm
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Appendix A – Program Characteristics and Statistics

Contents List
Child and Family Related Programs
Child Benefit (Kindergeld)
Child Supplement (Kinderzuschlag)
Maternity Allowance (Mutterschaftsgeld)
Child-Raising Allowance (Erziehungsgeld)
Parental Allowance (Elterngeld)
Unemployment and Social Assistance Programs
Unemployment Benefit I (Arbeitslosengeld I)
Unemployment Benefit II (Arbeitslosengeld II) and Social Allowance (Sozialgeld)
Housing and heating allowance (Wohngeld)
Tax Related Programs
Spousal Income Splitting (Ehegattensplitting)
Child Tax Allowance (Kinderfreibetrag)
Care Allowance (Betreuungsfreibetrag)
Tax relief amount for single parents (Entlastungsbetrag für Alleinerziehende)
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Family-Related Programs
Program Name

Program Type
Legislation
Aim
Source of Funds
Administrative Organization

Coverage and Beneficiary
Delivery Details, Amount, and
Duration of Coverage

Child Benefit (Kindergeld)
(Google sometimes translates Kindergeld into “Child Allowance” and sometimes into “Family
Allowance”)
Universal benefit (except for very high income earners).
2007 Federal Child Benefit Act (Bundeserziehungsgeldgesetz - BErzGG).
Unable to locate clear aim.
The Federal Government (from the Family Fund /Familienkasse).
The Federal Ministry of Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women, and Youth (Bundesministerium für Familie,
Senioren, Frauen und Jugend - BMFSFJ) provides general supervision.
The Federal Central Tax Office is responsible for implementation of the benefit through regional and local
Family Benefits Offices (Familienkasse) of the Federal Employment Agency (Bundesagentur für Arbeit).
Covers parents with one or more children. Paid to main caregiver. Also covers full orphans and children who
have lost all contact with their parents.
Paid monthly. (Note: this benefit is not automatic – it must be applied for. This becomes important at tax time –
please see Child Tax Allowance below).
The monthly rate depends on the number of children. The rates are as follows (2010):
€184 for first child
€184 for the second child
€190 for the third child
€215 for each additional child

Qualifying Conditions Monetary

Duration: Children are covered until the month they turn 18 (21 if unemployed; 25 if a full-time student
searching for an apprenticeship or in a voluntary position).
Universal, except that the benefit ceases if the child's own annual income is greater than €8,004 (2010) or the
parents’ annual income is €500,000+ (€250,000+ for lone parents).
Rent is considered negative income and is deducted from income to get total. Also, if the child has a child, the
burden is taken into consideration and is deducted from the amount paid. For more details see
8

Qualifying Conditions - Other

http://www.arbeitsagentur.de/nn_26532/zentraler-Content/A09-Kindergeld/A091-steuerrechtlicheLeistungen/Allgemein/Einkommensgrenze-Grenzbetrag.html
Child must be younger than 18 (under 21 if unemployed; under 25 if a full-time student, searching for an
apprenticeship, or in a voluntary position)
There is no age limit for children with a disability that began before age 25.

Sources for program details: BAföG Actuell, Child allowance - child benefit (2011); Familienkasse -Info.de, Information and assistance to child benefits and parental allowance
(2011); Federal Ministry of Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women, and Youth, Child Benefit (2011); Federal Ministry of Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women, and Youth,
Overview of the Standard Benefits and Tax Concessions Relevant to Family Policy and the Amounts Involved in the Federal Republic of Germany (2008); Federal Ministry of
Justice, Duties of the Federal Central Tax Office (2011); Federal Statistical Office, Social benefits - parental benefit, child benefit (2011); Social Security Programs throughout the
World: Europe (2010).

Child Benefit
(Kindergeld)
Program Cost
Number of Recipients
Average Amount
Average Duration

The Statistics (2009)
€31,743 million
8,866 thousand
€3,580.31 per year
Unable to locate

Additional information that may be useful for interpreting the statistics.

Own calculation using program cost and number of recipients.

Sources for statistics: Federal Statistical Office, Social benefits - parental benefit, child benefit (2010).
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Program Name

Child Supplement (Kinderzuschlag)

Program Type
Legislation
Aim
Source of Funds
Administrative Organization

(Google sometimes translates Kinderzuschlag into “Child Surcharge” or into “Child Allowance”)
Means-tested social assistance
2007 Federal Child Benefit Act (Bundeserziehungsgeldgesetz - BErzGG)
To protect low income parents from having to apply for social assistance solely to care for their child/children.
The Federal Government (from the Family Fund /Familienkasse).
The Federal Ministry of Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women, and Youth (Bundesministerium für Familie,
Senioren, Frauen und Jugend - BMFSFJ) provides general supervision.

Coverage and Beneficiary

Federal Central Tax Office is responsible for implementation of the benefit through regional and local Federal
Employment Agencies (Arbeitsagentur).
Covers low income parents who are able to meet their own needs, but are unable to meet the needs of their
children.
Paid monthly, along with the Child Benefit (Kindergeld).

Delivery Details, Amount, and
Duration of Coverage

Up to maximum of €140 per child per month. The exact amount is calculated on the basis of income and assets
of parents and children, but it is unclear how this calculation is done.

Qualifying Conditions Monetary

Paid for up to 36 months.
Must be entitled to the Child Benefit and have earnings between a specified minimum and maximum.
Couples must earn more than € 900 per month. Single parents must earn more than €600 per month. These are
the minimum income limits, below which the parents would have to apply for social assistance for the whole
family.
Other than the Child Benefit maximum income of €500,000+ for couples and €250,000+ for single parents, I
was unable to locate the maximum income cut-off for this benefit. There is a reference to the amount at
http://www.arbeitsagentur.de/nn_426242/EN/zentraler-Content/Leistungen/Kinderzuschlag-EN.html, but it is
still unclear.
Benefit ceases if the child's own annual income is greater than €8,004.
Parents who receive non-contributory unemployment benefits, social benefits, or social assistance, are not
eligible for the child supplement
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Qualifying Conditions - Other

Children must be younger than age 18 (age 21 if unemployed; age 25 if a full-time student, searching for an
apprenticeship, or in a voluntary position; no limit for children with a disability that began before age 25).

Sources for program details: Federal Employment Agency, Children's Surcharge (2011);Federal Employment Agency, Income limit / threshold (2011); Federal Ministry of Family
Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women, and Youth, Children's allowance and benefits for education and participation (2011); Federal Ministry of Family Affairs, Senior Citizens,
Women, and Youth, Overview of the Standard Benefits and Tax Concessions Relevant to Family Policy and the Amounts Involved in the Federal Republic of Germany (2008);
Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs, Basic security – families (2011); Social Security Programs throughout the World: Europe (2010).

Child Supplement
(Kinderzuschlag)
Program Cost
Number of Recipients
Average Amount
Average Duration

The Statistics

Additional information that may be useful for interpreting the statistics.

Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
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Program Name

Program Type
Legislation
Aim
Source of Funds
Administrative Organization

Coverage and Beneficiary
Delivery Details, Amount, and
Duration Of Coverage

Maternity Allowance (Mutterschaftsgeld)
(Google sometimes translates Mutterschaftsgeld into “Maternity Benefit”)
Social insurance benefit
1968 Maternity Protection Act (Mutterschutzgesetz). Amended on 20 June 2002 (Federal Law Gazette I p.
2318) and last amended by Article 14 of the Act of 17 March 2009 (Federal Law Gazette I, p. 550).
Unable to locate.
Statutory health insurance funds and employer subsidization.
The Federal Ministry of Health (Bundesministerium für Gesundheit -BMG) and the Federal Ministry of Labour
and Social Affairs (Bundesministerium für Arbeit und Soziales).
The Federal Social Insurance Office (Bundesversicherungsamt) funds and administers benefits for the
uninsured and unemployed.
Covers all pregnant working women (including home workers, domestic workers, those in marginal
employment – Germany’s so called “mini-jobs” – and female trainees).
The payment schedule is not clear, but most likely paid on the same schedule as previous wages.
Paid 100% of average net earnings during the previous 3 months. This is composed of up to €13 per day from
the health insurance fund, with the remainder paid by the employer.
Paid for 14 weeks total. Eligible to apply at 7 weeks before due date, eligible for leave of 6 weeks before and 8
weeks after the due date. (Note: can work up until delivery, but the 8 weeks off work after the birth is
mandatory; this mandatory period is raised to12 weeks if the birth is premature, if the woman has multiples or
if delivery is via C-section).

Qualifying Conditions Monetary

Women who are not part of a health insurance plan (e.g., home workers, domestic workers, those in marginal
employment, etc.) receive a minimum of €210 per month from the Federal Social Insurance Office. Those on
unemployment benefits at the time the maternity protection period starts will usually receive an amount equal
to their unemployment payments.
Not applicable.
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Qualifying Conditions - Other

Exclusions include the self-employed, women working on short-term contracts, housewives, and women on
parental leave after a previous pregnancy.

Sources for program details: Federal Insurance Office, Leaflet for maternity allowance (2011); Federal Ministry of Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women, and Youth, Maternity
allowance (2011); Federal Ministry of Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women, and Youth, Overview of the Standard Benefits and Tax Concessions Relevant to Family Policy and
the Amounts Involved in the Federal Republic of Germany (2008); Federal Ministry of Health, Schwanger-/Mutterschaft (2011); Federal Ministry of Justice, Law on the Protection
of the working mother (2011);How to Germany, Mutterschaftsgeld / Maternity Allowance (2011); Social Security Programs throughout the World: Europe (2010).

Maternity Allowance
(Mutterschaftsgeld)
Program Cost
Number of Recipients
Average Amount
Average Duration

The Statistics

Additional information that may be useful for interpreting the statistics.

Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
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Program Name

Child-Raising Allowance (Erziehungsgeld)
(Google sometimes translates Erziehungsgeld into “Education Money”)

Program Type
Legislation
Aim
Source of Funds
Administrative Organization

(Note that this benefit was replaced by Parental Allowance [Elterngeld] on January 1, 2007. All children
born just prior to the cut-off date were to be transitioned to the new system by 31st of December 2008.)
Means-tested benefit
The 1986 Federal Child-Raising Allowance Act
Unable to locate.
The Federal Government.
Federal Ministry for Family, Senior Citizens, Women, and Youth (Bundesministerium für Familie, Senioren,
Frauen und Jugend - BMFSFJ) provides general supervision.
Federal states are responsible for the enforcement of federal child-rearing and parental benefit laws.

Coverage and Beneficiary
Delivery Details, Amount, and
Duration of Coverage
Qualifying Conditions Monetary

The federal government reimburses administrative costs.
A supplementary allowance for low-income families.
Can choose €300 per month for 24 months or €450 per month for 12 months (2008).
Entitled to work up to 30 hours per week without losing benefit.
Income must not exceed €30,000 per year for couple or €23,000 for single parents
For the 12 month option, if couple with one child has income of €30,000 or less (or single with €23,000 or
less), they receive full allowance for the first 6 months, then it is gradually reduced if their income exceeds
€16,500 (couples) or €13,500 (single parents).
For the 12 month (€450 option), the first income ceiling is €22,086 and €19,806, then gradually reduced if their
income exceeds €16,500 or €13,500 (couples and single parents respectively).
For every additional child in the home, the income ceiling increases by €3,140
Amount is reduced by any Maternity Allowance payments received.

Qualifying Conditions - Other

None mentioned.
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Sources for program details: Federal Ministry of Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women, and Youth, Overview of the Standard Benefits and Tax Concessions Relevant to Family
Policy and the Amounts Involved in the Federal Republic of Germany (2008); Federal Statistical Office, Parental benefits, Child (2011); Rund ums Baby…und die Kinderjahre,
Education Money (Erziehungsgeld) (2011); Social Security Programs throughout the World: Europe (2010).

Child-Raising
Allowance
(Erziehungsgeld)
Program Cost
Number of Recipients
Average Amount
Average Duration

The Statistics

Additional information that may be useful for interpreting the statistics.

Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
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Program Name

Program Type
Legislation
Aim
Source of Funds
Administrative Organization

Coverage and Beneficiary

Delivery Details, Amount, and
Duration Of Coverage

Parental Allowance (Elterngeld)
(As noted above, this benefit is part of a policy change that went into effect January 1, 2007)
Universal benefit (except for very high income earners).
2006 Federal Family Allowance and Parental Leave Act (Bundeselterngeld- und Elternzeitgesetz) – (Federal
Law Gazette I p. 2748).
To make it easier for mothers and fathers to take time off from work to spend time with a new baby.
The Federal Government
Federal Ministry for Family, Senior Citizens, Women, and Youth (Bundesministerium für Familie, Senioren,
Frauen und Jugend - BMFSFJ) provides general supervision.
Federal Revenue Office administers child benefits and allowances through regional and local Federal
Employment Agency offices.
Paid to parents with a child younger than 14 months. Paid along with parental leave to either mother or father.
This is up to the beneficiaries.
Covers workers, civil servants, professionals, housewives and house husbands, students, trainees, adoptive
parents, and in exceptional cases, third-degree relatives (like grandparents, aunts, siblings, etc.).
Paid monthly for a maximum of 14 months. To get the full 14 months, each parent must take advantage of the
benefit for at least 2 months. If only one parent takes leave, the benefit is paid for maximum of 12 months.
The maximum amount is €1,800 per month. The minimum provided is €300 (e.g., for those with no prior
income).
For those who earned between €1000 and €1200 net per month, the amount is 67% of the net income (based on
previous 12 months). For who earned less than €1000 per month, the percentage slowly climbs to 100% (the
lower the income the higher the percentage) by 0.1 percentage point for each €2 up to the 100% mark.
For those who earned more than €1,200, the 67% decreases by 0.1 percentage point for every € 2 earned, down
to a minimum of 65%.
Extra for twins and multiples, and if several small child in household. With this “sibling bonus”
(Geschwisterbonus), income is based on the original income (before the first child was born), then the amount
they are eligible for is increased by 10%, or at least by €75 per month for each child under 3 years, or if two
children in the household are under 6 years.
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A flat rate of €300 extra per month for multiple births is possible (e.g., with the birth of triplets they get another
€600 per month in parental allowance).
Couples with annual income of €500,000+ (lone parents with income of €250,000+) are not eligible.

Qualifying Conditions Monetary
Qualifying Conditions - Other

Recipients are allowed to work up to 30 hours per week, but income is taken into account in benefit calculation.
Child must be younger than 14 months at time of claim.

Sources for program details: Federal Ministry of Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women, and Youth, Information on parental benefits (2011); Federal Ministry of Family Affairs,
Senior Citizens, Women, and Youth, Overview of the Standard Benefits and Tax Concessions Relevant to Family Policy and the Amounts Involved in the Federal Republic of
Germany (2008); Federal Ministry of Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women, and Youth, The parental allowance (2011); Federal Ministry of Justice, Law on parental allowance
and parental leave (2011); How to Germany, Elterngeld / Parental Allowance (2011); Social Security Programs throughout the World: Europe (2010); Sozialleistungen.info,
Parental benefits in 2011: The changes at a glance (2011).

Parental Allowance
(Das Elterngeld)
Program Cost
Number of Recipients
Average Amount

Average Duration

The Statistics (2010)
Unable to locate.
792,792
209,531 @ €300
147,113 @ €300-499
133,079 @ €500-749
96,312 @ €750-999
73,128 @ €1000-1249
45,298 @ €1249-1499
33,247 @ €1499-1799
40,276 @ €1800 or more
up to 2 months: 124,943
3 to 9 months: 50,326
10 to 12 months: 602,650
13 to 14 months: 14,873

Additional information that may be useful for interpreting the statistics.

Reported finished performance bonuses - overall in 2010
Number of recipients broken down by amount of monthly entitlement

Duration of parental benefit in months and the number of recipients taking
advantage of the benefit for each period.

Sources for statistics: Federal Statistical Office, Social benefits - parental benefit, child benefit (2010)
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Unemployment and Social Assistance Programs
Program Name
Program Type
Legislation
Aim
Source of Funds
Administrative Organization
Coverage and Beneficiary

Delivery Details, Amount, and
Duration Of Coverage

Unemployment Benefit I (Arbeitslosengeld I)
Contribution-based social insurance benefit
German Social Code Book III - employment promotion - (Article 1 of the Act of 24 March 1997, Federal Law
Gazette I, p. 594)
“The function of unemployment benefit is to secure subsistence in place of the lost earnings.” From
http://www.bmas.de/portal/43960/unemploymentbenefit.html
Federal government, employer contributions, and employee contributions.
The Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs provides overall supervision. Regional and local
employment offices of the Federal Agency for Employment administer the benefits.
Covers previously employed persons, including household workers, apprentices, and trainees. Other groups
(including participants in occupational training schemes) are also covered, subject to conditions.
Voluntary coverage for self-employed persons, caregivers, and foreign workers (from outside of the EU),
subject to conditions.
The benefit amount is 67% of the insured's net earnings (60% for unemployed persons without children).
The benefit is paid for 6 to 24 months, depending on the length of the covered work period in the previous 5
years and the claimant's age:

Qualifying Conditions Monetary

12 months work – 6 months entitlement
16 months work – 8 months entitlement
20 months work – 10 months entitlement
24 months work – 12 months entitlement
30 months work (and 50-49 years old) – 15 months entitlement
36 months work (and 55-57 years old) – 18 months entitlement
48 months work (and 58-pension age) – 24 months entitlement
None.
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Qualifying Conditions - Other

The insured must have at least 12 months of covered work in the last 2 years, be registered at an employment
office, and be capable of, available for, and actively seeking work.
As of August 2009, people with predominantly brief temporary employment periods became eligible for
unemployment benefit, but there are certain conditions that must be met. For details, see
http://www.bmas.de/portal/43960/unemploymentbenefit.html

Sources for program details: Federal Employment Agency, Unemployment Benefits (2011); Federal Ministry of Justice, Social Code (SGB) Drittes Buch (III) - employment
promotion - (Article 1 of the Act of 24 March 1997, Federal Law Gazette I, p. 594) (2011); Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs, Unemployment benefit (2011); Social
Security Programs throughout the World: Europe (2010).

Unemployment Benefit
I (Arbeitslosengeld I)
Program Cost
Number of Recipients
Average Amount
Average Duration

The Statistics (2009)

Additional information that may be useful for interpreting the statistics.

17,291 million
1,141 thousand
€15,154.25 per year
Unable to locate.

Expenditure of the budget of the Federal Employment Agency
Own calculation using program cost and number of recipients.

Sources for statistics: Federal Statistical Office, Social benefits - Promotion of employment and basic security benefits for job-seekers, Recipients of benefits (2011); Federal
Statistical Office, Social benefits - Receipts and expenditure of the budget of the Federal Employment Agency (2011).
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Program Name

Unemployment Benefit II (Arbeitslosengeld II) and Social Allowance (Sozialgeld)
(Google sometimes translates Sozialgeld into “social cash,” “social money,” “social assistance,” and
“welfare money”)

Program Type
Legislation
Aim
Source of Funds
Administrative Organization
Coverage and Beneficiary

(These benefits are part of what Germany refers to as “Minimum Social Security”)
Means-tested social assistance.
Social Code Book II - basic security for jobseekers - (Article 1 of the Act of 24 December 2003, BGBl I p.
2954)
The aim is to cover basic subsistence needs.
Funded mainly by the Federal Government. The federal states may provide a small percentage of the
administration costs – this was not clear.
The Federal Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs provides overall supervision. Regional and local employment
offices of the Federal Agency for Employment administer the benefits.
Unemployment Benefit II covers persons between 15 and 65 years who are capable of work, but who are unable
to cover their basic needs.
This person’s household is referred to as a “community of need.” See http://www.sozialleistungen.info/hartziv-4-alg-ii-2/alg-ii-leistungen.html or http://www.bafoeg-aktuell.de/cms/soziales/hartziv/bedarfsgemeinschaft.html for further details about what constitutes a “community of need.”

Delivery Details, Amount, and
Duration Of Coverage

Social Allowance covers the needs of the individuals within the community of need who are not capable of
earning (especially children). It also covers the cost of reasonable accommodation and heat, as well as any
additional special needs for the household.
Benefit is paid monthly.
The standard rate for each household member is referred to as their “control power” (regelleistung). The rates
are as follows (2010):
Single adults and single parents: €364
Full-time partners within a community of need: €328
People under 25 living with their parents: €291
Children up to 14 to 17 years: €291
Children from 6 to 13 years: €251
Children 0 to 5 years: € 215
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Based on these components, an overall total is calculated for the community of need; then any Child Benefit
payments being received by the household are deducted to establish the final benefit amount.
The household situation is reassessed every 6 months, but the benefit is paid for as long as the household is in
need.
Also, if the main beneficiary has a very low income, this benefit acts as wage top-up. Income of €100 per
month is completely disregarded. Then, from €100.01 to €800.00, 20% of the income is disregarded. From
€800.01 to €1,200.00 (or to €1,500.00, if the claimant has children), 10% of the income is disregarded.

Qualifying Conditions Monetary

For example, for a couple with two children under 5 years old who earn €400 per month, the income disregard
is €100 + €60. This means that €240 will be deducted from their social assistance payment of €1158. In the end
this family will receive their accommodation costs plus €918 in social assistance, minus any Child Benefit
money they receive.
Given the above income disregard information, the income cut-off appears to be €1,200.00 (or €1,500.00, if the
claimant has children).
Benefit is not paid to persons with a certain level of savings, but this threshold is not clear. Perhaps see
http://www.sozialleistungen.info/hartz-iv-4-alg-ii-2/vermoegen.html for details in German.

Qualifying Conditions - Other
Sources for program details: BAföG Actuell, Social cash - Hartz IV 4 - unemployment benefit II - ALG 2 (2011); Federal Ministry of Justice, Social Code (SGB) Book Two (II) basic security for jobseekers - (Article 1 of the Act of 24 December 2003, BGBl I p. 2954) (2011); Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs, Chart: ALG II-household income
(married) couple with two children (2011); Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs, Questions and answers about benefits (2011); Federal Statistical Office, Social benefits Minimum social security in Germany (2011); Federal Statistical Office, Social reporting - System of social reporting in official statistics (2011); Social Security Programs
throughout the World: Europe (2010); Sozialleistungen.info, Rule set, multiple needs and other services for unemployment benefit II (2011).
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Unemployment Benefit
II (Arbeitslosengeld II)
Program Cost

The Statistics (2009)

Additional information that may be useful for interpreting the statistics.

19,540 million

Number of Recipients
Average Amount
Average Duration

4,908 thousand
Unable to calculate
Unable to locate.

Expenditure for Unemployment Benefit II and Social Allowance together
(from Federal funds)
In receipt of Unemployment Benefit II only.
Program costs are combined

Sources for statistics: Federal Statistical Office, Social benefits - Promotion of employment and basic security benefits for job-seekers, Recipients of benefits (2011); Federal
Statistical Office, Social benefits - Receipts and expenditure of the budget of the Federal Employment Agency (2011).

Social Allowance
(Sozialgeld)
Program Cost
Number of Recipients
Average Amount
Average Duration

The Statistics (2009)

Additional information that may be useful for interpreting the statistics.

See Employment Benefit II above
1,817 thousand
Unable to calculate
Unable to locate.

In receipt of Social Allowance only.
Program costs are combined

Sources for statistics: Federal Statistical Office, Social benefits - Promotion of employment and basic security benefits for job-seekers, Recipients of benefits (2011); Federal
Statistical Office, Social benefits - Receipts and expenditure of the budget of the Federal Employment Agency (2011).

Program Name
Coverage and Beneficiary

Delivery Details, Amount, and
Duration Of Coverage

Wohngeld (Housing and heating allowance)
Anyone with low income and high rent or high financial obligations resulting from his/her own
dwelling (i.e. owner occupied) may be eligible.
A person who receives basic jobseekers allowance is not eligible to rent allowance. The actual costs of housing
and heating, if reasonable, are already included in the unemployment benefit II (cf 3 and 5.2b).
Households are eligible to apply for housing allowances irrespective of the type of housing tenure in which
they live. Hence owner-occupiers, private tenants and social housing tenants are all eligible.
Housing allowance is granted as a tabulated housing allowance. The housing allowance entitlement is
calculated using a formula which has three parameters: size of household, eligible income, and eligible housing
costs (rent or burden of financial obligations). This formula is then translated into tables for different sizes of
household, which show how much allowance a household is entitled to receive for different levels of income
and housing costs.
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Qualifying Conditions Monetary
Qualifying Conditions - Other
Sources:

Income-tested but no asset test

- OECD, Country specific information: 2007, http://www.oecd.org/document/47/0,3746,en_2649_37419_50404591_1_1_1_37419,00.html;
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Tax-Related Programs
Program Name
Program Type
Legislation
Aim
Source of Funds
Administrative Organization
Coverage and Beneficiary
Delivery Details, Amount, and
Duration Of Coverage
Qualifying Conditions Monetary
Qualifying Conditions - Other

Spousal Income Splitting (Ehegattensplitting)
Joint tax assessment
Income Tax Act (Einkommensteuergesetz) published on 8 October 2009 (Federal Law Gazette I, p. 3366,
3862), last amended by Article 1 of the Act of 5 April 2011 (Federal Law Gazette I, p. 554)
Unable to locate.
The Federal Government
The Federal Ministry of Finance supervises. Federal Central Tax Office administers.
Covers all married couples.
Couple files a joint return where both incomes are added together. This total is then divided in half. Taxes are
assessed for each half based on the lower tax bracket.
None.
Couples must be married (i.e., it does not include common-law couples).

Sources for program details: Federal Ministry of Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women, and Youth, Overview of the Standard Benefits and Tax Concessions Relevant to Family
Policy and the Amounts Involved in the Federal Republic of Germany (2008); Federal Ministry of Justice, Income Tax (2011)

Spousal Income
Splitting
(Ehegattensplitting)
Program Cost
Number of Recipients
Average Amount
Average Duration

The Statistics

Additional information that may be useful for interpreting the statistics.

Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
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Program Name

Child Tax Allowance (Kinderfreibetrag)
(Google sometimes translates Kinderfreibetrag into “Child Tax Credit”)

Program Type
Legislation
Aim
Source of Funds
Administrative Organization
Coverage and Beneficiary
Delivery Details, Amount, and
Duration of Coverage

(Note that the Child Tax Allowance and the Child Benefit are mutually exclusive - only one of the two
amounts is paid. As noted below, this decision is made at tax time in favour of the recipient. From all
accounts, this arrangement is only beneficial to higher income earners )
Tax exemption
Income Tax Act (Einkommensteuergesetz) published on 8 October 2009 (Federal Law Gazette I, p. 3366,
3862), last amended by Article 1 of the Act of 5 April 2011 (Federal Law Gazette I, p. 554)
Meant to cover the basic needs of each child.
The Federal Government
The Federal Ministry of Finance supervises. Federal Central Tax Office administers.
Covers working parents with one or more children.
Rate (2010) is €2,184 per child per parent; or €4,368 per child for couples filing joint tax returns.
The calculation: Income is totaled. The eligible child tax allowance amount is deducted. The Child Benefit
amount (that was received monthly during the tax year) is then added as income. The remainder is then taxed.
(It is important to note that, as of 2004, it is assumed that each family applied for, and thus received, Child
Benefit payments. This will not be checked at tax time. Even if they have not been receiving Child Benefit
payments, the assumed amount will be added to their taxable income as above.)

Qualifying Conditions Monetary

Children are covered until the month they turn 18 (21 if unemployed; 25 if a full-time student, searching for an
apprenticeship or in a voluntary position).
Appears to be the same as for Child Benefit.
Universal, except that benefit ceases if the child's own annual income is greater than €8,004 (2010) or the
parents annual income is €500,000+ (€250,000+ for single parents).
Rent is considered negative income and is deducted from income to get total. Also, if the child has a child, the
burden is taken into consideration and is deducted from the amount paid. For more details see
http://www.arbeitsagentur.de/nn_26532/zentraler-Content/A09-Kindergeld/A091-steuerrechtlicheLeistungen/Allgemein/Einkommensgrenze-Grenzbetrag.html
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Qualifying Conditions - Other

Child must be younger than 18 (under 21 if unemployed; under 25 if a full-time student, searching for an
apprenticeship, or in a voluntary position)
There is no age limit for children with a disability that began before age 25.

Sources for program details: Federal Central Tax Office, Children (2011); Federal Central Tax Office, Tax reliefs (2011); Federal Ministry of Family Affairs, Senior Citizens,
Women, and Youth, Overview of the Standard Benefits and Tax Concessions Relevant to Family Policy and the Amounts Involved in the Federal Republic of Germany (2008);
Federal Ministry of Justice, Income Tax (2011); Finanztip.de, Family Support: Child Benefit - Child allowance - Education allowance (2011); KPMG, German Tax Card 2009.

Child Tax Allowance
(Kinderfreibetrag)
Program Cost
Number of Recipients
Average Amount
Average Duration

The Statistics

Additional information that may be useful for interpreting the statistics.

Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
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Program Name

Care Allowance (Betreuungsfreibetrag)

Program Type
Legislation
Aim
Source of Funds
Administrative Organization
Coverage and Beneficiary
Delivery Details, Amount, and
Duration Of Coverage

(Also referred to as the “Tax Allowance for Care and Education or Training” or the “BEA-free
Allowance”)
Tax exemption.
Income Tax Act in the version published on 8 October 2009 (Federal Law Gazette I, p. 3366, 3862), which was
last amended by Article 1 of the Act of 5 April 2011 (Federal Law Gazette I, p. 554).
Meant to cover the care and educational or professional training requirements of children.
The Federal Government.
The Federal Ministry of Finance supervises. Federal Central Tax Office administers.
Covers parents with one or more children.
Amount exempted once a year from taxable income during tax assessment.
For 2009, the exemption was €1,320 per child for single parents and €2,640 per child for couples filing a joint
tax return (2010).

Qualifying Conditions Monetary
Qualifying Conditions - Other

In addition, parents can claim two-thirds of their childcare costs (e.g., for childminders, nursery school, etc.) up
to a total of €4,000 per year.
None noted.
To be eligible to claim childcare costs:
• Both parents must be working
• Child must be under 14 years old (or under 25 if disabled)
• Must present proof of payment

Sources for program details: Federal Central Tax Office, Children (2011); Federal Central Tax Office, Tax reliefs (2011); Federal Ministry of Family Affairs, Senior Citizens,
Women, and Youth, Overview of the Standard Benefits and Tax Concessions Relevant to Family Policy and the Amounts Involved in the Federal Republic of Germany (2008);
Federal Ministry of Justice, Income Tax (2011); Finanztip.de, Family Support: Child Benefit - Child allowance - Education allowance (2011); Finanztip.de, Relief amount - Tax
Help for lone parents (2011); KPMG, German Tax Card 2009.

Care Allowance
(Betreuungsfreibetrag)
Program Cost
Number of Recipients
Average Amount
Average Duration

The Statistics

Additional information that may be useful for interpreting the statistics.

Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
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Program Name
Program Type
Legislation
Aim
Source of Funds
Administrative Organization
Coverage and Beneficiary
Delivery Details, Amount, and
Duration Of Coverage
Qualifying Conditions Monetary
Qualifying Conditions - Other

Tax relief amount for single parents (Entlastungsbetrag für Alleinerziehende)
Tax exemption.
Income Tax Act in the version published on 8 October 2009 (Federal Law Gazette I, p. 3366, 3862), which was
last amended by Article 1 of the Act of 5 April 2011 (Federal Law Gazette I, p. 554).
Unable to locate.
The Federal Government
The Federal Ministry of Finance supervises. Federal Central Tax Office administers.
Covers single parents with one or more children.
Amount exempted once a year from taxable income during tax assessment.
For 2009, the exemption was €1308.
Must meet eligibility requirements for Child benefit.
Must live alone. No other person except for the child or children can share the home.
For each full calendar month in which the eligibility requirements have not been met, the amount is reduced by
one twelfth.

Sources for program details: Federal Central Tax Office, Children (2011); Federal Central Tax Office, Tax reliefs (2011); Federal Ministry of Family Affairs, Senior Citizens,
Women, and Youth, Overview of the Standard Benefits and Tax Concessions Relevant to Family Policy and the Amounts Involved in the Federal Republic of Germany (2008);
Federal Ministry of Justice, Income Tax (2011); Finanztip.de, Family Support: Child Benefit - Child allowance - Education allowance (2011); Finanztip.de, Relief amount - Tax
Help for lone parents (2011); KPMG, German Tax Card 2009.

Tax relief amount for
single parents
(Entlastungsbetrag für
Alleinerziehende)
Program Cost
Number of Recipients
Average Amount
Average Duration

The Statistics

Additional information that may be useful for interpreting the statistics.

Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
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Appendix B – Location of German’s
Social Protection Programs in the EU-SILC
Dataset and Analysis of Potential
Comparability Issues
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Structure of the Appendix
The first section of this appendix indicates where Germany’s social protection programs
should be located in the EU-SILC dataset. It also highlights any inconsistencies between the EUSILC Germany and the standard EU-SILC definition of the variables that include the programs.
The second section of the appendix is a list related to the potential comparability issues between
the EU-SILC Germany data and that of the other EU-SILC countries. The third part of this
appendix lists the project relevant demographic and social protection program questions
contained in the actual EU-SILC Germany questionnaire. Organized in the same manner as the
original questionnaire, this final list includes two sections: the Household Questionnaire and the
Individual Questionnaire.

Location of the German Social Protection Programs
in the EU-SILC Dataset
Based on how the target programs are defined in the EU-SILC variable descriptions, the
following represents where they can be captured (as bundles) in the harmonized dataset. The
table also indicates where the target programs are captured in the Germany EU-SILC
questionnaire and whether there were any comparability issues associated with these program
related variables.
EU-SILC categories1
Family/children
related allowances
(HY050G)

EU-SILC Germany variables2
Household variables H-Q51 and H-Q52
capture:
• Child Benefit (Kindergeld)
• Child Supplement (Kinderzuschlag)

Comparability3
No major
differences

Household variable H-Q53 (“Social benefit”)
captures:
• Social Allowance (Sozialgeld),
without Employment Benefit II

Unemployment
benefits
(PY090G/PY090N)

Personal variable “G” captures:
• Child-Raising Allowance
(Erziehungsgeld)
• Maternity Allowance
(Mutterschaftsgeld)
Personal variable “G” captures:
• Unemployment Benefit I
(Arbeitslosengeld I)
• Unemployment Benefit II
(Arbeitslosengeld II), without Social
Allowance

No major
differences

1

Source: European Commission, Description of EU-SILC user database variables (March 2009).
Source: EU-SILC Questionnaire, EU-SILC Questionnaires: FR - DE - NL – UK (2007).
3
Source: Final Quality Report Relating to the EU-SILC UK Operations 2005-2007.
2
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Analysis of Potential Comparability Issues
The TARKI Report5
In an attempt to identify children at risk of poverty and social exclusion in Germany, the authors
compared the relevant EU-SILC data to that of the German Socio-Economic Panel Study
(SOEP). They found that results based on the 2006 and the 2007 EU-SILC data collection
periods vary considerably. In addition, they found that the results do not compare well with the
results of the SOEP during the same time periods.
They cite the sampling design (which includes 25% quota sampling) as one possible reason for
these discrepancies. Due to time constraints, I was unable to provide a thorough examination of
the issues provided in the TARKI report. Please see the Methodological Appendix (p. 26-27 of
their report) for a detailed analysis.
From the 2007 Comparative EU Final Quality Report and the 2007 Comparative EU
Intermediate Quality Report
These quality reports are summary documents based on an analysis of the national quality
reports. The two discrepancies highlighted by these reports are as follows:
•

Germany’s sampling design was different from all the other countries. Up until the EUSILC 2009 wave, Germany was allowed to use a combination of quota and probabilistic
sampling. In 2006 they used a 25% quota sample + 75% probabilistic sample split. The
probabilistic sample came from the former German Microcensus list.

•

Germany was also the only country to use self-administered questionnaires to collect data
for the income variable. If the income information was incomplete or implausible, more
information was then collected via the telephone.

Other than the above, Germany appears to have complied with the other EU-SILC data
collection guidelines:
•
•
•
•

•

5

Germany’s reference population was found to be fully comparable.
Germany’s private household definition was found to be fully comparable.
Germany’s household membership definition was found to be fully comparable.
Germany’s income reference period, their reference period for taxes on income and social
insurance contributions, and their reference period for taxes on wealth were all 2006.
This is fully comparable.
Countries were allowed to use the imputation procedure for income variable that was
most appropriate for them. Germany used mean/median imputation, regression model,
and other methods. Germany method is fully comparable.

Note for & by Geranda: is this issue getting better in more recent waves?
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•

•
•
•

As far as imputed rent (for owner occupiers, those that rent at lower than market value or
those who live rent free) is concerned, Germany's method of calculation is fully
comparable.
Non-cash income and use of company car – Germany fully comparable.
For tracing rules around longitudinal data – Germany fully comparable.
Coherence – Germany conducted a coherence study comparing their EU-SILC data to
their Household Budget Survey. This satisfied the EU-SILC coherence criteria and they
deemed this aspect of Germany’s data collection process fully comparable.

Essentially, despite the TARKI critique, it would appear that Eurostat has decided that, other
than the sampling issue and the method used to collect income data, Germany has complied quite
well with the EU-SILC data collection procedures.
These are two potentially relevant issues that I noticed as I studied these documents:
•

•

Germany used gross amounts at component level for all but sickness benefits. Sickness
benefits were to be reported net taxes and social contributions. This may be relevant for
any calculation of Maternity Allowance (Mutterschaftsgeld), as this benefit is considered
a sickness benefit and the government part of the payment is paid from the health
insurance fund.
Germany used 21% proxy interviews in 2007. This is high, relative to the other countries.

Comparability of Income Components
All Household Income Components were found to be fully comparable, except:
HY040 – Income from rental of property or land (largely comparable),
HY090 – Interest, dividends, profit from capital investments in
incorporated businesses (largely comparable)
All Individual Income Components were found to be fully comparable, except:
PY020 – Other non-cash employee income (largely comparable)
PY030 – Employer’s social insurance contribution (not collected)
PY050 – Cash profits or losses from self-employment (largely
comparable)
PY070 – Value of goods produced for own consumption (largely
comparable)
PY090 Unemployment benefits (largely comparable)
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Relevant Sections of the German Questionnaire
(translated with Google Translate)
The Household Questionnaire
A. Household composition
1 –Number of people in household (then persons 1,2,3,4,5 in columns and all subsequent Qs are
tied to columns)
2 – First name
3 – Male/female
4 – Month of birth
5 – Year of birth
7 – Employment status
8 – Relationships to each other
B. Changes in household composition since 1 January 2006 until today
C. Care for children (e.g., in kindergarten, daycare, etc.)
- provides information on any children under 12 in household
- uses columns specific to each child now
D. Home (data about owner-occupied homes; age of dwelling, etc.)
E. Housing costs for owner-occupied housing
- provides data on rental income
F. Assessing the financial situation of the household
45 – Subjective rating (very good to very bad)
46 – Lowest budget needed to cope
G. Income of children and adolescents who turned 16 in 2006
49 – Children under 16 in the household in 2006 (yes/no)
50 – For each child in household: has income (yes/no), monthly net, number of months
H. Income from government payments in 2006
51 - Did anyone in the household receive Child Benefit or Child Supplement in 2006?
52 – For each child in household (list allows for 5 children, then use extra sheets for 6+)
- Monthly amount of Child Benefit? Number of months received?
- Monthly amount of Child Supplement? Number of months received?
53 - Have you, or any household members, received one of the following state benefits in 2006?
- Social benefit (according to SGB II, without unemployment benefit)
- Social assistance (ongoing assistance for living costs, benefits after 5 to 9 Chapter SGB XII)
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-Housing benefit (excluding housing benefits related to unemployment / social benefit)
Yes/no
Number of months
Monthly amount
I. Income from private payments in 2006 (e.g., maintenance payments)
J. Income from property in 2006
L. Income tax refund / payment in 2006
M. Monthly household income
N. Current employment situation of the main income earner (e.g., type of work,
unemployed, student, etc.)
O. Other remarks (e.g., who answered the questionnaire, how long it took, etc.)

The Personal Questionnaire
Contains data on household members 16 years or older on December 31, 2006
A. Personal information (age, sex, marital status, etc.)
B. Current life situation (working fulltime / part-time, on maternity leave, retired, etc.)
C. Former main type of employment
D. Current main type of employment
E. Current income
F. Life situation in 2006 (e.g., working fulltime / part-time, on maternity leave, retired, etc.)
G. Your income in 2006. Includes gross annual amount in € for 2006 for the following:
Benefits from the Employment Agency:
Unemployment Benefit I (Arbeitslosengeld I)
Unemployment Benefit II, no social benefit (Arbeitslosengeld II, kein Sozialgeld)
Benefits from other public bodies:
Maternity benefit (Mutterschaftsgeld)
Child raising allowance (Erziehungsgeld)
34

H. Private Pension Plans
I. Health
J. Education
- This section provides info on 16+ who are in education and, therefore, should still be receiving
child benefit.
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Introduction
This document will assist with a larger research project that examines the relationship
between income poverty and deprivation outcomes in children's living conditions in
Germany, France, the Netherlands, United Kingdom and Canada. Information contained
in this paper is only about France. It provides information on the French social protection
programs. In order to be consistent with the objectives of the main research, it focuses on
programs that affect families with children. It will focus on programs that provide income
transfers or tax credits like child benefits, unemployment insurance, parental leave,
maternity leave, etc.
I) Key information for understanding table
In France, Social protection refers to all mechanisms of collective provision, allowing
individuals to face the financial consequences of "social risk". It can operate in three
approaches:
•

•

•

Logic of social insurance, which aims to guard against a potential loss of income
(unemployment, sickness, old age, accidents at work). Social benefits are financed
by contributions from wages (such as private insurance) and are therefore
reserved for those who pay.
A welfare approach, which aims to build solidarity between individuals in the
fight against forms of poverty. It is to ensure a minimum income, which does not
necessarily cover a specific risk. It is paid tested, but not prior contributions
(minimum income allowance, disabled adult);
Logic of universal coverage, which is intended to cover certain categories of
expenses for all individuals. Benefits are granted without contribution conditions
or resources, but are the same for everyone (family benefits).

The establishment of developed welfare state in France was formalized by the creation of
Social Security October 4, 19451. The French system of social protection today combines
the dimensions of social assistance and insurance to ensure against the "risks" old age,
sickness, unemployment and family. The social protection system is about 500 billion
Euros annually, or more than 30% of GDP2 (2008).
At its inception social protection was founded on logic of social insurance professional. It
was bound to exercise a professional activity and offset the risk of loss of income due to
forced
inactivity
(accident,
sickness,
unemployment,
old
age).
It covered only workers and their family. The right to social benefits depended on the
payment of social contributions proportional to wages. Non-employees, or individuals
1

Qu’est ce l’état providence : http://www.vie-publique.fr/decouverte-institutions/financespubliques/protection-sociale/definition/qu-est-ce-que-etat-providence.html
2
Qu’est ce que la protection sociale en France http://www.vie-publique.fr/decouverte-institutions/financespubliques/protection-sociale/definition/qu-est-ce-que-protection-sociale.html
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who have not contributed during their occupation, were only entitled to social assistance,
reserved for cases of extreme distress. From its inception October 4, 1945, Social
Security displays the objective to gradually expand social protection to all residents of the
territory. Logic of solidarity is emerging. Social protection is gradually becoming
universal by covering all individuals. Each member of the national community has the
right to guarantee a living wage, regardless of whether or not to exercise a professional
activity, or its ability to open rights to social benefits by paying premiums. Thus, the Act
of August 22, 1946 extends the family allowances to virtually the entire population and
became universal in 1978. Risk coverage Old age is almost universal since the minimum
pension (1956) guarantees everyone a minimum pension. The cost of sickness has
become universal by the establishment of personal insurance for health (1978) and
especially the universal health coverage (July 27, 1999), allowing everyone to access a
minimum of care. The "social minimum” to guarantee a minimum income to a person in
a precarious situation, as the minimum income (RMI), offer everyone a minimum
guarantee of resources to fight against risk of exclusion from society3.
In France, Welfare is organized into four levels, Social Security provides basic coverage
of risks "sick / maternity / disability / death", "accidents / occupational diseases", "old
age" and "family." each corresponding to a "branch" is composed of various schemes
involving the insured according to their occupation, the main ones:
•
•
•

•

the general system: it includes most employees, students, recipients of certain
benefits and ordinary residents;
special regimes: they cover employees who are not in the general (civil servants,
officers of the SNCF4, EDF-GDF5 ...)
regimes of non-farm employees: cover separately artisans, merchants or
industrialists and professionals for pension insurance, the risk of "disease" subject
to common management;
The agricultural system: it supports the welfare of farmers and agricultural
workers. He is the only social security system that not depends to the
responsibility of a ministry of Social Affairs, Labour and Solidarity, but to the
Ministry of Agriculture.

The regime called complementary schemes can provide additional coverage for risks
assumed by Social Security. Some are mandatory (supplemental pension plans of private
sector employees) and other optional (mutual health insurance, pension funds).
Social protection is an area still largely dependent on the state. First, the state is a key
player in the field of social protection. It produces legal texts, exercises supervision over
the various agencies in this field (e.g. social security organizations) and partly financed
by social security taxes or subsidies allocated budget.

3

La protection sociale couvre t-elle tous les individus? http://www.vie-publique.fr/decouverteinstitutions/finances-publiques/protection-sociale/definition/protection-sociale-couvre-t-elle-tousindividus.html
4
Société nationale des chemins de fer français
5
EDF gaz de France
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It plays a role more or less important in the various forms of social protection. Thus:
Social security schemes, created by the state in 1945, are managed by the social partners
(representatives of employers and trade unions). The resources of the Social Security
(payroll taxes) and expenses (benefits) are determined by the laws since 1996 to finance
Social Security, voted annually by the parliament as the State budget; for supplementary
pension schemes, the social partners alone determine the amount of revenue and
expenditure. However, it should distinguish supplementary mandated by the state (eg
unemployment insurance or supplementary pensions of employees), and those who
remain optional (ie mutual); includes welfare benefits provided by law, thus necessarily
issued once the conditions are met. They are allocated and funded mainly by the
departments, but also by the state (eg RMI or allowance for disabled adults); social action
groups the voluntary actions of public institutions or social welfare organizations,
associations and foundations, to help anyone in a precarious situation. It depends on the
body that implements it6.
II) Programs not mentioned in the appendix and others relevant information
The first important thing to note is that the figures contained in statistical tables refer to
metropolitan France. France's overseas is not taken into account even though they enjoy
the same programs generally.
Family benefit
According to the "French social protection7" family benefit can be devised by different
area (family, housing, minimum resources). In each area we have different programs. All
programs are note in the appendix, for some of them we do not have enough information.
The following scheme shows the subdivision with all programs.
 Family
As of the first child
- allowance for young child (as of the 5th month of pregnancy and until the child's 3rd
birthday)
- adoption allowance
- school year allowance
- allowance for family upbringing (for raising a child with one or no parents)
- subsidy to employ an accredited childcare provider (to offset childcare costs up to the
6th birthday)
- allowance for childcare provider at home (to offset costs for at-home childcare
provider)
- special education allowance (to help parents with childcare costs)
6

La protection sociale depend-elle de l’État : http://www.vie-publique.fr/decouverte-institutions/financespubliques/protection-sociale/definition/protection-sociale-depend-elle-etat.html
7
http://www.protectionsocialefrancaise.org/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=15&Itemid=11
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As of the 2nd child
- family allowances
- education allowance for parents (to offset loss of income as a result of partial or total
loss of professional activity and to compensate the cost of raising a child)
- family complement (to help families ensure childcare for children at least 3 years of
age)
 Housing
Help those renting or buying a home
•
•
•

Personalized housing help
Social housing allowance
Family housing allowance
 Minimum resources

•
•
•

Minimum income
Ensure a minimum income to provide social and occupational integration
Single parent allowance
Provide the single-parent family with a minimum income to help with raising children
Handicapped adult allowance
Give handicapped adults special allowance to provide financial independence

Unemployment

 Unemployment Benefit Scheme
Protection :
•

Benefits are paid by the Unemployment Insurance Scheme to employees who have
involuntarily lost their job or who have resigned for a legitimate reason
Management :

•
•

The scheme is governed by basic institutions (Association for Employment in Industry
and Commerce, ASSEDIC; and ASSEDIC Group in the Paris Region, GARP)
UNEDIC (National Union for Employment in Industry and Commerce) co-ordinates the
activities of the basic institutions and ensures consistent operations
Financing :
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The Scheme is financed by contributions paid by the employees and their employers

 Solidarity Protection Scheme
•
•

•

Specific Solidarity Allowance
For unemployed persons whose unemployment benefits have run out
Minimum Income Allowance
Specific categories of unemployed who have not been able to obtain benefits for
more than 3 months.
Categories: recently liberated prison inmates, victims of occupational injuries or
Sickness, refugees non-nationals, certain categories of employees, expatriates

Among the Social assistance benefits that are not listed in the appendix we have:

Specific solidarity allowance (means-tested): The insured must have at least 5years of
employment in the last 10years before unemployment, be no longer entitled to
unemployment benefits, and be registered at an employment office. The applicant can opt
for the solidarity allowance instead of the unemployment benefit if aged 50 or older.
Means test: The household’s average monthly income (excluding social benefits, savings,
and alimony) in the last 12months before entitlement to unemployment benefits ceased
must not exceed €980 for a single person; €1,540 for a couple.
Insertion allowance (means-tested): Awarded to foreign nationals not covered by
unemployment insurance, work injury beneficiaries, persons diagnosed with an occupational disease, refugees, certain groups of noncitizens, and persons who were previously
in detention. The applicant must be registered at an employment office.
Means test: The household’s average monthly income (social benefits, savings, and
alimony are excluded) in the last 12months before registration as a job seeker must not
exceed €887.40 for a single person; €1,774.80 for a couple.
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Appendix A: Policy mapping and statistics tables:
In this appendix, you will find the description and statistics for programs listed below:
•

Family allowances ( allocation familiale)

•

Young child benefit ( prestation d’acceuil du jeune enfant)

•

Parental allowance for a sick child (allocation journalière de presence parentale )

•

New school year allowance (means-tested): allocation de rentrée scolaire

•

Special parental allowance for a disabled child:

•

Allocation de Soutien Familial (ASF):

•

Family backing allowance:

•

Family supplement (means-tested):

•

Housing allowance (means-tested):

•

Home moving allowance:

•

Recovery alimony ( recouvrement des pensions alimentaires)

•

Unemployment benefit

•

Insertion minimum income (means-tested)
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FAMILY ALLOWANCES
•

Regulatory Framework

First law: 1932.
Current law: 1946.
Type of program: Universal system.
•

Coverage

Family allowances: All families with 2 or more children residing in France.
•

Source of Funds

Insured person: None.
Self-employed person: 5.4% of income.
Employer: 5.4% of payroll.
Government: Proceeds from a 12% surcharge on automobile insurance premiums plus
proceeds from an earmarked tax on the costs of pharmaceutical advertising, alcohol, and
tobacco. Proceeds from a contribution levied on all individual income finance sickness
insurance and family benefits.
• Administrative Organization
-Ministry of Labour, Family, Social Relations, Solidarity and the city and Ministry of
Economy and Finance provide general supervision.
-National Family Allowances Fund, governed by a tripartite body, coordinates funds and
ensures financial equalization.
- Local Family Allowances Funds, governed by a tripartite body, pay benefits.
-Joint collection agencies collect contributions.
-Central Agency of Social Security Institutions administers contributions.
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Name of program & description

Family allowances ( allocation familiale)

type of program
legislation
Aim

Universal system
See page 9
financial assistance to families to offset the educational expenses of dependent
children
Self-employed person, Employer, Government ( see detail on the first page)
See page 9
All families with 2 or more children residing in France

Source of funds
Administrative organisation
Coverage and beneficiaries
Delivery details, rate, or amount of benefit and
duration

Qualifying conditions

Income tested
other

€123.92 a month is paid for two children; €282.70 for three children; €441.48 for
four children, plus €158.78 for each subsequent child. A supplement of €34.86 is
paid for children older than age11 and €61.96 for children older than age 16
(except for the first child in a two-child family).A flat-rate allowance of €78.36 a
month is paid for up to a year to families with three or more children entitled to
family allowances including one child who is age 20.
If in the family children work, The earnings of a working child must not exceed
€819.82 per month (not more than 55% of the legal minimum wage)
A family must have at least two children younger than age 20
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Name of program & description

Young child benefit ( prestation d’acceuil du jeune enfant)

type of program
legislation
Aim
Source of funds
Administrative organisation
Coverage and beneficiaries

Universal system
It is set by the government in 2003
is a help to facilitate family and professional life
See page 9
See page 9

Delivery details, rate, or amount of
benefit and duration

The benefit has different components:
Birth or adoption grant (meanstested): Paid at the start of the 7th month of pregnancy (or for an adoption). A lump sum of €889.72 is paid for each child at the 7th month
of pregnancy (€1,779.43 for an adopted child).

The benefit is paid for a child born, adopted, or fostered after December 31, 2003 (for a transitional period, children born, adopted, or
fostered before January1, 2004, receive alternative benefits).

Base allowance (means-tested): Paid from the month of birth until the child is age 3. €177.95 a month is paid from the month of childbirth
up to the month preceding the child’s 3rd birthday. For the adoption of a child, the benefit is paid for up to 3 years, but no later than the
child’s 20th birthday
Supplement for reduced work: Paid to parents who decide to suspend or reduce work to rear a child younger than age3. The full rate is
€374.17 a month; if the beneficiary is not entitled to the base allowance, the full rate is raised to €552.11. The parent must have contributed
to social insurance for at least 4quarters in the 2 years before the child’s birth for the first child, in the last 4 years for families with two children, or in the last 5 years for families with three or more children.
Optional supplement for reduced work: Parents with 3 or more children including at least one child born or adopted after June30, 2006,
can choose an optional supplement instead of the supplement for reduced work. €611.59 a month is paid for up to 12 months in the first year
of birth or adoption. If the beneficiary is not entitled to the base allowance, the supplement is raised to €789.54.
Supplement for child care: Paid for children younger than age6 if the parents are working and pay for child care by an accredited caregiver
or home worker. The parents’ contribution to the child caregiver’s salary must not be less than 15%. An income-related cash benefit
calculated according to the number of children and family income is paid to compensate for child care costs. The benefit is paid for each
child where care is provided by an accredited caregiver or as a global payment to the family if the caregiver is a home worker.
Qualifying conditions

Income
tested

For means tested grant the total family income must not exceed:
-couple with one income: with a child, the limit is € 33 731, two children, the limit is 40 477 €, three children, the limit is €
48 573,and additional child € 8 096 to add to the above sum
-Single parents or couples with two incomes: With a child, the ceiling is € 44 576,With two children, the limit is €
51 322,With three children, the limit is € 59 418, And additional child € 8 096 to add to the above sum

other
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Name of program & description

Parental allowance for a sick child (allocation journalière de presence
parentale )

type of program
legislation
Aim

Universal system
It is applicable since 01/01/2001
intended to allow parents of seriously ill children or victims of an accident or
serious disability to suspend or reduce their work to stay with their child
see page 9
See page 9
Parent who has fully or partially ceased employment to care for a seriously sick,
injured, or disabled child

Source of funds
Administrative organisation
Coverage and beneficiaries
Delivery details, rate, or amount of benefit and
duration

Qualifying conditions

Income tested
other

A daily benefit of €41.17 (€48.92, for a single-parent family) is paid for each day
of leave up to 22 days per month. The benefit is paid for up to 12 months. A
reduced benefit is paid to each of the parents if both reduce their activity to take
care of the child. Parents can opt for a parental leave period of up to 310 working
days spread over a 3-year period to provide care for a sick child. In addition, a
means-tested health care cost supplement of €101.22 is provided.

A recipient of the parental allowance for a sick child is not eligible for a
supplement for reduced work or the special parental allowance for a child with a
disability.
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Name of program & description

New school year allowance (means-tested): allocation de rentrée scolaire

type of program
legislation
Aim
Source of funds
Administrative organisation
Coverage and beneficiaries
Delivery details, rate, or amount of benefit and
duration

Universal system

Qualifying conditions

Income tested

help families cover the costs of the school year
See page 9
See page 9
Awarded to schoolchildren, apprentices, or students between ages 6 and 18
€280.76 if the child is aged6 to 10; €296.22 if aged11 to 14; €306.51 if aged 15 to
18. The benefit is paid in August for children younger than age 16; children aged
16 to 18 must provide evidence of continuing studies or apprenticeship.
The total family income must be less than €22,321 for families with one child;
€27,472 with two children; €32,623 with three children; plus €5,151 for each
additional child. If family income exceeds the maximum by a small amount, a
proportionately reduced allowance may be awarded.
The earnings of a working child must not exceed €819.82 a month.

other

.
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Others interesting programs to know in the family allowance
Name of program & description

Special parental allowance for a disabled child:

Coverage and beneficiaries
Delivery details, rate, or amount of benefit and
duration

Paid for children up to age20 with an assessed disability of at least 50%.

Qualifying conditions

monetary
other

Name of program & description
type of program
Delivery details, rate, or amount of benefit and
duration
Qualifying conditions

€124.54 a month is paid. A supplement varying between €93.41 and €1,010.82 is
paid for care provided by a third person. An additional amount may be paid for
expenses related to treatment for the child’s medical condition

A recipient of the special parental allowance for a child with a disability is not
eligible for the parental allowance for a sick child.

Single-parent allowance (means-tested):
(Allocation de Soutien Familial (ASF))
Universal system
Paid to a single parent who has at least one child or is pregnant.

monetary

The monthly earnings of the beneficiary in the last 3months must be less than the
single-parent allowance amount.

other

Guarantees a minimum family income for a single parent who has at least one
child or is pregnant.
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Name of program & description

Family backing allowance:

type of program
Coverage and beneficiaries
Delivery details, rate, or amount of benefit and
duration

Qualifying conditions

The benefit is paid to an orphan or abandoned child
€87.14 is paid for a single parent caring for a child; €116.18 if the child is not
supported by either parent.
The family backing allowance can be combined with the single-parent allowance

Income tested
other

Name of program & description

Family supplement (means-tested):

type of program
Delivery details, rate, or amount of benefit and
duration

A monthly flat-rate allowance of €156.60 is paid per family.

Qualifying conditions

Income tested

The total family income must not exceed a maximum that varies according to the
number of children and family situation (a single person, a couple with a sole
breadwinner, or a couple with two incomes). If family income exceeds the
maximum by a small amount, a proportionately reduced allowance may be
awarded

other

Awarded to families with at least three children older than age 3 but younger than
age 21
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Name of program & description

Housing allowance (income-tested):

type of program
Delivery details, rate, or amount of benefit and
duration

A variable monthly amount is paid depending on rent level, income, and the
number of children.

Qualifying conditions

Income tested

The total family income must not exceed a maximum that varies according to the
number of children, family situation, amount of rent paid, and the location and
status of the accommodation.
Assets are not taken into account.

Other

The claimant is entitled to at least one of the family allowance benefits.

Sources:
- OECD, Country specific information: 2007, http://www.oecd.org/document/47/0,3746,en_2649_37419_50404591_1_1_1_37419,00.html;

Name of program &
description
Coverage and beneficiaries

Recovery alimony ( recouvrement des pensions alimentaires)

Parents who raise their (s) child (ren) and are entitled to alimony for the child fixed by a trial.
When this support is not paid and did not otherwise be entitled to an award of family support, these
parents can go to Local Family Allowances Funds for assistance in collecting child support
Delevery details, rate, or amount Local Family Allowances Funds give to the parent the amount fixed by the trial
of benefit and duration
Qualifying
Income tested No condition of income or family situation is required
conditions
other
1. having to bear a number of children under 18 years
2. Benefit from a decision fixing the alimony for the child or children
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3. Having perceived by the child support for two months or more
4. Have already taken action to demand payment without succeed.
Name of program & description

Home moving allowance:

type of program
Delivery details, rate, or amount of benefit and
duration

Qualifying conditions

Income tested
other

The benefit covers the cost of moving to another home, up to a maximum
depending on the number of children.
Benefit adjustment: Family benefit amounts are adjusted annually in January
according to forecasted changes in the retail price index. Means-tested benefits
are adjusted in July according to the average change in the retail price index
during the reference calendar year.

Awarded to large families with three or more children who move home because
of an increase in their household size as the result of a newborn child or an
adoption. The family must be entitled to the housing allowance.
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Unemployment
•

Regulatory Framework

First law: 1905.
Current laws: 1958 (unemployment), 1973 (social assistance), 1984 (social insurance
and social assistance), 1988 (minimum benefit), and2009 (unemployment compensation).
Type of program: Social insurance and social assistance system.
•

Coverage

Unemployment insurance: Employed persons in France or in the principality of
Monaco, including apprentices, home workers, child caregivers, and some salaried
public-sector workers other than civil servants.
Public-sector workers other than civil servants who are not mandatorily covered receive
the same benefits directly from their employer.
Exclusions: Civil servants and self-employed persons.
Special systems for construction workers, dockworkers, merchant seamen, aviators,
household workers, contract workers, doorkeepers, disabled personnel in sheltered
workshops, journalists, performing artists, and certain expatriates.
Unemployment assistance (means-tested): Long-term unemployed persons residing in
France who are no longer entitled to unemployment insurance benefits or are not eligible
for unemployment insurance benefits and certain other designated categories of
unemployed person.
•

Source of Funds

Insured person: 2.4% of covered earnings.
The maximum monthly earnings used to calculate contributions are €11,092.
Self-employed person: Not applicable.
Employer: 4% of covered payroll; 0.15% of covered payroll finances the salary
guarantee fund in the event the employer becomes bankrupt.
The maximum monthly earnings used to calculate contributions are €11,092.
The employer pays an additional contribution that varies according to the employee’s age
and the company’s total number of employees if an employee older than age 50 is laid
off.
Government: The total cost of social assistance.

•

Administrative Organization

Unemployment insurance
-Ministry of Employment, Social Cohesion, and Housing (http://www.travail.gouv.fr)
provides general supervision.
17

-National Interoccupational Union for Employment in Industry and Commerce, governed
by bipartite bodies, administers the program.
-30 Employment Associations in Industry and Commerce (http://www.assedic.fr),
governed by bipartite bodies, collect contributions, register job seekers, and pay
unemployment insurance benefits at the local level.
Unemployment assistance
-Ministry of Employment, Social Cohesion, and Housing (http://www.travail.gouv.fr)
administers unemployment social assistance.
-Employment Associations in Industry and Commerce (http://www.assedic.fr) pay social
assistance benefits.
-Family Allowances Funds pay the insertion minimum income.
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Social insurance benefits
Name of program & description
type of program
legislation
Aim
Source of funds
Administrative organisation
Coverage and beneficiaries
Delivery details, rate, or amount of benefit and
duration

Qualifying conditions

Income tested
other

Unemployment benefit
Social insurance
See pages 19
See pages 19
See pages 19
See pages 19
See-page 19
The benefit rate varies according to the value of declared previous income
between 57.4% and 75% of the average daily wage during the last 12months. The
benefit is paid for as many months as the insured has contributed, up to24months
(36months, if aged50 or more). The maximum monthly earnings used to calculate
benefits are €11,092. The benefit can be partially combined with income from
gainful activity for up to 18months. Certain financial support is provided to
unemployed persons to encourage geographical relocation and vocational
training. Employers who hire job seekers registered at an employment office for
at least 12 months (3months for job seekers aged50 or older) receive financial
incentives.

Younger than age 60, or between ages 60 and 65 and without the number of
quarters of coverage required to qualify for a full old-age pension (162 quarters),
with at least 4months of work in the last 28months (36months, if aged50 or
more). The insured must reside in France, be registered at an employment office,
and be capable of, and available for, work. Unemployment is not due to voluntary
leaving, misconduct, or the refusal of a suitable job offer.
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Social assistance benefit
Name of program & description
type of program
legislation

Insertion minimum income (income-tested)
social assistance system
Act No. 88-1088 of 1 December 1988 (replaced 1 June 2009 by the Revenu de
Solidarité Active (RSA))
Help people with low income

Aim
Source of funds

Government: The total cost of social assistance.

Administrative organisation

Ministry of Employment, Social Cohesion, and Housing administers
unemployment social assistance (http://www.travail.gouv.fr). Employment
Associations in Industry and Commerce (http://www.assedic.fr) pay social
assistance benefits. Family Allowances Funds pay the insertion minimum income

Coverage and beneficiaries

Long-term unemployed persons residing in France who are no longer entitled to
unemployment insurance benefits or are not eligible for unemployment insurance
benefits and certain other designated categories of unemployed person. The
insured must be aged25 or older

Delivery details, rate, or amount of benefit and
duration

Qualifying conditions

Income tested
other

€447.91 a month is paid for a single person, €671.87 for a two-member
household, €806.24 for a three-member household, €940.61 for a couple with two
children. A supplement of €179.16 is paid for each additional child in a family
with more than two children. The benefit is reduced by the value of any income.
If the beneficiary receives the housing allowance (see Family Allowances) or
other housing assistance benefits, the insertion minimum income is reduced to a
fixed lump sum. The benefit is awarded for renewable 3-month periods. The full
benefit is paid if also receiving a work injury pension. The benefit is paid
monthly, with an additional payment in December.
Yes
No evidence that assets are taken into account.

Source: http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Revenu_minimum_d%27insertion#.C3.89volution_du_nombre_de_b.C3.A9n.C3.A9ficiaires_RMI
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Statistics tables
Program Name
Expenditure Amounts and
Number of beneficiaries( per year)

Family allowances

Ave benefit amount

At December 31, 2008: near 4.66 million families received benefits family for $ 11.8
billion euro8
Beneficiaries 2009: 4 682 4689
Among those receiving family allowances, 66.2% are Families with 2 children and 7.4%,
4 children and more
In 2008, a sum of 2649€ on average has been allocated to individual families10

duration

They are for children under 20

Program Name
Expenditure Amounts and
Number of beneficiaries( per year)
At December 31, 2008

Family supplement
At December 31, 2008: 820 893 families receive the family supplement for 2 638 134
children involved. The National Family Allowances Fund has spent over 1.5 billion€
this delivery11
Beneficiaries 2009 : 822 32712

8

http://www.caf.fr/web/WebCnaf.nsf/090ba6646193ccc8c125684f005898f3/166ac81cc425d235c125768e004f9b28/$FILE/Cahier_Donnees_sociales_2008.pdf
http://www.caf.fr/wps/portal/!ut/p/c1/04_SB8K8xLLM9MSSzPy8xBz9CP0os3hLf2dfY0cn3xBLt0BHA6MAT68AEzdTIwN3c_1wkA6zeAMcwNEAIg83wcM
j0MLAyNTQzTjQOMzYINRE388jPzdVvyA7O83RUVERAI0TxtQ!/dl2/d1/L2dJQSEvUUt3QS9ZQnB3LzZfOU9DTTNBQk1UOUQzNzAyNUhQSDhRUTA
wMDA!/
10
http://ulrich.genisson.net/2010/04/les-prestations-sociales-en-france.html
11
http://www.caf.fr/web/WebCnaf.nsf/090ba6646193ccc8c125684f005898f3/166ac81cc425d235c125768e004f9b28/$FILE/Cahier_Donnees_sociales_2008.pdf
12
reference 2
9
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Ave benefit amount:

1 943 €13 (2008)

duration

For children between 3 and 21 years old

Program Name
Expenditure Amounts and Number of
beneficiaries( per year)

Young child benefit
At December 31, 2008: funds Family Allowance has provided almost
11.2 billion€ to 2 215 765 beneficiaries concerned.
Beneficiaries 2009: 2 266 845
Evolution rate of beneficiaries 2008/2009=2.3%

Ave benefit amount:

2010: 178.84 per month; 2 145.08 per year

duration

intended for children under 6 years

Program Name
Expenditure Amounts and
Number of beneficiaries( per year)
At December 31, 2008

Parental allowance for a sick child
At December 31, 2008: 4 428 families receive Parental allowance for a sick child of a
cost of about 50 million€14
Beneficiaries in 2009: 4 374

Ave benefit amount:

1 January 2008, the daily amount is of € 47.49 for a single person and € 39.97 for a
couple: 1044.78 per year for single person and 879.34 per year for couple

duration

22 days

13
14

http://ulrich.genisson.net/2010/04/les-prestations-sociales-en-france.html
http://www.caf.fr/web/WebCnaf.nsf/090ba6646193ccc8c125684f005898f3/166ac81cc425d235c125768e004f9b28/$FILE/Cahier_Donnees_sociales_2008.pdf
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Programme Name

Insertion minimum income

Expenditure Amounts Number of
beneficiaries( per year)

At December 31, 2008:1,120,527 beneficiaries benefit for a cost of 5.3 billion€15

Ave benefit amount:

The average collected monthly is 399 euros (391 in 2007) , 5 497 €16 per year

duration

the person is eligible until their income is below the ceiling. However, it must be aged
between 25-60

Program Name
Expenditure Amounts and Number of
beneficiaries( per year)
Ave benefit amount:
duration

New school year allowance
At December 31, 2008: 2 938 833 beneficiaries benefit for the amount of 1.4 billion€17
Beneficiaries 2009: 2 861 84418
In September 2008, the amount of the benefit was modulated according to three age
groups: 6 / 10 years (€ 272.59 per child), 11/14 years (€ 287.59 per child) and 15/18
years (€ 297.59 per child).
Children between 6 and 18 years old/ once a year for each eligible child

15

http://www.caf.fr/web/WebCnaf.nsf/090ba6646193ccc8c125684f005898f3/166ac81cc425d235c125768e004f9b28/$FILE/Cahier_Donnees_sociales_2008.pdf
http://ulrich.genisson.net/2010/04/les-prestations-sociales-en-france.html
17
http://www.caf.fr/web/WebCnaf.nsf/090ba6646193ccc8c125684f005898f3/166ac81cc425d235c125768e004f9b28/$FILE/Cahier_Donnees_sociales_2008.pdf
18
see reference 2
16
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Program Name

Ave benefit amount:

Family backing allowance
At December 31, 2008: 705,104 families benefit the family backing allowance for more
1,115,000 children involved
Expenditure amounts 2008: 1 151 781€ ( in thousands of euro)19
84,60€ per month; 1015.2 per year

duration

For children under 20

Expenditure Amounts and Number of
beneficiaries( per year)

Program Name

Special parental allowance for a disabled child:

Expenditure Amounts and Number of
beneficiaries( per year)

In December 2008: 153,043 families are benefiting
(it is 5% more than 2007 ) for just over 617millions euros expenses20

Ave benefit amount:

In 2008, the basic monthly amount is € 120.92: 1451.04 per year

duration

Between 1 and 5 years except worsening disability rate (renewable).

19

http://www.caf.fr/web/WebCnaf.nsf/090ba6646193ccc8c125684f005898f3/166ac81cc425d235c125768e004f9b28/$FILE/Cahier_Donnees_sociales_2008.pdf
http://www.caf.fr/web/WebCnaf.nsf/090ba6646193ccc8c125684f005898f3/166ac81cc425d235c125768e004f9b28/$FILE/Cahier_Donnees_sociales_2008.pdf
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Program Name
Expenditure Amounts and Number of
beneficiaries( per year)
Ave benefit amount:
duration

21
22

Single-parent allowance
2008, 199 500 people benefit. These are mainly single parent family whose head is
female (98.3%).
Expenditure amounts 2008: one billion21
At December 31, 2008, the amount varies from € 566.79 per month for a pregnant
woman € 755.72 per month for a single parent with one Child (supplemented by € 188.93
per month per one more child).22
It is paid for limited time not exceeding one year or until the youngest child reaches the
age of 3 years. We are talking about long Single-parent allowance if the youngest
dependent child is less than three years, or when the recipient is a pregnant woman. We
talk short (1 year) in other cases (separations with older children)

See reference 12
See reference 12
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Appendix B: variables
In this section we will make a comparison between the questionnaire suggested by the UE_SILC data base and the French
questionnaire for determining relevant variable for family situation.
EU-SILC CATEGORIE
Total household gross
income (HY010)

Family/children related
allowances
(HY050G)

Housing allowances

FRANCE VARIABLE
rsl ( employee income)
rnsal (income from a self-employed)
RCHO (unemployment benefit)
rmal (allowance-related illness or disability)
rret (retirement or early retirement)
rfam (family allowances and grants)
rlog (housing allowance and housing assistance)
rrmi (income from the RMI)
RFin (interest income from savings, dividends)
Family Allowances
- Family supplement
- The A. R.S (school year allowance)
-The A. P.J.E (allowance for young children)
- The A. P.E (childcare allowance)
- The A. P.I (single parent allowance)
- The A. S.F (family support allowance)
- The A. E.E.H. (Education allowance for disabled children,
former AES)
- The AFEAMA (family allowance for the employment of an
assistant
approved maternal)
-. The AGED (allowance for childcare at home)
- The A. D.A (adoption allowance)
- The A. J.P.P. (daily allowance of parental presence) or
A.P.P. (allocation of parental presence)
-The ELP (provision of services for young children):
Premium Birth or adoption, basic allowance, supplement
free choice of activity or add free choice of childcare
Ocalar: housing allowance for current year or the last year ,
can be: APL (individual housing allowance=aide
personnalisée au logement), an ALF (Family Housing
Allowance) or ALS (Social Housing Allowance).
Jrecalar: number of year for which the allowance is paid
Qualar: the frequency of the payment
Mrecalar: the monthly amount of the payment

COMPARABILITY
similar

similar

similar
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Basic concepts and definitions: according to the National Quality report the concept and definitions used by France are fully
comparable to the standard EU-SILC definition.
Household income components
• Total disposable household income (fully comparable)
• Imputed rent (partly comparable);
• Regular inter-household cash transfers received (largely comparable); Interest paid on mortgage (no information);
Regular inter-household transfers paid (largely comparable)
Individual income components
•
•
•

Employers’ social insurance contributions (no information)
Cash or near-cash employee income (largely comparable);
Income from private use of company car (not collected)

Starting in 2007, the content of PY020G is included in PY021G (other non-cash employee income/income from private use of
company car). All countries except FR included PY021G and not PY020G in their disposable income definition. FR was not initially
collecting PY021G, and so didn't include either PY020G or PY021G
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France (FR) – EU-SILC 2007
EU-SILC variable
FAMILY/CHILDREN RELATED
ALLOWANCES
(HY050G/HY050N)

SOCIAL EXCLUSION NOT
ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
(HY060G/HY060N)

HOUSING ALLOWANCES
(HY070G/HY070N)

Type
Transfer

Tax
benefit
Transfer

Taxbenefit
Transfer

Included programs
Allocations familiales (AF)
Complément Familial (CF)
Allocation de rentrée scolaire
(ARS)
Prestation accueil du jeune
enfant(PAJE)
dont :
- allocation de base
- primes à la naissance ou à
l’adoption
- complément de libre
choix d’activité
- complément de libre
choix de mode de garde
Allocation de parent isolé (API)
Allocation journalière de présence
parentale(AJPP)
Allocation de Soutien Familial
(ASF)
Allocation d’éducation de l’enfant
handicapé(AEEH)

Aides sociales
Revenu Minimum d’Insertion
(RMI)
Revenu de solidarité active (RSA)
Prime de solidarité active(PSA)

L'aide personnalisée au logement
(APL)
L'aide au logement à caractère
familial (ALF)
L'aide au logement à caractère
social (ALS)
L'aide au logement à caractère
social étudiants (ALSE)

Tax
benefit
28

UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS
(PY090G/PY090N)
SICKNESS BENEFITS
(PY120G/PY120N)
DISABILITY BENEFITS
(PY130G/PY130N)

EDUCATION-RELATED
ALLOWANCES
(PY140G/PY140N)

Transfer
Tax
benefit
Transfer
Tax
benefit
Transfer
Tax
benefit
Transfer
Tax
benefit

Allocations chômage

Indemnités de maladies et accidents
non imposables.
Indemnités handicap et invalidité
dont Allocation aux Adultes
Handicapés (AAH)
Bourses étudiants

Source: Burricand (2012)
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Ireland: social protection system for families with working age adults

Geranda Notten

20 June 2012

1

Overview of income transfers1
•

•
•

1

Family allowances
o In Tarki (2010) but not in OECD: Early child care supplement; Qualified child
increase; Back to school clothing and footwear allowance
o Child benefit
o Family income supplement
o One parent family payment
o Single parent family relief
o Home carers allowance
Social assistance
o Supplementary Welfare Allowance
Housing allowances (Rent and mortgage supplements)

Focus on 2007 programs.

2

Family allowances
Program Name
Coverage and Beneficiary
Delivery Details, Amount, and
Duration of Coverage
Qualifying Conditions – Monetary
Qualifying Conditions – Other

Child benefit
Each dependent child under the age of 16, or under 19, if in
full-time education qualifies
From April 2007, for each of the first two children EUR 160.00
monthly and for the third and subsequent children, EUR
195.000 per month.
None
Not taxable

Sources:
- Tarki (2010)
- OECD, Country specific information: 2007,
http://www.oecd.org/document/47/0,3746,en_2649_37419_50404591_1_1_1_37419,00.html;

Program Name
Coverage and
Beneficiary
Delivery Details,
Amount, and Duration of
Coverage
Qualifying Conditions –
Monetary

Family Income Supplement

Qualifying Conditions –
Other

Employment conditional

Pays 60 per cent of the difference between the net family income and
an earnings limit. The earnings limit varies with family size. A minimum
supplement of EUR 20 is payable.

Sources:
- Tarki (2010)
- OECD, Country specific information: 2007,
http://www.oecd.org/document/47/0,3746,en_2649_37419_50404591_1_1_1_37419,00.html;

Program Name
Coverage and
Beneficiary
Delivery Details,
Amount, and
Duration of
Coverage

One parent family payment

The amount depends on the Lone Parent income: the weekly benefit rate is
EUR 185.80 (maximum rate) if the weekly means are less than EUR 7.60.
max. 1600 €

3

Qualifying
Conditions –
Monetary

Income tested
For those who are working, there is a EUR 146.50 per week disregard. In addition,
only half of any earned income (minus income and social security taxes) in excess of
the disregard to a maximum of EUR 400 earnings are counted as means. Benefit
income is disregarded. Where earnings exceed EUR 400, half rate payment continues
for a further 6 months. (This payment was dropped for 2004 but re-instated in
2005) Those in work can only receive half of the personal rate of
unemployment benefit can be obtained, and there are no increases for child
dependants

Qualifying
Conditions –
Other
Sources:
- Tarki (2010)
- OECD, Country specific information: 2007,
http://www.oecd.org/document/47/0,3746,en_2649_37419_50404591_1_1_1_37419,00.html;

Program Name
Coverage and Beneficiary
Delivery Details, Amount, and Duration of Coverage
Qualifying Conditions – Monetary
Qualifying Conditions – Other

Single parent family relief
€1,760 tax credit
None
Single parent family

Sources:
- OECD, Country specific information: 2007,
http://www.oecd.org/document/47/0,3746,en_2649_37419_50404591_1_1_1_37419,00.html;

Program Name
Coverage and
Beneficiary
Delivery Details,
Amount, and Duration
of Coverage
Qualifying Conditions
– Monetary

Home carers allowance

This is a tax credit of €770 for families where one spouse works at home to care
for children, the aged or incapacitated persons.
Income tested
The carer spouse’s income does not exceed €5079. A reduced measure of relief
is granted for income between €5080 and
€6620.

4

Qualifying Conditions
– Other
Sources:
- OECD, Country specific information: 2007,
http://www.oecd.org/document/47/0,3746,en_2649_37419_50404591_1_1_1_37419,00.html;

Social assistance
Program Name
Coverage and Beneficiary
Delivery Details, Amount,
and Duration of Coverage

Supplementary Welfare Allowance
Supplementary Welfare Allowance (SWA) is a financial assistance scheme.
SWA is not commonly paid to the unemployed.
The payment is made up of a personal rate and extra amounts for the
dependants:

Supplementary support for rent and mortgage interest payments exists,
ensuring the recipient’s income after paying rent/mortgage interest is
not less than the Supplementary Welfare Allowance rate less an amount
of EUR 13.00 per week.
Duration: as long as the conditions are fulfilled.

Qualifying Conditions –
Monetary

Benefit is not taxable.
The benefit is means-tested.
There is a one-to-one income test using on Total net family income
(including unemployment insurance, assistance, Back to Work Scheme,
Part-time Job Incentive Scheme, lone parent benefits and Family Income
Supplement). Family benefits are excluded.
Assets: The value of investments, savings or property (but not the value of
your own home) is calculated as follows:

Capital
Weekly means assessed
First €5,000 not taken into account
5

Next €10,000 €1 per €1,000
Next €25,000 €2 per €1,000
Balance
€4 per €1,000
How does this asset test work? Ex. if you have €15,000 capital then €10 is
added to your weekly means (thus roughly €520 annually). This is a very
lenient asset test.

Qualifying Conditions –
Other

If you are married, in a civil partnership or cohabiting your total income is
added together in the means test.
Claimants must neither be working full-time (30 hours, or more), nor be in
full-time education.
They must have applied for any other benefits/allowances to which they
might be entitled.

Sources:
- OECD, Country specific information: 2007,
http://www.oecd.org/document/47/0,3746,en_2649_37419_50404591_1_1_1_37419,00.html;
- Citizens Information, retrieved on 20 June 2012,
http://www.citizensinformation.ie/en/social_welfare/social_welfare_payments/supplementary_welfare_schemes/sup
plementary_welfare_allow.html

Housing allowance
Program Name
Coverage and Beneficiary

Delivery Details, Amount,
and Duration of Coverage

Rent and Mortgage Interest Supplements
Rent and Mortgage Interest Supplements ensure that the recipient’s
income after paying rent/mortgage interest is not less than the
Supplementary Welfare Allowance rate less a minimum contribution to
housing costs.
Recipients of Supplementary Welfare Allowance also qualify for this
housing allowance (they may be working part-time as long as they still
qualify for some SWA); persons aged 65 years or over; persons in receipt
of disability allowance, invalidity pension or blind pension from the
Department of Social and Family Affairs or an equivalent payment from
another country of the European Union with which Ireland has a reciprocal
social security agreement.
Under standard SWA rules rent or mortgage interest supplements are
normally calculated to ensure that a person, after the payment of rent
or mortgage interest, has an income equal to the rate of SWA
appropriate to their family circumstances less a minimum contribution,
currently EUR 13, which recipients are required to pay from their own
resources. Many recipients pay more than EUR 13 because recipients
are also required, subject to income disregards, to contribute any
additional assessable means that they have over and above the
appropriate basic SWA rate towards their accommodation costs.
Maximum rent supplement:
Single person in shared accommodation €98 per week
6

Couple in shared accommodation €98 per week
Single person €130 per week
Couple with no children €200 per week
Couple with 1 child or one-parent family €1000 per month
Couple with 2 children or one-parent family with 2 children €1,200 per
month
Couple with 3 children or one-parent family with 3 children €1,200 per
month
Qualifying Conditions –
Monetary
Qualifying Conditions –
Other

Income and asset tested
Same as for SWA
A range of conditions related to housing costs, the applicant’s housing
needs and whether the applicant used to be able to afford the rent (before
his/her income dropped).

Sources:
- OECD, Country specific information: 2007,
http://www.oecd.org/document/47/0,3746,en_2649_37419_50404591_1_1_1_37419,00.html;
- Citizens Information, retrieved on 20 June 2012,
http://www.citizensinformation.ie/en/social_welfare/social_welfare_payments/supplementary_welfare_schemes/rent
_supplement.html

7

Ireland: Included programs in EU-SILC transfer variables
Table: Family, social exclusion and housing allowances (in monthly amounts, printed in
bold if included in HY050G/N, HY060G/N, HY070G/N)
Type
IE
5
Family
Universal
Child benefit
166 € per child

Means-tested (MT)
/ income tested (IT)

Early child care supplement (≤2009)5
83 € per child
Qualified child increase5
26 € per child
Family income supplement (IT)5
60% between net earnings and net
maximum earnings
Back to school clothing and footwear
allowance (MT)5
200-305 € annually, depending on age
One parent family payment (IT)5
max. 1600 €
Single parent family relief
€1,760 tax credit

Social exclusion

Means-tested (MT)
/ income tested (IT)

Housing

Means-tested (MT)
/ income tested (IT)

Home carers allowance
Up to 770 tax credit
Supplementary Welfare Allowance
(MT)3
€742 single
€1236 two adults
€1324 two adults and one child
Rent and mortgage supplements
(MT)
Max. amounts:
Single person: €520
Couple: €800
Couple with 2 children: €1,200

Source: Central Statistics Office (2012), p. 252

8
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Introduction

The Purpose of this Report
As part of a larger multi-country examination, the main goal of this report is to supply
both descriptive and empirical data that can be used to explore the extent to which children of
income poor and/or multi-dimensionally deprived families are covered by key social programs in
a number of target countries.
The multi-country project involves the use of two large datasets – the 2007 European
Union Statistics on Income and Living Conditions (EU-SILC) 1 and the 2008 Living in Canada
Survey (LCS) Pilot. The information contained within the current report relates to the former
dataset, managed by Eurostat,2 which holds harmonized data on household and individual
characteristics from European Union countries. The larger research project will examine four of
these European countries – the Netherlands, Germany, France and the United Kingdom. The
current report, however, focuses solely on the Netherlands and is an attempt to answer the
following questions:
1. What are the key social protection programs in the Netherlands?
2. What are the characteristics and relative sizes of the Dutch programs?
3. Does the EU-SILC income variable contain information about receipt of income from the
Dutch programs? If so, how detailed is the distinction for each program?
4. How comparable is the Dutch data with that of the other four countries?
The first two questions were addressed by collecting and summarizing information
contained in several on-line program descriptions, statistical reports, and legal documents
provided by the Dutch government. A number of secondary on-line sources were used to doublecheck descriptions that were not clear in Google-based translations of the official websites. The
final two questions were addressed by examining a number of documents provided by Eurostat
regarding the EU-SILC data. The documents included in the latter analysis were the EU-SILC
Dutch questionnaire, the EU-SILC harmonized data codebook, and two documents that compare
the concept definitions, data collection processes, and other key elements for all the EU-SILC
countries involved in the 2007 wave.

1

EU-SILC is an annual survey. Please note that all references to EU-SILC in this report refer to the 2007 wave of the survey.

2

Eurostat is the statistical office of the European Union.
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Report Outline
Two appendices form the main body of this report. The first, Appendix A, is meant to
answer the first two questions above. It includes a number of tables that provide detailed
information on the key social protection programs available in the Netherlands. These tables
present the characteristics of each program and, when available, the statistics that indicate their
relative size. In terms of structure, each statistics table is located directly below its corresponding
program characteristics table. The second appendix is an attempt to answer the third and fourth
questions above. To that end, Appendix B provides an indication of where the programs should
be located in the EU-SILC dataset and a concise summary table of quality control information
provided by Eurostat to assess data comparability across countries.

The Dutch Social Protection System - The Programs
The Dutch family-related social protection system includes a relatively large number of
programs, especially when compared to the United Kingdom and Germany. Also, the
Netherlands provides a large proportion of their programs in the form of non-refundable tax
credits and tax deductions – the ratio is approximately 50/50. Appendix A is comprised of tables
that are meant to summarize this system. Given that there are so many programs in the
Netherlands, in the current report, the programs are broken down into three sections. The first
section of tables presents the Netherland’s family-related cash benefits; the second section
presents the family-related tax benefits; their third section presents their unemployment benefit,
social assistance benefit, and their employment-related tax credits.
Before going any further, it is important to note something. For the purposes of their
social protection programs, in the Netherlands children are most often defined as individuals who
are less than 18 years old; however, you will also see that, for a number of benefits, other age
limits are specified. Interestingly enough, the age cut-offs range from 12 to 30 years.
Family Related Cash Benefits
The Netherlands provides a number of family related cash benefits. For example, they
provide the Child Benefit (Kinderbijslag), which is their only fully universal cash benefit. This
benefit is provided to all parents who care for children of their own or care for children as if they
were their own (including adopted children, foster children, and stepchildren, etc.). Child Budget
(Kindgebonden budget), a means-tested social assistance benefit, is a benefit provided to lowincome families when needed. Child Budget covers families who are caring for children of their
own and, like Child Benefit, it also covers parents who care for children if they were their own.
The Netherlands has also established a contribution-based Maternity Allowance
(Bevallingsuitkering). In the past this benefit covered only employed women and women
receiving unemployment benefits; however, amendments were made in 2008 so that it now
covers all women in Dutch society, including entrepreneurs and professionals. This is important
for the purposes of the current report because some entrepreneurs own subsistence businesses,
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thus they will potentially be part of the income poor. Finally, the Dutch Childcare Allowance
(Kinderopvangtoeslag) is provided to working or studying parents using formal childcare.
It is also worth noting that, between 2008 and 2009, the Netherlands provided a benefit
called Child Allowance (Kindertoeslag) to assist low-income families with providing for their
children. This was a means-tested social assistance benefit and was put in place for 12 months as
a stop-gap measure while the Netherlands moved from their longstanding tax-related child
benefit (the Child Tax Credit - see below) to the current Child Budget.
Family Related Tax Credits
Until 2008, the Netherlands provided a means-tested non-refundable tax credit called the
Child Tax Credit (kinderkorting). This tax credit was meant to assist low-income families with
caring for their children; however, given the fact that the lowest income families did not pay
enough taxes to claim it and the fact that it was non-refundable, poor families were often unable
to take advantage of the program. It is for this reason that the Netherlands made the move to
Child Allowance in 2008 and to Child Budget the following year.
To support single parents, the Netherlands provides the Single Parent Tax Credit
(Alleenstaande-ouderkorting). Another non-refundable tax credit, this provides assistance to
single parents until their children turn 26 years old. In addition, up until very recently the
Netherlands provided a separate non-refundable tax credit called the Supplementary Single
Parent Tax Credit (Aanvullende alleenstaandeouderkorting). Unlike the Single Parent Tax
Credit, this tax credit was only available to parents of children under 16 years old. This
supplementary tax credit was combined with the Single Parent Tax Credit in 2011. It is important
to note that, given that the maximum for the Single Parent Tax Credit was raised at the very
same time, this move to combine the tax credits did not affect the amount of money provided to
single parents.
At the moment, the Netherlands allows 26 weeks (up from 13 weeks before 2009) of
statutory parental leave. They also provide some monetary support for those who take this leave.
The monetary support, provided through the tax system via the Tax Credit for Parental Leave
(Ouderschapsverlofkorting), is equal to 50% of the Dutch statutory minimum wage. From all
reports, it would appear that, in Dutch society, it is expected that the parent who is on leave will
work part-time during their leave period. However, it is possible to make other arrangement with
one’s employer (i.e., to take 13 weeks at full pay or to distribute the leave in another way).
The Netherlands also provides something called a “combination” tax credit. It appears
that the reference to ‘combination’ in the name refers to the combination of earning an income
and having a child under 12 years old, but this is not entirely clear. Up until 2009, the
Netherlands provided the Combination Tax Credit (Combinatiekorting) and the Supplementary
Combination Tax Credit (Aanvullende Combinatiekorting). The difference between these two
benefits is not entirely clear; however, the supplementary credit appears to be directed at single
parents and the lower income earner in a parenting partnership. In 2009 these two tax credits
were replaced by the Income-related Combination Tax Credit (Inkomensafhankelijke
Combinatiekorting). Please note that “Income-related” in this context refers to the fact that there
is minimum income required to become eligible for the tax-credit, not to means-testing.
Finally, the Netherlands provides the what they call The Personal Allowance for
Supporting a Child over 30 Years Old (Persoonsgebonden aftrek - Uitgaven voor
levensonderhoud kinderen jonger dan 30 jaar). This is a tax deduction for parents who are still
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supporting their children, even when the children live away from home. The aim is to help
parents pay for the child’s basic living expenses (e.g., clothes, food, healthcare premiums, etc.).
For this tax deduction, there are monetary requirements for the child; however, there do not
appear to be any such monetary requirements for the parent(s).
Unemployment Benefit, Social Assistance, and
Employment-Related Tax Credits
The Netherlands provides two employment-related cash benefits. The first is the
Unemployment Benefit (WW-uitkering), which is a contribution-based social insurance benefit
for those who are capable of working but who are unemployed. They also provide Social
Assistance (Bijstandsuitkering), a means-tested social assistance cash benefit meant for either
topping-up income so that it reaches the Dutch statutory minimum wage or providing a minimum
income for those without work who are ineligible for unemployment benefits. Along with Social
Assistance, the Netherlands provides Housing Allowance (Huurtoeslag), which is meant to help
lower income families and individuals pay their rent. They also provide Health Care Allowance
(Zorgtoeslag), which is meant to help with the payment of the Netherlands’ mandatory health
care premiums.
The Netherlands also provides a two employment-related tax credits. The General Tax
Credit (De algemene heffingskorting) is a non-refundable tax credit that is provided to all
eligible taxpayers in the Netherlands (including people who earn their income through nonemployment and non-business means). They also provide the Employed Person’s Tax Credit
(Arbeidskorting), which covers only those people who earn income through employment or
through businesses.

The Dutch Social Protection System – the Statistics
As mentioned above, in Appendix A, all of the corresponding statistics tables are located
directly below each of the program description tables. The appendix is missing statistics for
Child Allowance, which is the benefit that was only available from 2008 to 2009. It is also
missing the statistics for Childcare Allowance. Additionally, given that the Netherlands does not
appear to publish statistics for any of its many tax related benefits, the report is also missing
statistics for each of the following:











Child Tax Credit
Single-Parent Tax Credit
Supplementary Single Parent Tax Credit
Tax Credit for Parental Leave
Combination Tax Credit
Supplementary Combination Tax Credit
Income-Related Combination Tax Credit
Personal Allowance for Supporting a Child < 30 Years Old
General Tax Credit
Employed Person’s Tax Credit
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Responsible Ministries and Implementing Bodies
Two ministries are responsible for administering most of the programs that make up the
Dutch social protection system: the Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment and the Ministry
of Finance. The Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment is responsible for all the family
related cash benefits except Child Allowance, which appears to have been kept under the
Ministry of Finance’s jurisdiction until the Child Budget was introduced in 2009. The Work and
Income Inspectorate is a subsidiary body that then monitors implementation of most of these
same benefits by local offices of the Institute for Employee Benefit Schemes. The Ministry of
Finance is responsible for all the tax credits and the Dutch Tax Administration is responsible for
their implementation.
The Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment is also the ministry responsible for
Unemployment Benefit and Social Assistance. Again, the Work and Income Inspectorate
monitors implementation by local offices of the Institute for Employee Benefit Schemes and
reports back to the Ministry. Finally, the Ministry of the Interior and Kingdom Relations is
responsible for the Housing Allowance and the Dutch Tax Administration is responsible for
implementing the benefit.

Searching For the Dutch Social Protection
Programs in the EU-SILC Dataset and
Assessing Data Comparability
As noted above, the overall goal for Appendix A was to provide detailed information on
the key social protection programs available in the Netherlands. The objectives for Appendix B
were twofold. The first objective was to provide an analysis of what type of information about
each Dutch program is available in the harmonized EU-SILC dataset. The second objective was
to present information that will help in determining whether the project relevant Dutch data
contained in this dataset is comparable with that of the other European countries.3
To meet these objectives, Appendix B is arranged in two sections. The first section of the
appendix contains a table that indicates the most probable location of the Dutch social protection
programs in the EU-SILC harmonized dataset. The second section of the appendix provides a
concise summary of observations made by Eurostat regarding comparability issues surrounding
the Dutch data collection process.

3

Although the larger research project will include four Canadian provinces, comparing the European data collection
process to the Canadian data collection process is not part of this stage of the project.
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Some Extra Information Regarding
the Netherlands
First, it is important to note that Google translations for some of the Dutch benefits
change depending on which website you visit. For example, Child Allowance (Kindertoeslag) is
sometimes translated as “Supplementary Child Benefit” and sometimes as “Children's
Surcharge.” Likewise, Child Budget (Kindgebonden Budget) is sometimes translated as
“Parent’s Budget.” Until you are familiar with the Dutch names, and how to differentiate each
benefit by its description and payment rates, this can lead to confusion. For this reason, the
various translations that came up as the current research progressed are noted at the top of the
relevant tables. Hopefully this helps the next non-Dutch speaker who approaches this material.
Another potentially problematic issue for the present project concerns the Netherlands’
use of tax related benefits. As mentioned previously, approximately half of their benefits are taxrelated. The problem with this is that Eurostat does not appear to count tax-related benefits in the
EU-SILC surveys. Thus, it may be difficult to compare The Netherland’s social protection
system with the others.
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Appendix A – Program
Characteristics and Statistics
Contents List
Family Related Cash Benefits
• Child Benefit (Kinderbijslag)
• Child Allowance (Kindertoeslag) *
• Child Budget (Kindgebonden budget)
• Maternity Allowance (Bevallingsuitkering)
• Childcare Allowance (Kinderopvangtoeslag)
Family Related Tax Credits
• Child Tax Credit (kinderkorting) *
• Single Parent Tax Credit (Alleenstaande-ouderkorting)
• Supplementary Single Parent Tax Credit (Aanvullende
alleenstaandeouderkorting) *
• Tax Credit for Parental Leave (Ouderschapsverlofkorting)
• Combination Tax Credit (Combinatiekorting) *
• Supplementary Combination Tax Credit (Aanvullende Combinatiekorting) *
• Income-related Combination Tax Credit (Inkomensafhankelijke
Combinatiekorting)
• Personal Allowance for Supporting a Child < 30 Year Old (Persoonsgebonden
aftrek - Uitgaven voor levensonderhoud kinderen jonger dan 30 jaar)
Unemployment Benefit, Social Assistance, and Employment Related Tax Credits
• Unemployment Benefit (WW-uitkering)
• Social Assistance (Bijstandsuitkering)
• Housing Allowance (Huurtoeslag)
• Health Care Allowance (Zorgtoeslag)
• General Tax Credit (De algemene heffingskorting)
• Employed Person’s Tax Credit (Arbeidskorting)
Model Family Calculations for Housing Allowance, Child Budget,
and Health Care Allowance
* Program was replaced by or combined with another program between 2006 and 2011. Details are
available in each table.
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Family-Related Cash Benefits
Program Name
Program Type
Legislation
Aim
Source of Funds
Administrative Organization

Coverage and Beneficiary
Delivery Details, Amount, and
Duration of Coverage

Child Benefit (Kinderbijslag)
Universal cash benefit.
The General Child Benefit Act (Algemene Kinderbijslagwet - AKW). Law of 26 April 1962, establishing a
general family insurance.
“Child Benefit is money from the government towards the expenses of raising a child.”
http://www.svb.nl/int/en/kinderbijslag/index.jsp
General revenue.
The Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment (Ministerie van Sociale Zaken en Werkgelegenheid – SZW) is
the ministry responsible for the program.
The Work and Income Inspectorate (De Inspectie Werk en Inkomen – IWI) monitors implementation by The
Social Insurance Bank (Sociale Verzekeringsbank - SVB) and reports to the SZW.
Covers families who are caring for children of their own and children they are caring for as if they were their
own (including adopted children, foster children, and stepchildren, etc.)
Paid after the end of each quarter (every 3 months) – approximately April 5th, July 5th, October 5th, and
January 5th.
Whether they are eligible for Child Benefit for a certain quarter depends on the situation on the first day of the
quarter. For example, if a child is born on the 2nd of April, the parents will not receive their first payment until
approx. October 5th.
For children born on or after January 1, 1995, the rate depends on the child's age. The quarterly rates for 2009
were as follows:
0 to 5 years: €194.99
6 to11years: €236.77
12 to 17 years: €278.55
For children born before January 1, 1995, the rate is based on the number of children in the home. For those
born before January 1, 1995 (age 14 to 17 in 2009), the 2009 quarterly rates were as follows:
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Quarterly rates per child, based on the number of children in the household:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

One child: €278.55
Two children: €313.25
Three children: €324.81
Four children: €350.23
Five children: €365.47
Six children: €375.64
Seven children: €382.90

The more children in the home, even if they were born after January 1, 1995, the higher the amount for any
child born before this date. For example, if there are 7 children in the home, and 2 were born before January 1,
1995, the seven child rate of €382.90 per child applies to the two older children.
If a child is disabled, the parents are eligible for up to twice the basic rate. In the calculation of the number of
children, a child for whom they receive Child Benefit at twice the basic rate counts as two children.
Duration – Until the child turns 18 or until they no longer qualify.

Qualifying Conditions –
Monetary
Qualifying Conditions – Other

If a child turns18 on the 2nd of April, the last payment will be at the end of the 2nd quarter (approx. July 5th)
None.
They must:
•
•
•
•

Be insured by national insurance
Live in the Netherlands
Have one or more children
Contribute at least €408 (2010) or more per quarter towards supporting the child or children

The rules for children who are 16 and 17 are different and depend on the child's birthdate. If the child was born
after October 1, 1993, the family is eligible for Child Benefit as long the child:





Does not work more than 19 hours per week or earn more than €1,240 net per quarter, and
Attends full-time education aimed at obtaining a basic qualification, or
Is exempt from obtaining a basic qualification, or
Continues to attend full-time education after obtaining a basic qualification, or
11




Is unemployed, after having obtained a basic qualification, or
Is unable to attend education due to illness or a handicap, after having obtained a basic qualification

The child can be out of school for less than 6 months without it affecting the benefit.
If the child was born before October 2nd, 1993, the family is eligible as long as the child:




Does not earn more than €1,240 net per quarter, and
Is in full-time education of at least 213 hours per quarter, and is not entitled to a student grant
Is unemployed or incapacitated for work

Sources for program details: A short survey of Social Security in the Netherlands – 2010; Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment, Child Benefit: information for parents;
Overheid.nl, Products and Services - Social security, Child Benefit; Overheid.nl, Laws and Regulations - The General Child Benefit Act; Social Security Programs throughout the
World: The Netherlands 2010; Sociale Verzekeringsbank, Child Benefit - How much Child Benefit will you get?; Sociale Verzekeringsbank, Child Benefit - When do Child
Benefit and the Child Budget start, and when do they stop?; Sociale Verzekeringsbank, Child Benefit - When does the Child Benefit stop?; Sociale Verzekeringsbank, Child
Benefit - When does the SVB pay Child Benefit?; Sociale Verzekeringsbank, Child Benefit - Your child is aged 16 or 17; Sociale Verzekeringsbank, Child Benefit Home; Sociale
Verzekeringsbank, Overview Child Benefit.

Child Benefit
(Uitkering
kinderbijslag)
Program Cost
Number of Recipients
Average Amount
Average Duration

The Statistics (2008)

€3,255 million
1,945 thousand
€1,700
Unable to locate.

Additional information that may be useful for interpreting the statistics.
Note: These numbers are not based on actual observations of payments.
They are based on the composition of household at December 31 each year.
Total sum of the relevant income component.
Number of households on the income.
Average amount per household.

Source for Statistics: Central Bureau of Statistics, Statline
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Program Name

Child Allowance (Kindertoeslag)
(Also translated as “Supplementary Child Benefit” and as “Children's Surcharge”)

Program Type
Legislation
Aim
Source of Funds
Administrative Organization

This cash benefit was replaced by Child Budget January 1, 2009. It was only available for 12 months as
a stop-gap measure between the Child Tax Credit and the Child Budget. For this reason, it was difficult
to locate official descriptions of this program. The following is based on a number of unofficial sources.
Means-tested social assistance.
Unable to locate.
Unable to locate an official source.
General revenue.
Unable to locate a clear statement of which ministry was responsible for this program before they replaced it.
However, given that this benefit was a stop-gap measure between the Child Tax Credit and Child Budget (and
the fact that the Dutch Tax Administration was still implementing it – see below), the Ministry of Finance was
probably held responsibility until they changed over to the Child Budget.

Coverage and Beneficiary
Delivery Details, Amount, and
Duration of Coverage

The Dutch Tax Administration (Belastingdienst) implemented the program.
Covered families who were caring for children of their own or children they are caring for as if they were their
own.
No need to apply. It should come automatically, based on income level.
Paid monthly.
This benefit did not take into account the number of children in the household or their ages. Depending on the
household income (see below), the maximum was €994 per year (approximately €82 per month).

Qualifying Conditions –
Monetary

Duration – Until the child turned 18 or until they no longer qualify.
The first income threshold was €29,413, up to which point they would have been eligible for the maximum
benefit. After this point the benefit was reduced by 5.75% of the extra income.

Qualifying Conditions – Other

This meant that at the €46,700 per year mark, they were no longer eligible for the benefit (2008).
They must:
•
•

Have had at least one child younger than 18 in the home
Have had Dutch nationality or a valid residence permit
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•

Been in receipt of Child Benefit*

*However, if a child was 16 or 17 and, thus, did not meet the age-specific criteria for Child Benefit, the
family was eligible for Child Allowance as long as the child is largely maintained by them (unable to locate
the exact amount they had to provide as support).
Sources for program details: Alimentie.nl, The Child Budget; Allowances.org, Children's Surcharge; The Government of the Netherlands, Social insurance by July 1, 2008;
Wikipedia, Children's Surcharge.

Child Allowance
Program Cost
Number of Recipients
Average Amount
Average Duration

The Statistics
Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.

Additional information that may be useful for interpreting the statistics.
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Program Name

Child Budget (Kindgebonden Budget)

Program Type
Legislation

(Also translated as “Parent’s Budget”)
Means-tested social assistance.
Law on Child Budget (Wet op het kindgebonden budget). Act of Nov. 1, 2007, containing rules on entitlement
to an income-related financial contribution towards the cost of children.

Aim
Source of Funds
Administrative Organization

Coverage and Beneficiary
Delivery Details, Amount, and
Duration of Coverage

Amending Law on Child Budget (down level Child Budget from 2009 and completion percentage change). Law
of 12 June 2008 amending the Act to be paid with respect to determining the level of the Child Budget from
2009 and the change in the percentage reduction.
“The Child Budget is an extra monthly contribution from the government for low-income families.”
http://www.svb.nl/int/en/kinderbijslag/kinderbijslag_voor_kind/kindgebonden_budget/index.jsp
General Revenue.
The Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment (Ministerie van Sociale Zaken en Werkgelegenheid – SZW) is
the ministry responsible for the program.
The Dutch Tax Administration (Belastingdienst) implements the benefit.
Covers families who are caring for children of their own, adopted children, stepchildren, or children they are
caring for as if they were their own children.
There is usually no need to apply for the benefit. It is automatically paid once a family becomes eligible (based
on their current income, as calculated by the tax authorities).
Paid monthly.
The amount depends on the number of children in the home and the current household income. According to
the SSPTW, the maximum yearly rates for 2010 were as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

One child: €1,011 per year.
Two children: €1,466 per year.
Three children: €1,826 per year.
Four children: €2,110 per year.
Five children: €2,299 per year.

They are eligible for an extra €189 per year for each additional child.
In addition, on January 1, 2010 the amount was increased for children between 12 and 18. Based on two age
groups, the new amounts are as follows:
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•
•

Increase for children aged 12 to 15 years: € 231 per year.
Increase for children aged 16 and 17 years: € 296 per year.

(This extra money is meant to help with the cost of education.)
There is a final calculation at the end of the year for all beneficiaries. If their actual annual income is found to
be higher/lower than the preliminary assessment, they will pay back/be paid the difference.

Qualifying Conditions –
Monetary

Qualifying Conditions – Other

Duration - The last payment is made the month the child turns 18 years old.
With a household income up to €28,897 they receive the maximum Child Budget.
After this threshold the benefit is reduced by 6.5% of the amount above the threshold. Thus, with a household
income of €28,897 + €1,000, they will receive €67 less per year; for €28,897 + €10,000, they will receive €670
less per year.
To be eligible,
•
•
•

Parents must have one or more children under 18
Parents and children must reside in the Netherlands
Parents must be receiving Child Benefit for the children*

*However, if a child is 16 or 17 and, thus, does not meet the age-specific criteria for Child Benefit, the
family is eligible for Child Budget as long as the child is largely maintained by them (defined as
contributing at least €408 (2010) per quarter toward the child’s maintenance).
Sources for program details: Overheid.nl, Laws and Regulations - Amending Law on Child Budget (down level Child Budget from 2009 and completion percentage change);
Overheid.nl, Laws and Regulations - Law on Child Budget; Overheid.nl, Products and Services - Social security, Child Budget; Social Security Programs throughout the World,
Europe - The Netherlands (2010); Sociale Verzekeringsbank , Child Benefit - When do Child Benefit and the Child Budget start, and when do they stop?; Sociale
Verzekeringsbank, Child Benefit - Child Budget; Sociale Verzekeringsbank, Child Benefit - No Child Benefit? You may still get a Child Budget; Sociale Verzekeringsbank, Child
Benefit - When Child Benefit and Child Budget start, and when do they stop?; The Dutch Tax Administration, Benefits - Child Budget; The Government of the Netherlands, 1.1
million families receive parent's budget in 2009 (press release): The Government of the Netherlands, What is the Child Budget?; The Government of the Netherlands, What is the
parent's budget?
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Child Budget

The Statistics (2008)

Additional information that may be useful for interpreting the statistics.

(Uitkering
kindgebonden budget)
Program Cost
Number of Recipients
Average Amount
Average Duration

€704 million
962 thousand
€700
Unable to locate.

Total sum of the relevant income component.
Number of households on the income.
Average amount per household.

Source for statistics: Central Bureau of Statistics, Statline.
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Program Name

Program Type
Legislation
Aim
Source of Funds
Administrative Organization

Coverage and Beneficiary

Delivery Details, Amount, and
Duration of Coverage

Maternity Allowance (Bevallingsuitkering)
Note: both taxes and social insurance contributions are deducted from this benefit.
Contribution-based social insurance benefit
The Work and Care Act (Wet arbeid en zorg -WAZO). Law of 16 November 2001 laying down rules for
establishing a new balance between work and care in the broadest sense.
Unable to locate official aim.
Employee and employer contributions.
The Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment (Ministerie van Sociale Zaken en Werkgelegenheid – SZW) is
the ministry responsible for the program.
The Work and Income Inspectorate (De Inspectie Werk en Inkomen – IWI) monitors implementation by local
offices of the Institute for Employee Benefit Schemes (Uitvoeringsinstituut Werknemersverzekeringen –
UWV) and reports to the SZW.
Historically this benefit covered only employed women and women receiving unemployment benefits. Based
on changes made in 2008, it now covers “independents” such as entrepreneurs and independent professionals,
etc. (see qualifying conditions below for more details).
Usually paid weekly through the employer, who is then reimbursed by the UWV. It can also be paid directly to
the beneficiary.
The amount is based on their income in the 4 weeks before leave starts.
They are eligible for 100% of their daily net income (including holiday pay, year-end bonus, thirteenth month
and shift bonus; excluding savings, pension and expenses); however, there is a maximum amount (€190.32/day
as of July 2011).
The benefit is payable for a minimum of 16 weeks. Payment can start anytime between 6 and 4 weeks prior to
the day after the expected delivery date. After delivery, they are always entitled to at least 10 weeks of
payments. This means that if they leave work 6 weeks before the due date and the baby is overdue, they will
receive extra payments.
In addition, paid paternity leave is available and allows for 2 days at 100% of net daily income.

Qualifying Conditions –
Monetary

Duration – approximately 16 weeks.
None.
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Qualifying Conditions – Other

Generally, they must:
• Be pregnant
• Be employed or receiving unemployment benefits
• Have an estimated delivery within 10 weeks after the end of their employment or after their
unemployment benefits have ended
In June 2008, independent pregnant entrepreneurs, professionals, and assisting spouse became eligible for
Maternity Allowance. This group is eligible for the benefit under the scheme called Independently and Pregnant
(Zelfstandig en zwanger - ZEZ) if they are:
•
•
•

Self-employed with or without staff
An independent professional, such as: co-shareholder of the company where you work,
freelancer, home worker, artist, doctor, home help, private domestic help.
An assisting spouse or partner

Sources for program details: European Commission, Mutual Information System on Social Protection (MISSOC) Comparative Tables;
Institute for Employee Benefit Schemes, Duration of a maternity; Institute for Employee Benefit Schemes, Height of a maternity allowance; Institute for Employee Benefit
Schemes, Maternity benefits;Overheid.nl, Products and Services - Employee, maternity allowance and maternity benefit;Overheid.nl, Laws and regulations - Work and Care
Act;Overheid.nl, Products and Services - Maternity allowance, home help and domestic staff; Overheid.nl, Products and Services - Pregnant and self-control, ZEZ benefits; Social
Security Programs throughout the World, Europe - The Netherlands 2010.

Maternity Allowance
Program Cost
Number of Recipients
Average Amount
Average Duration

The Statistics (2008)
€1,069 million
140 thousand
€7635.71
Unable to locate.

Additional information that may be useful for interpreting the statistics.
Disbursements.
Number of current benefits end of year.

Source for statistics: Central Bureau of Statistics, Statline.
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Program Name

Childcare Allowance (Kinderopvangtoeslag)

Program Type
Legislation

(Also translated as “Childcare Benefit,” “Childcare Supplement”)
Universal subsidy - rate varies somewhat depending on income level.
There appear to be a number of pieces of legislation that refer to this program.
The Dutch Childcare Act (Wet Kinderopvang) - also referred to as the Quality Preschools and Childcare Law.
Law of 9 July 2004 on arrangements concerning contributions towards the costs of childcare and ensuring the
quality of childcare.
Decision childcare allowance and contributions towards childcare costs (Besluit kinderopvangtoeslag en
tegemoetkomingen in kosten kinderopvang). Decree of 18 October 2004, containing rules on contributions
towards childcare costs.

Aim

Source of Funds
Administrative Organization

Coverage and Beneficiary
Delivery Details, Amount, and
Duration of Coverage

Amending Child Care Act (revised scheme childminders). Act of July 18, 2009 to amend the Childcare Act in
connection with a review of the system of childminding.
“The Dutch Childcare Act of 2005 was created in order to increase the participation of women in the work
force, the accessibility of childcare and the competition between childcare providers, thereby lowering fees.
The act provides for the financing of formal childcare and maintains quality and supervision standards for all
childcare services.”
http://english.szw.nl/index.cfm?menu_item_id=14637&hoofdmenu_item_id=14632&rubriek_item=392434&ru
briek_id=391971&link_id=201743
Government and employer.
The Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment (Ministerie van Sociale Zaken en Werkgelegenheid – SZW) is
the ministry responsible for the program.
The Dutch Tax Administration (Belastingdienst) implements the program (including the employer’s portion).
Covers all working or studying parents using formal childcare. registered/approved childcare provider
Provided on a per child basis. The amount depends on:
•
•
•

Child care costs
Child care hours
Family's current income

There is a preliminary assessment and the benefit is paid out based on this. If their actual annual income is
higher/lower than the preliminary assessment, they will pay back/be paid the difference.
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In general, the higher the income the lower the allowance; however, the actual calculation for the allowance is
never shown.
Based on the main childcare registration agency’s (Blue Umbrella*)” online calculator, a 2 adult +2 child
family with a household income of €0-18,099 is reimbursed for approximately 94% of their childcare costs; the
same family model with an income of €40,000 is reimbursed for approximately 73%of their childcare costs.
* This agency is an authorized “Help and Information Point – HIP” for the Dutch Tax Authority
Belastingdienst/Toeslagen. For more information, please see http://www.blueumbrella.nl
There is a maximum of 230 hours covered per month for each child. There is also a maximum hourly rate set
each year for each childcare type. The2011 rates are as follows:
•
•
•

Childcare centre (“crèche”) (for day care/nursery and preschool care): €6.36/hour
After school care: €5.93/hour
Childminding by a registered childminder: €5.09/hour

Depending on the circumstances, the municipality will sometimes provide an additional refund to certain target
groups, like single parents and students. There was no mention of amounts.

Qualifying Conditions –
Monetary

Qualifying Conditions – Other

Duration - 12 years for each child.
There are no monetary qualifying conditions at the moment (the subsidy decreases as income goes up, but it is
still substantially subsidized when a family’s income is extremely high – i.e., even at a household income of
€165,527, about 50% of childcare costs are reimbursed).
However, there appear to be some significant changes coming for the Childcare Allowance (including an
income threshold) that may go into effect in 2012 (the bill is currently on its way through the government
channels). For details please see http://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/kinderopvangtoeslag/veranderingkinderopvangtoeslag-vanaf-2012
To be eligible, their children must:
•
•

Be between 0 - 12 years of age and not yet in high school
Be registered at the beneficiary’s address

The parent(s) must:
•

Have Dutch nationality or a valid residence permit
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•
•
•

Work or study (if there are 2 parents, they both must work or study)
Pay the costs of childcare themselves (i.e., it must not be paid by their employer)
Receive Child Benefit or Foster Parent payments; or, they must pay at least €408 per quarter towards
the maintenance of the child

Finally, since January 2011, the childcare centre (crèche), childminder, or after-school care centre must be
registered with the National Childcare Registry. Only “formal” childcare is covered.
Sources: Blue Umbrella, Allowance for Childcare; Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment, Childcare and childcare allowance; The Government of the Netherlands, Child
care benefit changes since 2012; The Government of the Netherlands, Childcare; The Government of the Netherlands, Childcare benefit; The Government of the Netherlands,
Right to childcare allowance

Childcare Allowance
Program Cost
Number of Recipients
Average Amount
Average Duration

The Statistics
Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.

Additional information that may be useful for interpreting the statistics.
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Family-Related Tax Credits
Program Name

Program Type
Legislation
Aim
Source of Funds
Administrative Organization
Coverage and Beneficiary
Delivery Details, Amount, and
Duration of Coverage

Child Tax Credit (Kinderkorting)
This tax credit was replaced by Child Allowance in 2008. For this reason, it was difficult to locate official
descriptions of the program.
Means-tested non-refundable tax credit.
Act of May 11, 2000 establishing the Income Tax Act 2001 (Tax Review 2001).
The Income Tax Act (Wet inkomstenbelasting).
Unable to locate official aim.
General revenue.
The Ministry of Finance (Ministerie van Financiën) is responsible for all the tax credits. The Dutch Tax
Administration (Belastingdienst) implements the credits.
Taxpayers with at least one child under 18 years old.
Unable to locate a clear answer to how this tax credit was delivered. Given that most of the Dutch tax credits
are credited through their income tax return, this one was probably dealt with in the same way.
The following is based on information for 2006.
The amount depended on the household income. The first income threshold was a joint income of €28,521,
after which the credit was decreased by 5.75% of any additional income. The second joint income threshold
was €44,591, after which the household was no longer eligible for the credit.
For couples below the first income threshold, €924 (or the taxes/contributions owing, whichever was less),
went to the partner with the highest income.
Single parents also received €924. Their income threshold was €28,521, after which they were no longer
eligible for the credit. There is no mention of a gradual claw-back for single parents.

Qualifying Conditions –
Monetary
Qualifying Conditions – Other

Duration – until they no longer qualify.
For couples, joint income must not exceed €44,591 (2006).
For single parents, income must not exceed €28,521 (2006).
They must:
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•
•

Pay taxes.
Have at least one child that they significantly maintain* registered at their address for at least 6 months
of the tax year
o The child must have been be younger than 18 on December 31st of the previous calendar year

* This amounted to approximately €380 per quarter in 2006
Sources for program details: All about tax, Tax relating to children; Dutch Wikipedia, Kinderkorting; Expatax, Tax Plan 2007: focus on labour market and income (19-09-2006);
OECD – Social Policy Division – Directorate of Employment and Social Affairs, Country Chapter – Benefits and Wages, The Netherlands 2006; Statistics Netherlands, Tax
deductions for children.

Child Tax Credit
Program Cost
Number of Recipients
Average Amount
Average Duration

The Statistics
Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.

Additional information that may be useful for interpreting the statistics.
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Program Name
Program Type
Legislation
Aim
Source of Funds
Administrative Organization
Coverage and Beneficiary
Delivery Details, Amount, and
Duration of Coverage

Single-Parent Tax Credit (Alleenstaande-ouderkorting)
Non-refundable tax credit.
Act of May 11, 2000 establishing the Income Tax Act 2001 (Tax Review 2001).
The Income Tax Act (Wet inkomstenbelasting).
Unable to locate official aim.
General revenue.
The Ministry of Finance (Ministerie van Financiën) is responsible for all the tax credits. The Dutch Tax
Administration (Belastingdienst) implements the credits.
Single parent taxpayers with at least one child under 27 years old.
Credited through their income tax return.
The maximum is €945 per year (2010).

Qualifying Conditions –
Monetary
Qualifying Conditions – Other

Duration – until they no longer qualify.
They must pay taxes.
They must:
•
•

Have no tax partner for at least 6 months of the year
Have at least one child that they significantly maintain* registered at their address for at least 6 months
of the tax year
o The child must be younger than 27 on December 31st of the previous calendar year

* This amounted to €408 per quarter in 2010
Sources for program details: Dutch Tax Administration, Single parent's tax credit; Dutch Tax Administration, Tax Return Explanatory Notes 2010;
Overheid.nl, Laws and Regulations - Income Tax Act 2001; The Government of the Netherlands, Tax credits.

Single Parent Tax
Credit
Program Cost
Number of Recipients
Average Amount
Average Duration

The Statistics

Additional information that may be useful for interpreting the statistics.

Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
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Program Name

Supplementary Single Parent Tax Credit (Aanvullende alleenstaandeouderkorting)
This tax credit was combined with the Single Parent Tax Credit in 2011. This did not, however, affect the
amount of money provided to single parents, as the maximum for the Single Parent Tax Credit was
raised to €2,454 to make up for the loss. For more information please see
http://www.belastingdienst.nl/particulier/veranderingen2011/veranderingen2011-10.html

Program Type
Legislation
Aim
Source of Funds
Administrative Organization
Coverage and Beneficiary
Delivery Details, Amount, and
Duration of Coverage

Non-refundable tax credit.
Act of May 11, 2000 establishing the Income Tax Act 2001 (Tax Review 2001).
The Income Tax Act (Wet inkomstenbelasting).
Unable to locate official aim.
General revenue.
The Ministry of Finance (Ministerie van Financiën) is responsible for all the tax credits. The Dutch Tax
Administration (Belastingdienst) implements the credits.
Single parent taxpayers with at least one child under 16 years old.
Credited through their income tax return.
The supplementary single parent tax credit is 4.3% of their earned income, including wages, business profits or
income from freelance work, to a maximum of €1,513 per year (2010).

Qualifying Conditions –
Monetary
Qualifying Conditions – Other

Duration – until they no longer qualify.
They must pay taxes.
They must:
•
•

Have no tax partner for at least 6 months of the year
Have at least one child that they significantly maintain* registered at their address for at least 6 months
of the tax year
o The child must be younger than 16 on December 31st of the previous calendar year

* This amounted to €408 per quarter in 2010
Sources for program details: Dutch Tax Administration, Supplementary single parent tax credit; Dutch Tax Administration, Tax Return Explanatory Notes 2010; The Government
of the Netherlands, Tax credits.
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Supplementary Single
Parent Tax Credit
Program Cost
Number of Recipients
Average Amount
Average Duration

The Statistics

Additional information that may be useful for interpreting the statistics.

Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
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Program Name

Tax Credit for Parental Leave (Ouderschapsverlofkorting)
(Also translated as “Parental Discount” and as “Parental Tax Credit”)

Program Type
Legislation

Aim
Source of Funds
Administrative Organization
Coverage and Beneficiary
Delivery Details, Amount, and
Duration of Coverage

Note: As of January 2009, statutory leave changed from 13 to 26 weeks.
Non-refundable tax credit.
The Income Tax Act (Wet inkomstenbelasting). Act of May 11, 2000 establishing the Income Tax Act 2001.
Work and Care Act (Wet arbeid en zorg). Law of 16 November 2001 laying down rules for the creation of a
new balance between work and care in the broadest sense.
Unable to locate official aim.
General revenue.
The Ministry of Finance (Ministerie van Financiën) is responsible for all the tax credits. The Dutch Tax
Administration (Belastingdienst) implements the credits.
This tax credit applies to male or female taxpayers who are eligible for and take statutory parental leave (which
is provided without pay, unless otherwise arranged with the employer).
There are two options for payment:
• They can ask for the credit to be paid while they are on leave (provisional refund). Then, at the end of
the year, if there is a discrepancy, they either pay or are paid the difference.
• Alternatively, they can wait until the end of the tax year and receive the credit on their tax return.
They are eligible for 50% of the statutory daily minimum wage per day of leave, as long as the total does not
exceed their net income for the previous calendar year. The Dutch statutory daily minimum wage was €58.38
per day in 2010.
The overall tax credit amount depends on the following:
•
•

the average number of hours they worked per week the previous year
the annual parental leave tax credit rate (based on the minimum wage)

Employees who have worked for an employer for at least one year are entitled to 26 times their average weekly
working hours in leave (as of 2009). Thus, someone who worked 36 hours per week is entitled to 936 hours of
leave.
The tax credit rate is 50% of the minimum wage (€4.07 in 2010). This means that someone who worked 36
hours on average in 2009 is entitled to a maximum of €3,809.52 for the year (26 x 36 = 936; 936 x €4.07 =
€3,809.52). This works out to approximately €146.52 per week (for 26 weeks of part-time leave.
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It should be noted here that it is assumed that they will be working part-time – and most do so; however, they
can arrange with their employer to take 13 weeks of full-time leave.

Qualifying Conditions –
Monetary
Qualifying Conditions – Other

As with the General Tax Credit, any unused Tax Credit for Parental Leave can be offset against excess taxes
owed by a higher income tax partner. In this case, the refund is paid to the lower income partner.
They must have paid enough tax or have a partner who has paid enough tax during the previous year.
They must be eligible for parental leave. To be eligible for parental leave, they must:
•
•
•

Have worked for at least one year for their employer before taking leave
Have a parental leave statement from employer
Have a child under 8 years old in the household

It should be noted here that, up until 2009, applicants had to be invested in what the Dutch call a “life course
savings scheme” in order to qualify for the Parental Leave Tax Credit. This is no longer the case. For more
information about the “life-course saving scheme,” please see
http://www.utwente.nl/hr/en/info_voor/medewerkers/fac/levensloop/
Sources: European Union – European Alliance for Children, Netherlands : Reconciliation of work and family life through part-time work; Overheid.nl, Laws and regulations Minimum Wage and Minimum Holiday Allowance; Overheid.nl, Laws and Regulations - Work and Care Act of 2001; Products and Service, Products and Services - Tax, credit
for parental leave; The Dutch Tax Administration, Parental leave tax credit; The Government of the Netherlands, Tax credits; University of Twente, Life-Course Savings Scheme

Parental Leave
Tax Credit
Program Cost
Number of Recipients
Average Amount
Average Duration

The Statistics

Additional information that may be useful for interpreting the statistics.

Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
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Program Name

Combination Tax Credit (Combinatiekorting)

Program Type
Legislation
Aim
Source of Funds
Administrative Organization
Coverage and Beneficiary
Delivery Details, Amount, and
Duration of Coverage

This tax credit was replaced by the Income-Related Combination Tax Credit in 2009. For this reason, it
was difficult to locate official descriptions of the program. The following is based on a number of
unofficial sources.
Non-refundable tax credit.
Act of May 11, 2000 establishing the Income Tax Act 2001 (Tax Review 2001).
The Income Tax Act (Wet inkomstenbelasting).
Unable to locate official aim.
General revenue.
The Ministry of Finance (Ministerie van Financiën) is responsible for all the tax credits. The Dutch Tax
Administration (Belastingdienst) implements the credits.
Covers working parents.
Credited through their income tax return.
The combination tax credit was €112 in 2008.

Qualifying Conditions –
Monetary
Qualifying Conditions – Other

Duration – until they no longer qualify.
Must have an income of more than €4,542 (2008) or be self-employed
To be eligible, they must:
•
•

Have no tax partner or make less income than their tax partner
Have at least one child that they significantly maintain* registered at their address for at least 6 months
of the tax year
o The child must be younger than 12 on December 31st of the previous calendar year

* This amounted to €408 per quarter in 2010
Sources for program details: All about Tax, Combination Discount; Allesoverhypotheken.nl, Combinatiekorting/ Aanvullende combinatiekorting; JongbloedTax Lawyers website,
Combinatiekorting.

Combination Tax
Credit
Program Cost
Number of Recipients
Average Amount
Average Duration

The Statistics

Additional information that may be useful for interpreting the statistics.

Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
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Program Name

Program Type
Legislation
Aim
Source of Funds
Administrative Organization
Coverage and Beneficiary
Delivery Details, Amount, and
Duration of Coverage

Supplementary Combination Tax Credit (Aanvullende Combinatiekorting)
This tax credit was replaced by the Income-Related Combination Tax Credit in 2009. For this reason, it
was difficult to locate official descriptions of the program. The following is based on a number of
unofficial sources.
Non-refundable tax credit.
The Income Tax Act (Wet inkomstenbelasting). Act of May 11, 2000 establishing the Income Tax Act 2001
(Tax Review 2001).
Unable to locate official aim.
General revenue.
The Ministry of Finance (Ministerie van Financiën) is responsible for all the tax credits. The Dutch Tax
Administration (Belastingdienst) implements the credits.
For working single parents or the lowest-earning parent
Credited through their income tax return.
The amount was €746 in 2008

Qualifying Conditions –
Monetary
Qualifying Conditions – Other

Duration – until they no longer qualify.
They must have an income of more than €4,542 (2008) or be self-employed
To be eligible, they must:
•
•

Have no tax partner or make less income than their tax partner
Have at least one child that they significantly maintain* registered at their address for at least 6 months
of the tax year
o The child must be younger than 12 on December 31st of the previous calendar year

* This amounted to €408 per quarter in 2010
Sources for program details: All about Tax, Combination Discount; Allesoverhypotheken.nl, Combinatiekorting/ Aanvullende combinatiekorting; JongbloedTax Lawyers website,
Combinatiekorting.
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Supplementary
Combination Tax
Credit
Program Cost
Number of Recipients
Average Amount
Average Duration

The Statistics

Additional information that may be useful for interpreting the statistics.

Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
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Program Name
Program Type
Legislation
Aim

Source of Funds
Administrative Organization
Coverage and Beneficiary
Delivery Details, Amount, and
Duration of Coverage

Income-Related Combination Tax Credit (Inkomensafhankelijke Combinatiekorting)
Non-refundable tax credit.
Act of May 11, 2000 establishing the Income Tax Act 2001 (Tax Review 2001).
The Income Tax Act (Wet inkomstenbelasting).
“If parents are both taxable in the Netherlands and they both combine paid labour with raising a child under the
age of 12 years, the lowest-earning parent is entitled to this income-based tax credit. This tax credit can be up to
€1.850 per year. Single parents are also entitled to the Income-based combination tax credit.”
http://www.utwente.nl/hr/en/info_voor/medewerkers/office_foreign_employees/topical_matter/sociale_zekerhe
id_en.doc/tax_credits.html
General revenue.
The Ministry of Finance (Ministerie van Financiën) is responsible for all the tax credits. The Dutch Tax
Administration (Belastingdienst) implements the credits.
Lower-earning partners and single parents with at least one child under 12 years. If tax partners have same
income, then the credit goes the oldest taxpayer.
Credited through their income tax return.
The 2011 amount is €780 plus 3.8% of any income above the base amount of €4,734 to a maximum credit of
€1,871 (which they say is reached at an income of €33, 444).

Qualifying Conditions –
Monetary

Qualifying Conditions – Other

Duration – until they no longer qualify.
Must earn an income of at least €4,734 (2011).
Earned income refers to income earned through employment, business profits, or freelance work. It does not
include income from assets or provided by tax partners, etc. As with the General Tax Credit, any unused
Income-Related Combination Tax Credit can be offset against excess taxes owed by a higher income tax
partner. In this case, the refund is paid to the lower income partner.
To be eligible, they must:
•
•
•

Have no tax partner or make less income than their tax partner
Must earn their income from employment or self-employment.
Have at least one child that they significantly maintain* registered at their address for at least 6 months
of the tax year
o The child must be younger than 12 on December 31st of the previous calendar year

* This amounted to €408 per quarter in 2010
Sources for program details: All about tax, Income-related combination tax; Dutch Tax Administration, Income-related combination tax; Dutch Tax Administration, Tax Return
Explanatory Notes 2010; Overheid.nl, Products and Services - Income-related combination tax; The Government of the Netherlands, Tax credits.
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Income-related
Combination Tax
Credit
Program Cost
Number of Recipients
Average Amount
Average Duration

The Statistics

Additional information that may be useful for interpreting the statistics.

Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
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Program Name
Program Type
Legislation
Aim
Source of Funds
Administrative Organization
Coverage and Beneficiary
Delivery Details, Amount, and
Duration of Coverage

Personal Allowance for Supporting a Child < 30 Years Old
Deduction from taxable income.
Act of May 11, 2000 establishing the Income Tax Act 2001 (Tax Review 2001).
The Income Tax Act (Wet inkomstenbelasting).
To help pay for the child’s basic living expenses (e.g., clothes, food, healthcare premiums, etc.).
General revenue.
The Ministry of Finance (Ministerie van Financiën) is responsible for all the tax credits. The Dutch Tax
Administration (Belastingdienst) implements the personal allowances.
Taxpayers with at least one child under 30 years old.
Deducted from income through their income tax return.
For each child they are allowed to deduct a certain amount per quarter from their taxable income (employment,
business, or freelance) before taxes are calculated. The maximum deductible amount depends on the age of
each child at the beginning of the quarter and the amount of the living expenses. The deduction limits for 2010
were as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Qualifying Conditions –
Monetary
Qualifying Conditions – Other

Children younger than 6 years old, whose parents pay at least €408 per quarter towards the child’s
living expenses and can deduct €295 per quarter
Children 6 to 12 years old whose parents pay at least €408 per quarter towards the child’s living
expenses and can deduct €355 per quarter
Children 12 to 18 whose parents pay at least €408 per quarter towards the child’s living expenses
and can deduct €415 per quarter
Children 18 to 30 whose parents pay at least €408 per quarter towards the child’s living expenses
and can deduct €355 per quarter
Children 18 to 30 whose parents pay more than 50% of the total cost of the child’s living expenses
and at least €710 per quarter can deduct €710 per quarter
Children 18 to 30 whose parents pay at least 90% or more of the total cost of the child’s and at least
€1,065 per quarter y towards the child’s living expenses and can deduct €1,065 per quarter

If the full allowance cannot be used (i.e., because they have too little income one year), they can transfer the
remaining allowance to the following year.
There does not appear to be any monetary conditions for the parents; however, the child must not have enough
income or assets to pay for their own living expenses.
The qualifying conditions (based on each quarter) are as follows:
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•
•
•
•
•

The child must be under 30 years old at the beginning of the quarter
The parent(s) must largely maintain* the child during the quarter
The child must not be in receipt of education grants in the quarter
No-one in the household can be in receipt of child benefit for the child during the quarter
The money must not be used for luxury goods, medical expenses, or temporary stays for a severely
disabled child who is usually in an institution

* This amounted to €408 per quarter in 2010
Sources for program details: Dutch Tax Administration, Deductible amount; Dutch Tax Administration, Living expenses for children under 30 years; Dutch Tax Administration,
Nondeductible expenses; Levensonderhoud van kinderen jonger dans 30 jaar, from the Dutch Tax Administration (in Dutch).

Parental Tax Credit
Program Cost
Number of Recipients
Average Amount
Average Duration

The Statistics
Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.

Additional information that may be useful for interpreting the statistics.
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Unemployment Benefit, Social Assistance, and Employment Related Tax Credits
Program Name

Program Type
Legislation
Aim
Source of Funds
Administrative Organization

Coverage and Beneficiary
Delivery Details, Amount, and
Duration of Coverage

Unemployment Benefit (WW-uitkering)
Note: both taxes and social insurance contributions are deducted from this benefit.
Contribution-based social insurance benefit
Act of November 6, 1986, to insure workers against financial consequences of unemployment.
Unemployment Insurance Act (Werkloosheidswet - WW).
“The Unemployment Insurance Act (WW) is an insurance policy that protects employees against the financial
consequences of job loss.” http://www.iwiweb.nl/thema/werk
Employee and employer contributions to the Dutch Tax and Customs Administration.
The Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment (Ministerie van Sociale Zaken en Werkgelegenheid – SZW) is
the ministry responsible for the program.
The Work and Income Inspectorate (De Inspectie Werk en Inkomen – IWI) monitors implementation by local
offices of the Institute for Employee Benefit Schemes (Uitvoeringsinstituut Werknemersverzekeringen – UWV)
and reports to the SZW.
Previously employed Dutch nationals or those with valid residence permits who find themselves partially or
fully unemployed.
Unable to locate exact method of payment. Probably direct deposit, as other benefits are handled this way.
The amount depends on previous employment history and a ‘maximum daily wage’ that is reassessed twice a
year by the SZW. The amount that each individual receives is based on their wage directly before becoming
unemployed. For the first 2 months on Unemployment Benefit, they are entitled to 75% of this amount. For the
third and subsequent months, they are entitled to 70% of this amount. The benefit does, however, have a
maximum; the July, 2011, maximum was €190.32.
If the amount works out to less than the national guaranteed minimum wage, they may be entitled to a Social
Assistance top up.
Duration depends on their employment history.
•
•

If they meet the ‘weeks requirement’ (see below), they are eligible for the minimum of 3 month
If they meet both the weeks requirement and the ‘years requirement’ (see below), they are eligible for
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up to 35 additional months of benefit.
o Overall, they are eligible for as many months as the number of years they were in employment,
to a maximum of 38 months total.
Qualifying Conditions –
Monetary
Qualifying Conditions – Other

There are none; however, any social assistance provided as a top up does depend on the household income.
(Please see the Social Assistance table below for details.)
They must:
• Be under 65 years old
• Be insured under the Unemployment Insurance Act
• First register as a jobseeker, and then apply for benefits
• Continuously search for suitable work and be available for work
• If, after a year, they have not found work in their field, they must accept work outside their field.
The weeks requirement is as follows:
They must have worked at least 26 of the 36 weeks before losing their job. This means working at least one day
during the week, being on holiday or on paid leave. Self-employment is not counted; nor is time for which they
were paid other benefits. Note that some sectors (e.g., artists, musicians, etc.) have a less stringent week’s
requirement.
The years requirement is as follows:
They must have been paid wages for at least 52 days of each year for four of the previous five years. It is
important to note that the year they lose their job is not counted. At all times, they must be:
• Registered at the Institute for Employee Benefit Schemes
• Capable of and available for work
• Willing to take suitable employment
For a details for various specific circumstances, please see:
http://english.szw.nl/index.cfm?menu_item_id=14639&hoofdmenu_item_id=14632&rubriek_item=392436&ru
briek_id=391971&set_id=3610&doctype_id=6&link_id=166814#link12666100

Sources for program details: A short survey of Social Security in the Netherlands – 2010; European Commission, Mutual Information System on Social Protection (MISSOC)
Comparative Tables; Institute for Employee Benefit Schemes (UWV), Amounts; Institute for Employee Benefit Schemes (UWV), Unemployment benefit; Ministry of Social
Affairs and Employment, Unemployment insurance; OECD - Social Policy Division - Directorate of Employment, Labour and Social Affairs, Benefits and Wages: The
Netherlands 2009; Overheid.nl, Products and Services - Unemployment, unemployment benefits; Social Security Programs throughout the World, Europe - The Netherlands 2010;
The Government of the Netherlands, Unemployment benefits.
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Unemployment Benefit
(Uitkering
werkloosheid)
Program Cost
Number of Recipients
Average Amount
Average Duration

The Statistics (2008)

€2,991million
414 thousand
€7, 200
Unable to locate.

Additional information that may be useful for interpreting the statistics.
Gross benefit under the Unemployment Insurance Act (WW / NWW).
Total sum of the relevant income component.
Number of households one the income.
Average amount per household.

Source for statistics: Central Bureau of Statistics, Statline
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Program Name

Social Assistance (Bijstandsuitkering - WWB)
(Also translated as “Welfare”)

Program Type
Legislation
Aim

Source of Funds
Administrative Organization

Note: As of 2009, young people aged 18 to 27 receive job offers or training from the municipality instead
of social assistance. It appears that they are paid for this at the social assistance level.
Means-tested social assistance cash benefit.
Law of 9 October 2003, establishing a law on labor support and involvement by assisting local authorities.
Work and Social Assistance Act (Wet werk en bijstand - WWB)
“…the allowance is a supplementary allowance, topping up your income to the standard amount…”
http://english.szw.nl/index.cfm?menu_item_id=14639&hoofdmenu_item_id=14632&rubriek_item=392436&ru
briek_id=391971&set_id=3615&doctype_id=6&link_id=128095#link9546600
“The WWB provides a minimum income for all persons residing legally in the Netherlands with insufficient
financial resources to meet their essential living costs. Social assistance bridges the period until the person finds
a job again.” http://docs.minszw.nl/pdf /135/2010/135_2010_1_25528.pdf
General revenue.
The Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment (Ministerie van Sociale Zaken en Werkgelegenheid – SZW) is
the ministry responsible for the program.
The Work and Income Inspectorate (De Inspectie Werk en Inkomen – IWI) monitors implementation and
reports to the SZW.

Coverage and Beneficiary
Delivery Details, Amount, and
Duration of Coverage

Local offices of the Institute for Employee Insurance (Uitvoeringsinstituut Werknemersverzekeringen – UVW)
implement the programs.
Dutch nationals and those with permanent resident status.
Unable to locate method of delivery to recipient.
Any income they make is supplemented up to the national guaranteed minimum wage.
The amount is linked to what they call “social assistance standards” that are based household situation, with
each type of household receiving a specific percentage of the current statutory minimum wage.
The social assistance standards below relate to those 27 to 65 year old.
•

People living together in the same household* are eligible for 100% of minimum wage (per household)
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•
•

Single parents are eligible for 70% of minimum
Single persons are eligible for 50% of minimum wage

*This includes married people, registered partners, and people simply living together as roommates.
The net rates (July, 2011) for the above household configurations (including 8% holiday pay) are as follows:
•
•
•

Married or unmarried cohabiting: €1319.85 (includes €65.99 holiday pay)
Single parent: €923.90 ( includes €46.20 holiday pay)
Single: €659.93 (includes €33.00 holiday pay)

Single people and single parents are eligible for an extra allowance of up to 20% of the net minimum wage
from their municipality. The maximum for this extra allowance is €263.97 (includes €13.20 holiday pay).
In addition, some qualify for an extra allowance called a “long-term extra allowance. For details on this and
other special circumstances, please see
http://english.szw.nl/index.cfm?menu_item_id=14639&hoofdmenu_item_id=14632&rubriek_item=392436&ru
briek_id=391971&set_id=3615&doctype_id=6&link_id=128095#link9546600

Qualifying Conditions –
Monetary

Duration – until they no longer qualify.
Income must be less than the national minimum wage, which was
For couples and single parents, the asset limit (including a vehicle) is €11,110; for single people the asset limit
is €5,555. If they own their home, their equity in their home should not exceed €46,900. If their equity exceeds
this amount, they may be eligible to receive benefits as a repayable loan using their home as collateral.

Qualifying Conditions – Other

Social assistance is reduced if they have income from work, unemployment benefits, study grants, income from
other family members (other than children <18), alimony, and some tax credits. For more details, please see
http://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/bijstand/vraag-en-antwoord/krijg-ik-een-lagere-bijstandsuitkeringals-ik-andere-inkomsten-heb.html and
http://english.szw.nl/index.cfm?menu_item_id=14639&hoofdmenu_item_id=14632&rubriek_item=392436&ru
briek_id=391971&set_id=3615&doctype_id=6&link_id=128095#link9546600
Eligibility also requires that they:
•
•
•

Be 18 years old or over
No longer qualify for any other benefit
Not be staying abroad
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Be registered as a job seeker at their local employment office
Do their utmost to support themselves
Apply for all kinds of normal work (even if it does not fit training)
Cooperate with any support the municipality offers, such as job application training
Cooperate with home visits and psychological and medical examinations if necessary
Provide the municipality with correct information

Sources for program details: A short survey of Social Security in the Netherlands; Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment, Social assistance; Ministry of Social Affairs and
Employment, The minimum wage - everyone is entitled to it; Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment, WWB - Municipal Tasks; Overheid.nl, Laws and Regulations - Social
Assistance Act; Overheid.nl, Products and Service - Assistance, benefits; Overheid.nl, Products and Services - Employment and Assistance Act; Social Security Programs
throughout the World, Europe - The Netherlands 2010; The Government of the Netherlands, I get a lower welfare if I have other income?; The Government of the Netherlands,
What are the net amounts assistance for people 27 to 65 years? The Government of the Netherlands, What is my welfare? The Work and Income Inspectorate, Income.

Social Assistance
(Bijstandsuitkering –
WWB)
Program Cost
Number of Recipients
Average Amount
Average Duration

The Statistics (2008)

Additional information that may be useful for interpreting the statistics.

€3,488 million
388 thousand
€9,000
Unable to locate.

Total sum of the relevant income component.
Number of households on the income.
Average amount per household.

Source for statistics: Central Bureau of Statistics, Statline.
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Program Name

Program Type
Legislation
Aim
Source of Funds
Administrative Organization

Coverage and Beneficiary
Delivery Details, Amount, and
Duration of Coverage

Housing Allowance (Huurtoeslag)
(Also translated as “Rent Subsidy,” “Rent Rebate,” or “Rent Allowance”)
Means-tested social assistance cash benefit.
Act of April 24, 1997, establishing new rules on the provision of rental subsidies (Huursubsidiewet). Law on
housing allowance (Wet op de huurtoeslag).
“To moderate the rental costs of lower income households”
http://wetten.overheid.nl/BWBR0008659/geldigheidsdatum_31-05-2011
General revenue
Ministry of the Interior and Kingdom Relations (Ministerie van Binnenlandse Zaken en Koninkrijksrelaties BZK) is responsible for the program at this time. Before October 2010, the Ministry of Housing, Spatial
Planning and the Environment were responsible.
The Dutch Tax Administration (Belastingdienst) implements the benefit.
Dutch nationals and people who hold valid residence permits.
Paid directly to the recipient or to the landlord - usually in monthly installments
The preliminary estimate and subsequent allowance depends on the composition of the household, the rent
amount, and the current household income.
According to model family calculations using the Dutch Tax Administration’s benefit calculator, a family
composed of 2 adults and two children under 5 with one earner earning €16,891per year (the Dutch minimum
guaranteed income in 2011) receives a maximum of €266 per month, or €3,192 per year. For these calculations,
rent was arbitrarily set at approximately 33% of the national guaranteed minimum wage for 2010 (€500) and
services were set at €50.
Please see the model family calculations at the end of this appendix for more details.
The schedule of payment depends on the total eligible amount for the year. If they are eligible for over €60 per
year, the payment is made monthly on the 20th of each month. If they are eligible for between €24 and €60 for
the year, the total is paid all at once.
If they are eligible for less than €24 for the year, it is not paid at all; however, if their circumstances change
later in the year (making them eligible for more than €24), they will be paid the full amount at the end of the
year.
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When circumstances change, they must inform the tax office. The tax office will then reassess them so that the
payments can be adjusted for the remaining months in the year. There is also a final calculation at the end of
the year. If the finalized annual income is higher/lower than claimed, they will pay back/be paid the difference.

Qualifying Conditions –
Monetary

Duration – until they no longer qualify.
The following eligibility requirements apply to those 18 and over with children (2010):
•
•
•

Household income must be €29, 125 or less
They or their partner (or roommate) must have no more than €20, 661 in savings and investments (an
extra €2,762 is allowed for each minor child in the home)
Each child’s income must be €4,424 or less (e.g., student grants, foster payments, etc.)

Note: The assets threshold for single parents who have been receiving a housing allowance of more than
€20,300 for a number of years is €41.322. For specific details see
http://www.toeslagen.nl/particulier/huurtoeslag2010/huurtoeslag2010-10.html#P267_21395 and
http://www.toeslagen.nl/particulier/huurtoeslag2010/huurtoeslag2010-11.html#P274_21729

Qualifying Conditions – Other

Co-parents (parents not living together) are allowed to add the child(ren) to both households, so both
households are assessed as 18 and over with children.
Recipients must be at least 18 years old. The following eligibility requirements apply to those 18 and over with
children:
•
•
•
•

They and their partner must have Dutch nationality or a valid residence permit
Rent must be less than €647.53 (2011)
All occupants in the home must be registered with the municipality
The accommodation must be self-contained

Sources for program details: Dutch Tax Administration, 2010 housing allowance; Dutch Tax Administration, Can I get housing benefit?; Dutch Tax Administration, Co-parents;
Dutch Tax Administration, How does rent allowance 2011?; Overheid.nl, Laws and regulations- Law on housing allowance; The Government of the Netherlands ,Who is my
partner allowance for housing benefit?; The Government of the Netherlands, What is housing benefit?
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Housing Benefit/Rent
Allowance
(Huurtoeslag)
Program Cost
Number of Recipients
Average Amount
Average Duration

The Statistics (2008)

Additional information that may be useful for interpreting the statistics.

€1,984 million
1,064 thousand
€1,900
Unable to locate.

Total sum of the relevant income component.
Number of households on the income.
Average amount per household.

Source for statistics: Central Bureau of Statistics, Statline.
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Program Name

Program Type
Legislation

Aim
Source of Funds
Administrative Organization
Coverage and Beneficiary
Delivery Details, Amount, and
Duration of Coverage

Health Care Allowance (Zorgtoeslag)
(Also translated as “Health Care Benefit”)
Means-tested social assistance cash benefit.
Act of June 16, 2005, containing rules on entitlement to financial compensation for the premiums of health
insurance for low income.
Health Care Allowance Act (Wet op de zorgtoeslag).
In The Netherlands, health care insurance is mandatory for everyone 18 and over. The Health Care Allowance
is meant to help with the cost of these mandatory premiums.
General revenue.
The Ministry of Finance (Ministerie van Financiën) and The Dutch Tax Administration (Belastingdienst)
Covers all Dutch nationals and those who have a valid residence permit who are 18 and over (health care is free
for all children under 18).
The payment is transferred into their bank account each month. This is an advance that is finalized the
following year, based on their actual income for the previous year.
The amount depends on income and the composition of the household. The maximum for a family is €1,752 per
year (2011).
According to model family calculations using the Dutch Tax Administration’s benefit calculator, a family
composed of 2 adults and two children under 5 with one earner earning €16,891per year (the Dutch minimum
guaranteed income in 2011) receives a maximum of €146 per month, or €1,752 per year. Please see the model
family calculations at the end of this appendix for more details.

Qualifying Conditions –
Monetary
Qualifying Conditions – Other

Duration – until they no longer qualify.
For single parents, income must be less than €36,022 per year; for allowance partners, joint income must be
less than €54,264 (2011). Children 18 and over must not earn more than €36,022 per year.
Recipients must:
•
•
•

Be 18 years old or older
Pay Dutch health insurance
Have Dutch nationality or a valid residence permit.

Sources for program details: Dutch Tax Administration, Health care benefit; Dutch Tax Administration, Sample Calculation – Allowances; EURAXXES, The Netherlands Healthcare Allowance; Overheid.nl, Laws and regulations - Health Care Allowance Act; The Dutch Tax Administration, Can I get health care benefits in 2010?; The Government
of the Netherlands, What health care benefits?
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Health Care Allowance
(Zorgtoeslag)
Program Cost
Number of Recipients
Average Amount
Average Duration

The Statistics (2008)

Additional information that may be useful for interpreting the statistics.

€3039 million
4,124 thousand
€700
Unable to locate.

Total sum of the relevant income component.
Number of households on the income.
Average amount per household.

Source for statistics: Central Bureau of Statistics, Statline.
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Program Name
Program Type
Legislation
Aim
Source of Funds
Administrative Organization
Coverage and Beneficiary
Delivery Details, Amount, and
Duration of Coverage

General Tax Credit (Algemene Heffingskorting)
Non-refundable tax credit.
Act of May 11, 2000 establishing the Income Tax Act 2001 (Tax Review 2001).
The Income Tax Act (Wet inkomstenbelasting).
Unable to locate official aim.
General revenue.
The Ministry of Finance (Ministerie van Financiën) is responsible for all the tax credits. The Dutch Tax
Administration (Belastingdienst) implements the exemptions.
Applies to all taxpayers in the Netherlands.
Usually the employer (or benefit agency) will deduct the appropriate portion from the amount owed for income
tax and national insurance contributions. If not, it will be credited through their income tax return at the end of
the year.
The maximum credit for those under 65 is €1,987 (2010) or the total of the income tax and national insurance
contributions owed, whichever is lower. Usually the difference is not refunded; however, the unused credit can
be offset against excess taxes owed by a higher income tax partner. In this case, the refund is paid to the lower
income partner.
Please note: They started to phase this out in 2009, but the phase-out period in 15 years. There are also
situations where it does not apply. For more information, please see Dutch Tax Administration, Tax Return
Explanatory Notes (2010), p.58.

Qualifying Conditions –
Monetary
Qualifying Conditions – Other

Duration – until they no longer qualify.
None.
Must be a taxpayer.

Sources for program details: Dutch Tax Administration, General Tax Credit; Dutch Tax Administration, Tax Return Explanatory Notes 2010; Overheid.nl, Laws and regulations Income Tax Act 2001; The Government of the Netherlands, Tax credits.
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General Tax Credit
Program Cost
Number of Recipients
Average Amount
Average Duration

The Statistics
Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.

Additional information that may be useful for interpreting the statistics.
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Program Name

Program Type
Legislation
Aim
Source of Funds
Administrative Organization
Coverage and Beneficiary
Delivery Details, Amount, and
Duration of Coverage

Employed Person’s Tax Credit (Arbeidskorting)
(Also translated as the “Labor Tax Credit”)
Non-refundable tax credit.
Act of May 11, 2000 establishing the Income Tax Act 2001 (Tax Review 2001).
The Income Tax Act (Wet inkomstenbelasting).
Unable to locate official aim.
General revenue.
The Ministry of Finance (Ministerie van Financiën) is responsible for all the tax credits. The Dutch Tax
Administration (Belastingdienst) implements the credits.
Applies to taxpayers who earn an income (from employer, own business, or freelance work).
Usually the employer (or benefit agency) will deduct the appropriate portion from the amount owed for income
tax and national insurance contributions. If not, it will be credited through their income tax return at the end of
the year.
The amount of the tax credit depends on income and increases as income increases until they reach the final
income threshold. The components used to calculate the credit for those under 57 years are as follows (2011):
a) 1.716% of earned income to a maximum of €158; Plus
b) 12.152% of earned income above €9,209 (however, the sum of a and b must not exceed €1,574); Minus
c) 1.25% of earned income above €44,126 (reduce the credit only if this amounts to more than €77)
Based on the above calculation, the income threshold at which they are eligible for the maximum credit is
approximately €21,000. Note, however, that families with incomes of €21,000 and those with incomes of
€50,000 are both entitled to the same maximum credit of €1,574 (2010). It is after this point that the credit is
clawed back; however, the clawback is very slow. For example, they are still entitled to a credit of €324 at an
income as high as €144,126.
As with the General Tax Credit, any unused Employed Person’s Tax Credit can be offset against excess taxes
owed by a higher income tax partner. In this case, the refund is paid to the lower income partner.
Please note: They started to phase this out in 2009, but the phase-out period in 15 years. There are also
situations where it does not apply. For more information, please see Dutch Tax Administration, Tax Return
Explanatory Notes (2010), p.58.
For details for the calculation and maximums for those older than age 56, please see
http://wetten.overheid.nl/BWBR0011353/Hoofdstuk8651939/Afdeling82/Artikel811/geldigheidsdatum_24-0650

2011).

Qualifying Conditions –
Monetary
Qualifying Conditions – Other

Duration – until they no longer qualify.
None; however, the credit is negligible until they reach an income that takes full advantage of calculation b
above.
They must:
• Be a taxpayer
• Earn the income (either through employment, business profits, or freelance work).

Sources for program details: Dutch Tax Administration, Employed Person's Tax Credit; Dutch Tax Administration, Tax Return Explanatory Notes 2010; Overheid.nl, Laws and
regulations - Income Tax Act 2001; The Government of the Netherlands, Tax credits.

Employed Person’s
Tax Credit
Program Cost
Number of Recipients
Average Amount
Average Duration

The Statistics

Additional information that may be useful for interpreting the statistics.

Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
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Model Family Calculations for Housing Allowance,
Child Budget, and Health Care Allowance1
The following calculations are based on a model family composed of two adults with two children under the age of five who live in the
Netherlands.
The first scenario indicates what the family would receive in 2011 if they were completely out-of-work. Five income-thresholds were then looked
at. The first is based on a one earner household earning the national guaranteed minimum wage (for 23 to 65 years olds) for 2010. The second is
based on a one earner household earning 60% of the “modal”2 income for 2010. The third shows when the clawbacks start (one earner making
approximately 65% of the 2010 modal income). The fourth is based on a one earner household earning the modal income for 2010. The fifth
shows the point at which the model family is effectively no longer eligible for benefits.
Note: Rent was arbitrarily set at approximately 33% of the guaranteed minimum wage for 2010 (€500) and services were set at €50.
With one earner earning no income:
Housing Allowance:
Child Budget:
Care Allowance :

€266 per month
€122 per month
€146 per month

Total: €534 per month
With one earner earning €16,891 / yr (the 2010 guaranteed minimum wage):
Housing Allowance:
Child Budget:
Care Allowance :

€266 per month
€122 per month
€146 per month

Total: €534 per month
With one earner earning €19,500 / yr (60% of the 2010 modal income 3):
Housing Allowance:
Child Budget:
Care Allowance :

€266 per month
€122 per month
€146 per month
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Total: €534 per month
With one earner earning €21,000 / yr 4 (about 65% of the modal income, 2010):
Housing Allowance:
Child Budget:
Care Allowance :

€250 per month
€122 per month
€141 per month

Total: €513 per month
With one earner earning €32,500 / yr (modal income, 2010):
Housing Allowance:
€0 per month
Child Budget:
€99 per month
Care Allowance :
€93 per month
Total: €192 per month
With one earner earning €50,000 / year 4 (a relatively high income):
Housing Allowance:
Child Budget:
Care Allowance :

€0 per month
€0 per month
€20 per month

Total: €20 per month
1
All calculations were made using the online calculator on the Dutch Tax Administration website. This calculator can be used to estimate the amount of money claimants are
eligible for, given their unique personal and financial circumstances. The calculator is located at: http://www.toeslagen.nl/reken/toeslagen/
2
The Netherlands uses what they call “modal” income, not median income as their average income. The modal income is based on the average wage negotiated by the many trade
unions in the Netherlands and it is reviewed every year. The source for the modal income was the European Working Conditions Observatory, Working poor in Europe –
Netherlands National Report http://www.eurofound.europa.eu/ewco/studies/tn0910026s/nl0910029q.htm
3

Use of 60% of the modal wage was an attempt to reflect a relatively poor household.

4

€21,000 appears to be where they start tapering the benefits; and, at €50,000, a relatively high income, they are ineligible for anything but a small amount of Health Care
Allowance.
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Appendix B – Location of the Dutch Social
Protection Programs in the EU-SILC Dataset
and Summary of Potential Comparability
Issues
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•
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Separate Assessment of Income Component Comparability
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Structure of the Appendix
The first section of this appendix indicates where the Dutch social protection programs
should be located in the EU-SILC dataset. It also highlights any inconsistencies noted in the
quality reports regarding the social protection program related variables. The second section of this
appendix includes a concise summary table that lists the potential comparability issues between
EU-SILC Netherlands data and EU-SILC countries, as well as a column that shows what Eurostat
noted about each of these issues in their quality control documents.

Location of the Dutch Social Protection Programs in
the EU-SILC Dataset
Based on how the target programs are defined in the EU-SILC variable descriptions, the
following table shows where they can probably be captured (as bundles) in the harmonized dataset.
Comparability issues that have been associated with the program related variables are noted in the
far right column. Given that The Netherlands used 100% register sources (mainly the Dutch Tax
Administration files) to collect income related data, the table does not include information that
connects the EU-SILC variables to the actual Dutch EU-SILC questionnaire.

1
2

EU-SILC categories1
Family/children related
allowances (HY050G)

Comparability2
Some minor
differences

Housing allowances
(HY070G)
Unemployment benefits
(PY090G/PY090N)

No major differences
Some minor
differences

Source: European Commission, Description of EU-SILC user database variables (March 2009).
Source: Final Quality Report Relating to the EU-SILC UK Operations 2005-2007

Table: Family, social exclusion and housing allowances (in monthly amounts, printed in bold
if included in HY050G/N, HY060G/N, HY070G/N)
Type
NL
6
Family
Universal
Kinderbijslag
Amount varies age of child and by
number of children
65-128 € per child
Means-tested (MT)
/ income tested (IT)

Kinderkorting/kindertoeslag /
kindgebonden budget (IT)6
77-152 € depending on program and
number of children
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Alleenstaande ouderkorting (IT)6
79 €
Aanvullende alleenstaande ouderkorting
(IT)6
4.3% of earned income with max. of 126
€
Combinatiekorting / aanvullende
combinatiekorting (IT) /
inkomensafhankelijke combinatiekorting
(IT) 6
Tax allowance for supporting a child
under age 30
25-89 € depending on age child and
expenses

Other programs
Social exclusion

Housing

Means-tested (MT)
/ income tested (IT)

Means-tested (MT)
/ income tested (IT)

Kinderopvangtoeslag (IT)
Covering 95-50% of child care costs.
Bevallingsuitkering
100%, up to 16 weeks
Bijstandsuitkering (MT)4
€1319.85, couple
€923.90, single parent
€659.93, single adult
Zorgtoeslag (IT)
max. €146 for couple with 2 young
children
Huurtoeslag (MT)
i.e. max. €266 for couple with 2 young
children with annual income of €17,000

Source: Huynen (2012)

Assessing Data Comparability: A Summary of Eurostat’s
Comparative Quality Reports with Reference to the Netherlands
It should first be noted that the Netherlands did not send their final quality report to
Eurostat; however, Eurostat did include them in the final comparative quality analysis. It appears
that the results of the intermediate quality report were used in this final report.
The Eurostat Comparative EU Intermediate Quality Report and Comparative EU Final
Quality Report are summary documents that are based on an analyses of national quality reports
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(reports that detail their how their data collection process adhered to or deviated from the standard
EU_SILC procedure) received by Eurostat from each participating EU-SILC country. The
following is a concise summary of relevant comments about the Netherlands in these two reports.

Summary Table of the 2007 Comparative EU Quality Reports
Data Comparability Issue

Notes from the Eurostat Reports

Sampling design

Sampling of dwellings/ addresses using
stratified multi-stage sampling.
The Netherlands re-surveyed addresses that
were included in their large Labour Force
Survey.
The Netherlands was one of seven “register
countries” in which part or all of the data was
collected from national registers. In the
Netherlands it appears that only the income
related variables (which include the program
related data) were collected in this way.
At 3%, The Netherlands had one of the lowest
percentages of proxy interviews.

Use of respondents to previous surveys

Mode of data collection

Use of proxy interviews
Imputation procedures

Imputation of income:
It is not clear which imputation technique the
Netherlands used to impute their income
variables. Their method is categorized under
“Other methods”; however, this does not
appear to be a problem for eurostat who gave
countries much flexibility in this area.
Imputation of rent:
Eurostat recommended regression/stratification
or user cost method. The Netherlands fully
complied with this recommendation.
Non cash employee income

The Netherlands did not collect non-cash
employee income information for the
following reason:
“With its fiscal system it is not possible to
separate non-cash employee income from cash
income (except the company car). Variable
PY010G includes wages and salaries,
payments, gratuities, tips but also income in
kind like free housing paid for by the
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employer. This income in kind is taxable.
Employers are allowed to pay untaxed
payments within certain limits. These
payments cannot be considered as an income
advantage” (CITATION!)
Taxes on wealth
Collection of income variables

The Netherlands does not tax wealth; thus they
did not collect data on this income component.
The Netherlands used registers as the source
for income variables. As they explain,
“The variables concerning income, wealth and
taxes were almost entirely collected from
registers. The most important source is the Tax
Administration. Data on rent subsidies are
obtained from the Ministry of Housing.
Student grants were obtained from the student
loan company. Some components were
imputed on the basis of information given in
the questionnaire. For example, child benefits
were calculated on the basis of the information
about the number and age of children in the
household.”

Mode of data collection
Basic concept definitions

Reference period for income
Reference period for taxes on income and
social insurance contribution
Reference period for taxes on wealth

“All income data derived from registers are
recorded gross at component level. All income
data are collected at the individual level (i.e.
the person registered as the receiver of the
income). This also concerns typically
‘household’ related incomes such as housing
benefits and social assistance.”
100% Computer-Assisted Telephone
Interviews
The Netherlands definitions were fully
comparable with the EU-SILC definitions for
all, including reference population, private
household definition, and household
membership.
2006
2006
N/A
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Separate Assessment of Income Component Comparability
Household Income Components

Approximately half of the Household Income Components were found to be fully
comparable. The exceptions are as follows:
HY010 – Total household gross income (largely comparable)
HY020 – Total disposable household income (largely comparable)
HY022 - Total disposable household income before social transfers other than old-age and
survivors' benefits (largely comparable)
HY023 – Total disposable household income before all social transfer (largely comparable)
HY050 – Family/Children related allowance (largely comparable)
HY080 – Regular inter-household cash transfers received (largely comparable)
HY120 – Regular taxes on wealth (not collected)
HY130 – Regular inter-household transfers paid
Individual income components
Most of the Individual Income Components were found to be fully comparable. The exceptions are
as follows:
PY010 – Cash or near-cash employee income (largely comparable)
PY090 – Unemployment benefits (largely comparable)
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Table 1: Social exclusion allowances (in monthly amounts, printed in bold if included in
HY060G/N)
Means-tested
(MT)
/ income tested
(IT)

SE
Försörjningsstöd
(MT)5
€516, couple
€440 and up, single parent
€285, single adult
Earned income tax credit (IT)
max. €99 for a person with
average municipal tax rate

Source: OECD (Undated) and Helgeson (2012)

Table 2: Housing allowances (in monthly amounts, printed in bold if included in HY070G/N)
Means-tested (MT)
/ income tested (IT)

SE
Bostadsbidrag (IT)
i.e. max. €1,151 (before income test)

Source: OECD (Undated) and Helgeson (2012)

Table 3: Family allowances (in monthly amounts, printed in bold if included in HY050G/N)
Universal programs

SE
Barnbidrag7
Amount varies by number of children
114-227 € per child

Means-tested (MT)
/ income tested (IT)

No child related tax credits

Contributions based

Föräldraledighet & temporary parents cash benefit
min. 409 € – max. 1,480 €, depending on contributions record

Source: OECD (Undated) and Helgeson (2012)

2

Sweden: Included programs in EU-SILC transfer variables
EU-SILC variable
Type
Included programs (in national language)
FAMILY/CHILDREN
Transfer Base child benefit (Barnbidrag)
RELATED ALLOWANCES
Parental leave (Föräldraledighet)
(HY050G/HY050N)
Extra benefit for fam w 3+ children
(Flerbarnstillägg)
Tax
None
benefit
SOCIAL EXCLUSION NOT Transfer Social Assistance (Försörjningsstöd)
ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED Tax
None
(HY060G/HY060N)
benefit
HOUSING ALLOWANCES Transfer Housing Benefit (Bostadsbidrag)
(HY070G/HY070N)
Housing Benefit for Pensioners (Bostadsbidrag för
pensionärer)
Special Housing Benefit for Pensioners and others
(Bostadsbidrag för pensionärer och personer med
sjuk- och aktivitetsersättning)
Housing Benefit – Conscripts (Bostadsbidrag för
värnpliktiga)
Tax
None
benefit
UNEMPLOYMENT
Transfer Unemployment Insurance (Ersättning från
BENEFITS
Arbetslöshetskassa)
(PY090G/PY090N)
Working Life Development (Ersättning från
Arbetslöshetskassa vid Arbetsmarknadsåtgärd)
Training Grants (Aktivitetsstöd/Utbildningsbidrag)
Tax
None
benefit
SICKNESS BENEFITS
Transfer Sickness insurance (Sjukpenning)
(PY120G/PY120N)
Parental Leave for Sick Child (Föräldrapenning,
tillfällig vård av barn)
Income Insurance from Employer (Ersätting inkomst
av anställning)
Benefit for Work Injuries (Arbetsskadeersättning)
Rehabilitation Benefit (Rehabiliteringsersättning)
Tax
None
benefit
DISABILITY BENEFITS
Transfer Work Injury Life Annuity (Arbetsskadelivränta)
(PY130G/PY130N)
Income Related Disability Benefit (Inkomstrelaterad
sjuk- och aktivitetsersättning)
Activity Grant (Aktivitetsersättning)
Sickness Compensation – Guarantee Benefit
(Sjukersättning – garantiersättning)
Children Addition (Barntillägg)
Extra Pension if Disabled (Handikappersättning)
Tax
None
3

EDUCATION-RELATED
ALLOWANCES
(PY140G/PY140N)

benefit
Transfer

Tax
benefit

Student Grants (Studiebidrag). Sweden has added
Student Loans (Studielån) as well.
Extra Student Grants (Extra tillägg)
Extra Benefit (Tilläggsbidrag till studiemedel)
Recruitment Allowance (Rekryteringsbidrag)
Training Allowance (Utvecklingsersättning/övriga
ubildningsbidrag)
Adult Study Benefit (Vuxenstudiestöd)
Student Grants Post Graduate Studies
(Utbildningsbidrag doktorander)
None

Source: Helgeson (26 June 2012)

4
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Glossary of Terms
CB

Child Benefit

CCG

Community Care Grant

CTB

Council Tax Benefit

CTC

Child Tax Credit

DWP

Department of Works and Pensions

HB

Housing Benefit

HMRC

Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs

IB

Incapacity Benefit

IS

Income Support

JSA (CB)

Contribution-based Job Seeker’s Allowance

JSA (IB)

Income-based Job Seeker’s Allowance

MA

Maternity Allowance

SMP

Statutory Maternity Pay

SSMG

Sure Start Maternity Grant

WTC

Working Tax Credit

Introduction
The Purpose of this report
As part of a larger multi-country examination, the main goal of this report is to supply both
descriptive and empirical data that can be used to explore the extent to which children of income poor and/or
multi-dimensionally deprived families are covered by key social programs in a number of target countries.
The multi-country project involves the use of two large datasets – the 2007 European Union Statistics
on Income and Living Conditions (EU-SILC) 1 and the 2008 Living in Canada Survey (LCS) Pilot. The
information contained within the current report relates to the former dataset, managed by Eurostat,2 which
holds harmonized data on household and individual characteristics from European Union countries. The
larger research project will examine four of these European countries – the Netherlands, Germany, France
and the United Kingdom. The current report, however, focuses solely on the United Kingdom (UK) and is
mainly an attempt to answer the following questions:
1. What are the key social protection programs in the UK?
2. What are their characteristics and relative sizes?
3. Does the EU-SILC income variable contain information about receipt of income from these
programs? If so, how detailed is the distinction for each program?
4. How comparable is this data across the European countries?
The first two questions were answered by collecting and summarizing information contained in
several program descriptions, statistical reports, and legal documents provided by the government of the UK.
The final two questions were answered by careful analysis of information provided with the EU-SILC data.
The documents included in the latter analysis were as follows: the actual EU-SILC UK questionnaire; the EUSILC variable descriptions; and two documents that discuss discrepancies between the EU-SILC UK and
standard EU-SILC concept definitions and data collection processes.

Report Outline
In addition to this introduction, three appendices form the main body of this report. The first, Appendix A, is
meant to answer the first two questions above. It includes a number of tables that provide detailed information
on the key social protection programs available in the UK. These tables present the characteristics of each
program and the statistics that indicate their relative size. In terms of structure, each statistics table is located

1

EU-SILC is an annual survey. Please note that all references to EU-SILC in this report refer to the 2007 wave of the
survey.

2

Eurostat is the statistical office of the European Union.

directly below its corresponding program characteristics table. The tables are further arranged in order of their
potential relevance for families with children.
The second appendix is meant to answer the third and fourth questions above. To that end, Appendix B
provides a summary and brief critical analysis of the quality control information provided with the EU-SILC
dataset. This appendix also includes information on where each of the UK’s social protection programs is
located in both the EU-SILC UK questionnaire and the EU-SILC harmonized dataset. Appendix B also
contains a cut and paste summary of observations made by both Eurostat and the UK Office of National
Statistics regarding discrepancies between the EU-SILC UK data collection process and the standard EUSILC guidelines.
Finally, the third appendix, Appendix C, provides information that relates to important social
protection related reforms that have been and are currently being made in the UK. Further details on the
content and structure of this appendix will be provided in the last section of this introduction.

The UK’s Social Protection System
The Programs
In general, although they provide two universal child-focused programs, the UK’s social protection
system is composed mainly of means-tested and contribution-based programs. The contribution-based
programs are paid through National Insurance (NI) contributions.3 The tables that comprise the main body of
Appendix A are meant to summarize this system. The first section of tables presents the UK’s family and
children focused programs; the second section presents their unemployment and social assistance programs;
the third presents their housing programs; and, the fourth section holds a single table that describes the UK’s
general incapacity/illness related program. Appendix A concludes with a number of ‘model family’
calculations 4that provide important income-threshold details for a number of the means-tested programs.
The UK offers a number of family and children related programs. For example, they provide Child
Benefit, which is a universal cash benefit given to all families with children, no matter what their financial
circumstances. They also provide two means-tested tax credits: Child Tax Credit and Working Tax Credit,
which together are meant to help support families with children and working adults. In addition, the UK has
legislated Statutory Maternity Pay, a NI contribution-based program that is meant to help women take time
off work before and after their baby is born. For those who do not qualify for Statutory Maternity Pay, the UK
provides Maternity Allowance, which is a means-tested program that has the same aim and provides the same
assistance as the NI contribution-based program. Finally, they provide two family-related non-repayable
grants: Sure Start Maternity Grant, which is intended to help with the costs associated with a new baby; and
Community Care Grant, which is intended to support families and others who find themselves in emergency
situations.
The UK also provides a number of unemployment, social assistance, housing, and incapacity/illness
related programs. Their main unemployment program is Contribution-based Jobseeker’s Allowance, which is
3

The UK’s National Insurance is a social insurance fund made up of government mandated contributions paid by
employees and employers on earnings.

4

Model family calculations refer to taking a given family configuration (e.g., 2 adults and two children) and calculating
their potential benefit amounts in various life scenarios.

a NI contribution-based unemployment benefit provided to those who are actively looking for work. The
UK’s two main social assistance programs are Income-based Jobseeker’s Allowance and Income Support;
both are means-tested. Income-based Jobseeker’s Allowance is provided to those who have not paid enough
NI to qualify for Contribution-based Jobseeker’s Allowance. It has the same job-seeking requirement as the
contribution-based program. Income Support, however, is simply given to those who show need. It has no has
no job-seeking requirement. The UK’s two main housing programs are Housing Benefit and Council Tax
Benefit, which are both means-tested. Finally, their main incapacity/illness program is Incapacity Benefit,
which is a key benefit that is generic enough to be relevant for many families with children.
Two organizations administer the programs that make up the UK’s social protection system: The
Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) and Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs (HMRC). The DWP is
the government ministry responsible for employment, welfare, and pensions. They administer all
unemployment, social assistance, maternity, disability and discretionary benefits (e.g., Community Care
Grants) through an executive agency called Jobcentre Plus, which has offices in most local areas of the UK.
The HMRC is a non-ministerial department that is part of Her Majesty’s Treasury, which is the ministry
responsible for developing and executing both finance and economic policy. HMRC administers Child
Benefit, Child Tax Credit and Working Tax Credit.

The Statistics
As mentioned in the outline, a corresponding statistics table is located directly below each of the
program description tables in Appendix A. There are a number of things that should be noted about the
available statistics.
First of all, as Northern Ireland appears to collect separate statistics for most payments made within
its jurisdiction, most of the statistics in this report relate solely to Great Britain, which encompasses only
England, Wales, and Scotland. Secondly, the available statistics for a few of the programs were combined.
Thus, the statistics tables in Appendix A do not correspond in number to the program characteristics tables.
For example, all the available statistics for Contribution-based and Income-based Jobseeker’s Allowance
were amalgamated figures. The published statistics for Child Tax Credit and Working Tax Credit statistics
were similarly combined. Thus, although the programs are described separately in Appendix A, the statistics
for both types of Jobseeker’s Allowance are combined on one table following the two corresponding program
characteristics tables. The same is true for Child Tax Credit and Working Tax Credit. Finally, it should be
noted that all the published statistics for Incapacity Benefit included Severe Disability Allowance, a program
that is currently being phased out. Thus, the figures for Incapacity Benefit in Appendix A include any
remaining Severe Disability Allowance claimants.
In addition, some statistics were completely unavailable. For example, the ‘number of recipients’ was
the only information available for Child Benefit and ‘program cost’ was the only information available for
Statutory Maternity Pay and Maternity Allowance. Likewise, there do not appear to be any statistics available
for the Sure Start Maternity Grant or the Community Care Grant.
One last note, during the statistics gathering phase of this project, one objective was to obtain details
regarding the average duration and/or average yearly pay-out for each program. Unfortunately, in all but one
case this information was unavailable. For this reason, in all but one of the statistics tables in Appendix A, the
average weekly amount is the only indication of how much money on average was paid out to each
beneficiary.

Finding the UK Social Protection Programs in the EU-SILC Dataset
and Assessing Comparability
As illustrated above, the overall goal for Appendix A is to provide detailed information on the key
social protection programs available in the UK. The objectives for Appendix B are twofold. The first
objective is to provide an analysis of what type of information about each UK program is actually available in
the harmonized EU-SILC dataset. The second objective is to present information that will help in determining
whether the project relevant UK data contained in this dataset is comparable with that of the other European
countries.5 To meet these objectives, Appendix B is composed of four sections.
The first section provides a synthesis and brief analysis of the appendix contents. The second section
consists of a single table. The first two columns of this table indicate where the UK’s social protection
programs are captured in the EU-SILC dataset. The final column of the table presents the one comparability
issue that has been noted with regard to these specific program related variables. The third section of the
appendix is essentially a cut and paste summary of observations made by Eurostat and the UK’s Office for
National Statistics. It contains all the major discrepancies noted between the EU-SILC UK and the standard
EU-SILC definitions and data collection processes.
Another cut and paste summary, the final section of Appendix B contains two large sections that
correspond with the major sections of the EU-SILC UK questionnaire: the Household Section and the
Individual Section. These two sections contain lists of relevant demographic questions from the actual UK
questionnaire that may be useful for capturing families with children. They also contain all the questions
asked about the UK social protection programs described in Appendix A. This list is meant to show exactly
how the questions were asked and where they are located in the UK questionnaire.

Additional Information that May become Relevant
The list of social protection programs included in Appendix A reasonably comprehensive. However,
because of time-constraints, it does exclude a number of existing programs that may become relevant as the
research project moves forward. Most of these programs are health-related. For example, the UK provides
universal free basic health care. As a supplement to this, they also provide the National Health System’s Low
Income Scheme, which offers full or partial means-tested coverage for health related expenses, such as
prescriptions, dental care, and vision care. For pregnant women, they also offer Health in Pregnancy Grants,
which are universal one time pregnancy-based payments that are meant to help with any costs that arise
before a baby is born. In addition, UK legislation provides for NI contribution-based Statutory Sick Pay,
which is available to those who are unable to work because of illness.
There are also two potentially relevant NI contribution-based programs that, like Statutory Maternity
Pay, are related to maintaining an income stream while taking time off to care for young children. The more
relevant of the two is Statutory Adoption Pay, which has the same eligibility requirements, payment amount,
and duration as Statutory Maternity Pay. The second program, Statutory Paternity Pay, has the same

5

Although the larger research project will include four Canadian provinces, comparing the European data collection
process to the Canadian data collection process is not part of this stage of the project.

eligibility requirements and payment amount as Statutory Maternity Pay; however, at this time this benefit is
only paid for two weeks maximum.
One final issue is worth highlighting. In order to capture the social protection programs relevant to
the 2007 wave of the EU-SILC, the programs included in Appendix A are those that were available during the
2006-2007 data gathering period. However, the larger research project will potentially include later waves of
the EU-SILC. Therefore, it is important to note that, since 2007, a number of significant changes have been
made to the UK’s social protection system. To demonstrate how these changes impact the programs described
in Appendix A, a third appendix has been added to this report. Appendix C is composed of a single table that
shows the changes that have taken place since 2007 and those that were announced in 2010.
As Appendix C illustrates, since 2007 the UK has been steadily modifying their social protection
system. For example, between 2007 and 2010, Incapacity Benefit was completely abolished. All new
claimants for this benefit had to apply for a new benefit called Employment and Support Allowance, which
involves much more stringent eligibility requirement. The same was true for any new incapacity-based
claimants for Income Support. In addition, during this same period, all new regular applicants for Income
Support were redirected to Income-based Jobseeker’s Allowance, which, as mentioned above, also has much
more stringent eligibility requirements. Further changes, which are too numerous to discuss in this
introduction, were announced in the June 2010 Budget. Please find them listed in Appendix C.
The most dramatic change of all, however, came in November 2010 when the government announced
that, starting in 2013, all means-tested, non-contributory benefits would be replaced by a single ‘Universal
Credit’. This means that many of the programs described in Appendix A, and those that were added as
modifications between 2007 and 2010, will soon cease to exist. In addition, as with most of the changes since
2007, the planned Universal Credit will have much more stringent eligibility requirements than some of the
programs it will replace.
All of the changes made so far, and those that will take place in the near future, are based on the
UK’s expressed aim to “make work pay” (Department for Work and Pensions, Universal Credit, p. 2).

Appendix A
Program Characteristics, Statistics, and
Model Family Calculations
Contents List:
Family and Children Related Programs
Child Benefit
Child Tax Credit
Working Tax Credit
Statutory Maternity Pay
Maternity Allowance
The Social Fund
Unemployment and Social Assistance Programs
Contribution-based Jobseeker’s Allowance
Income-based Jobseeker’s Allowance
Income Support
Housing Related Programs
Housing Benefit
Council Tax Benefit
Disability Related Programs
Incapacity Benefit
Model Family Calculations
Income Threshold Calculations for Income-based Jobseeker’s Allowance and Income Support
Income Threshold Calculations for Housing Benefit and Council Tax Benefit

Family and Children Related Programs
Program Name
Program Type
Legislation
Aim
Source of Funds
Administrative Organization
Coverage and Beneficiary

Delivery Details, Amount, and
Duration of Coverage

Child Benefit (CB) 1
Universal cash benefit.
Part of the Social Security Contributions and Benefits Act of 1992.
Unable to locate any statement of aim.
National tax revenue.
Administered by Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs (HMRC).
Covers caregivers who are responsible for one or more children, who normally live with them. They can claim
CB for any child they are responsible for, even if they are not the child’s parent.
If the child lives with someone else, they can only get CB if:
• they pay towards the upkeep of your child
• what they pay is at least the same as the amount of CB they get for their child
• the person bringing up their child is not getting CB
Weekly rate paid monthly (or weekly, if deemed necessary).
Amount depends on the number of children in the family:
• £20.30/week for the eldest child (2010)
• £13.40/week for each additional child (2010)

Qualifying Conditions –
Monetary
Qualifying Conditions – Other

1

Duration depends on the children’s ages (see qualifying conditions below).
None.
Children must be:
1. under 16;
2. between 16 and 19 (up to 20 in some cases) and in qualifying education or training;
3. 16 or 17 years old and have recently left qualifying education or training, if registered for work or
training with an approved body (e.g., Connexions, Ministry of Defence, Department for Employment
and Learning (in Northern Ireland) or an Education and Library Board (in Northern Ireland).

Sources for program details: HMRC, Child benefit (2010) and Directgov, Child benefit (2010).

Child Benefit (CB)
Program Cost
Number of Recipients

The Statistics
Unable to locate.
Number of recipient families1:
The UK overall:
2006: 7,413.48 thousand
2007: 7,475.04 thousand
2008: 7,582.99 thousand2
2009: 7,769.88 thousand
Great Britain (GB):
2006: 7,129.73 thousand
2007: 7,212.57 thousand
2008: 7,321.00 thousand2
2009: 7,485.73 thousand

Additional information that may be useful for interpreting the statistics.
These were the only national statistics that include all of the UK (i.e., incl.
Northern Ireland). In addition, the UK figures include a ‘Foreign and Unknown’
group that is never described in more detail and never mentioned in any other
dataset.
The GB figures are calculations made by the author using the England, Wales,
and Scotland data. You will not find these numbers in the published excel
tables. For future reference, these published tables include the number of
children receiving the benefit and also the break-down by family size.
The following are the numbers by ‘country’ within the UK, just in case
Northern Ireland is included later in the research process:
England:
2006: 6,168.01 thousand
2007: 6,241.90 thousand
2008: 6,341.35 thousand
2009: 6,492.29 thousand

Northern Ireland:
2006: 230.14 thousand
2007: 230.82 thousand
2008: 233.83 thousand
2009: 238.61 thousand

Wales:
2006: 360.20 thousand
2007: 363.38 thousand
2008: 366.74 thousand
2009: 372.65 thousand

Foreign and Unknown:
2006: 53.62 thousand
2007: 31.65 thousand
2008: 28.17 thousand
2009: 45.55 thousand

Scotland:
2006: 601.52 thousand
2007: 607.29 thousand
2008: 612.91 thousand
2009: 620.79 thousand
Average Amount
Average Duration
1
2

Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.

Source: HMRC, Child Benefit Geographical Statistics, 2006, 2007, 2008, and 2009.
Note: Following a complete data loss in 2007/08, interpolation was used to obtain the February 2008 recipient figures that are included in this calculation.

Program Name
Program Type
Legislation
Aim
Source of Funds
Administrative Organization
Coverage and Beneficiary
Delivery Details, Amount, and
Duration of Coverage

Child Tax Credit (CTC) 1
Means-tested cash benefit.
Part of the Tax Credit Act of 2002.
Together with the Working Tax Credit, the CTC was “intended to create a single income-related strand of
support for families with children, complemented by a single strand of support for adults in work.” 2
National tax revenue.
Administered by Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs (HMRC)
Covers all residents who are 16 or over and responsible for one or more children who normally live with them.
Couples must decide who will make the claim.
Payments are delivered by direct payment to the claimant every week or every four weeks, depending on what
they choose. Rates for 2010/11 are as follows:
Basic family element (if responsible for one or more children): a maximum of £545 per year per family.
Baby addition: a single payment of £545 paid to families for all children under the age of one – paid on top of
the basic family and child elements. (Note that each family can only get one extra payment for a child under
one – even if they have more than one child under one.)
Child element: £2,300 is paid for each child – paid on top of basic family element and any baby addition.
Disability element: an extra payment of £2,715for each disabled child.

Qualifying Conditions –
Monetary

Severe disability element: an extra payment of £1,095 for each severely disabled child – paid on top of any
disability element.
Eligibility is based on the gross household income.
First income threshold for those entitled to the CTC only: £16,190
First withdrawal rate: 39% (for every £ above £16,190 and below £50,000; however, for the CTC, once the
basic family element amount of £545 has been reached the tax credit stays at this amount until the second
threshold is met)
Second income threshold: £50,000
Second withdrawal rate: 6.67% (for every £ above £50,000)
Income disregard: £25,000
Claimants make claims based on their previous year’s income and current circumstances. A provisional amount
is then awarded and payments start. At a certain point they must report their current year’s income. The

“income disregard” refers to the amount by which the current year’s income can rise above the previous year’s
income before the tax credit payment is clawed back for the rest of the tax year.

Qualifying Conditions – Other

Any income from maintenance payments, Child Benefit, and Maternity Allowance will be disregarded, as will
most of the income from Statutory Maternity Pay, Statutory Paternity Pay and Statutory Adoption Pay.
Families remain eligible for CTC even if neither of the parents is working.
They can claim tax credits for:
1. a new baby
2. any child who lives with them, until 31 August after the child’s 16th birthday
3. any children under 20, if they’re in full-time education or approved training

1

Sources for program details: HMRC, A guide to child tax credit and working tax credit (April 2010); HMRC, Child tax credit (2010); and Directgov, Children and tax credits
(2010).
2
Source: Tax Credits Act - Explanatory Notes (2002).

Source of Funds
Administrative Organization
Coverage and Beneficiary

Working Tax Credit (WTC) 1
Means-tested cash benefit
Part of the Tax Credit Act of 2002
Together with the Child Tax Credit, the WTC was “intended to create a single income-related strand of support
for families with children, complemented by a single strand of support for adults in work.” 2
National tax revenue.
Administered by the Tax Credit Office of Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs (HMRC).
Covers low-income workers with or without children.

Delivery Details, Amount, and
Duration of Coverage

If single, the claimant is the beneficiary. However, if two people who are part of a couple each qualify
separately for Working Tax Credit, they must make a joint claim and decide which one of them will get the
payments.
Payments are delivered by direct payment to the claimant every week or every four weeks, depending on what
they choose.

Program Name
Program Type
Legislation
Aim

The maximum amount received is made up of ‘elements’ related to individual circumstances. Rates for 2010/11
are as follows:
• Basic element: £1,920.
• Couples element (paid on top of the basic element when they make a joint claim): £1,890.
• Lone parent element (paid on top of the basic element if the person is a single parent bringing up
children on his or her own): £1,890.
• 30 hour element (paid on top of the basic element if they work at least 30 hours a week): £790
(The 30 hour element also applies if they are in a couple, with at least one child, and they work at least
30 hours a week between them. But one of them must work at least 16 hours or more per week.)
• Disability element (an extra payment if they work and have a disability): £2,570.
• Severe disability element (an extra payment if they work and have a severe disability – if in a couple,
the person with the disability does not have to be working, as long as one person is working): £1,095.
The WTC also provides extra money to cover approved childcare costs (e.g., childcare provided by nurseries,
childminders, foster carers, out of school hours clubs and nannies, etc.) that the claimant pays for out of pocket.
The amount is based on their average weekly childcare costs. The childcare element covers up to 80% of the
costs, subject to a maximum limit as follows:
1. £175 per week if they are paying for one child
2. £300 per week if they are paying for two or more children
The WTC is reassessed each year.

Qualifying Conditions –
Monetary

Income thresholds and withdrawal rates (in £ per year):
First income threshold for the WTC: £6,420
First withdrawal rate: 39% (for every £ above £6,420 and below £50,000)
Second income threshold: £50,000
Second withdrawal rate: 6.67% (for every £ above £50,000)
Income disregard: £25,000
Claimants make a claim based on their previous year’s income and current circumstances. A provisional
amount is then awarded and paid.

Qualifying conditions – Other
1
2

At a certain point they must report their current year’s income. The “income disregard” refers to the amount by
which the current year’s income can rise above the previous year’s income before the tax credit is clawed back
for the rest of the current tax year.
Eligibility levels depend on income, number of hours worked, and family status (please see ‘elements’ above)

Sources for program details: HMRC, Working tax credit (2010) and HMRC, A guide to child tax credit and working tax credit (2010).
Source: Tax Credits Act - Explanatory Notes (2002)

Child Tax Credit
(CTC) and Working
Tax Credit (WTC)

The Statistics

Additional information that may be useful for interpreting the statistics.

Program Cost

Total annual CTC/ WTC entitlement
for both in-work and out-of-work
families with children: 1

All the ‘entitlement’ figures in this table are from the ‘finalized awards’
tables. These are the actual final numbers for these benefits.

Number of Recipients

Average Amount

Average Duration
1

2006/07: £19,690 million
2007/08: £20,876 million
2008/09: £24,165 million
Average number of recipient families
with children receiving both CTC and
WTC (incl. both out-of-work and inwork families): 1

Although it is not mentioned anywhere in the table documentation, these are
probably overall UK statistics. Like the CB numbers above, they are
published by the HMRC and there is reference to the fact that they are
“National Statistics.”
There is one caveat to be aware of when working with the CTC/WTC
statistics. The estimates for out of work families with children include some
families that are still receiving a CTC equivalent level of support from the
DWP through out of work benefits like IS and JSA. This group is never
reported separately and it is not clear what percentage of the CTC numbers
they represent.

2006/07: 5,650 thousand
2007/08: 5,645 thousand
2008/09: 5,715 thousand
Average annualized entitlement for all Please note that these are the only benefits for which they publish a
families with children: 1
yearly/annualized amount. All the rest are quarterly published weekly
averages.
2006/07: £3,485
2007/08: £3,698
2008/09: £4,228
Unable to locate.

Source: HMRC, Child and working tax credits statistics - finalized annual awards 2008-09 (2010).

Program Name
Program Type
Legislation
Aim
Source of Funds
Administrative Organization
Coverage and Beneficiary
Delivery Details, Amount, and
Duration of Coverage

Statutory Maternity Pay (SMP) 1
Contribution-based cash benefit (taxable).2
The Social Security Contributions and Benefits Act of 1992.
To help women to take time off work both before and after their baby is born.
Employer.
Administered by the employer, but overseen by the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP).
All qualifying female employees who are expecting babies.
This is a weekly rate that is paid in the same way and at the same time as they were paid while working. The
2010/11 rate is as follows:
For the first 6 weeks it is paid at 90% of their average gross weekly earnings with no upper limit. For the
remaining 33 weeks it is paid at the lower of either the standard rate of £124.88, or 90% of their average gross
weekly earnings.

Qualifying Conditions –
Monetary
Qualifying Conditions – Other

The SMP is treated as earnings, so the employer continues to make deductions for income tax, NI contributions,
pension contributions, and union dues. SMP can be paid for up to 39 weeks.
None.
To qualify for SMP, they must satisfy both the ‘continuous employment rule’ and the ‘earnings rule.’
To satisfy the continuous employment rule they must have been employed by their employer for a continuous
period of at least 26 weeks into the qualifying week, which is the 15th week before the week in which the baby
is due. This period must include at least one day’s employment in the qualifying week. The employment rule
may be modified slightly if there are breaks or changes in employment or the baby is born prematurely.
To satisfy the earnings rule, they must have been earning on average an amount that at least equals the ‘lower
earnings limit’ (£97 a week in 2010/11) which applies on the Saturday at the end of their qualifying week.

1
2

Sources for program details: DWP, Statutory maternity pay and maternity allowance (2010) and Directgov, Statutory maternity pay (2010).
Source: HMRC, EIM76101 – Social security benefits: list of taxable social security benefits (2010).

Statutory Maternity
Pay (SMP)

The Statistics

Additional information that may be useful for interpreting the statistics.

Program Cost

Benefit expenditure: 1

These appear to be the only published statistics for this benefit.

Great Britain:

Number of Recipients
Average Amount
Average Duration
1

2006/07: £1,286.8 million
2007/08: £1,468.3 million
2008/09: £1,750.7 million
2009/10: £1,776.4 million
Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.
Unable to locate.

Source: DWP, Benefit expenditure tables - statutory maternity pay, maternity allowance . . . (2010).

Program Name
Program Type
Legislation
Aim
Source of Funds
Administrative Organization
Coverage and Beneficiary
Delivery Details, Amount, and
Duration of Coverage

Maternity Allowance (MA) 1
Universal cash benefit.
The Social Security Contributions and Benefits Act of 1992.
To help women to take time off work both before and after their baby is born.
General tax revenue.
Administered by the Department for Works and Pensions (DWP).
MA is a benefit for working women who are pregnant or have a new baby but don’t qualify for Statutory
Maternity Pay (SMP) from any employer.
MA is paid every two weeks or every four weeks directly into their bank account. The 2010/11 weekly rate is
£124.88 or 90% of their average gross weekly earnings, whichever is smaller.
The earliest they can get MA is from the 11th week before the week their baby is due. The latest they can get it
is from the day following their baby’s birth.
MA is paid for up to 39 weeks and is not subject to any deductions for taxes or NI.
If the woman’s husband or civil partner is a dependent, she may get an increase if both of the following apply:
• the person’s earnings or occupational pension are no more than the increase normally payable for a
dependent; and
• the person normally lives with her, or she is contributing to their maintenance a sum that is at least as
much as the amount of the increase she would get.

Qualifying Conditions –
Monetary
Qualifying Conditions – Other

If the adult dependent is a person looking after children, the woman may get an increase if all of the following
apply:
• she is entitled (or can be treated as entitled) to CB for the children; and
• they normally live with her, or she is contributing to their maintenance, a sum that is at least as much as
the amount of the increase she would get; and
• she does not get an increase for her husband or civil partner.
None.
They are eligible for MA if:
• they are employed, but not eligible for SMP because they are on a low income
• they are registered as self-employed and paying Class 2 NI contributions, or hold a Small Earnings
Exception certificate
• they have recently been employed or self-employed
To qualify for MA, they have to satisfy the ‘employment rule’ and the ‘earnings rule’ during a test period,

which is the period of 66 weeks up to and including the week before the week the baby is due.
The employment rule states that they must have been employed and/or self-employed for at least 26 weeks in
the test period. The 26 weeks do not have to be in a row and it does not matter how much they earned. In
addition, they did not have to be actually physically at work to be employed or self-employed (e.g., they might
be off work sick or have been on Statutory Maternity Leave for an earlier pregnancy). Any weeks where they
have not worked a full week also count towards their 26 weeks.
The earnings rule states that their earnings from all employers, on average, must be at least equal to the
Maternity Allowance Threshold which applies at the beginning of their test period (£30 per week in 2010).
1

Sources for program details: DWP, Statutory maternity pay and maternity allowance (2010) and Directgov, Maternity allowance (2010).

Maternity Allowance
(MA)
Program Cost

The Statistics

Additional information that may be useful for interpreting the statistics.

Benefit expenditure: 1
Great Britain:

Number of Recipients

Average Amount
Average Duration
1
2

2006/07: £175.4 million
2007/08: £246.7 million
2008/09: £321.2 million
2009/10: £344.9 million
Unable to compile this information
due to time constraints.

There are some quarterly statistics on MA spells commencing, terminating
and current at each quarter. These figures may be useful for calculating the
figures needed for this project. 2

Unable to compile this information
due to time constraints.
Unable to locate.

Source: DWP, Benefit expenditure tables - statutory maternity pay, maternity allowance . . . (2010).
Source: DWP, Maternity allowance quarterly statistics (2010).

Program Name

The Social Fund 1

Program Type
Legislation
Aim

Money from this fund helps beneficiaries pay for one-time and emergency expenses. It provides two
child-relevant non-repayable grants: Sure Start Maternity Grant (SSMG) and Community Care Grant
(CCG)
Means-tested cash benefits
The Social Security Contributions and Benefits Act of 1992.
The SSMG is intended to help with the costs associated with a new baby.

Source of Funds
Administrative Organization
Coverage and Beneficiary

Delivery Details, Amount, and
Duration of Coverage

Qualifying Conditions –
Monetary

The CCG is intended to support people who are on certain means-tested benefits in emergency situations or
when large expenses (e.g., furniture, bedding, connection charges, etc.) cannot be met through their weekly
benefits.
The Social Fund appears to come out of general revenue. For the SSMG, the budget is unlimited, in that all
who qualify are paid. For the CCGs, the funds are part of a strict yearly budget that has to last the whole year.
Administered by the Department for Works and Pensions (DWP).
SSMG covers: Any woman (or man who has adopted a baby) who gets means-tested benefits or tax credits
because they (or their partner, if they are not working) is on a low income. Also if they have a dependent child
who is pregnant or has given birth in the last three months, they can claim the SSMG for her.
CCG covers: Any person who receives Pension Credit, Income Support or Income-based Jobseeker’s
Allowance and needs extra money in an emergency situation.
The maternity grant is a fixed, one-time payment of £500 (2010/11) that is direct deposited around the time of
the birth or adoption of a child. It does not matter what they spend the money on. As long as they meet the
criteria, the grant must be paid to the claimant.
For the CCG, whether money is awarded and how much is at the discretion of the DWP.
Savings do not affect the SSMG. Income must be such that they are eligible for the following benefits:
• Income Support
• Income-based Jobseeker’s Allowance
• Pension Credit
• Child Tax Credit at a rate higher than the ‘family element’
• Working Tax Credit where a disability or severe disability element is included in the award
For the CCG, income must be such that they are eligible for the same means-tested benefits. There is no
mention of whether or not savings affect this grant.
The means-tested benefits appear to have different income thresholds. Thus, although this is never stated, the

Qualifying Conditions – Other

income threshold for the Social Fund grants may actually be flexible.
They are eligible for the SSMG if:
• They or their partner are pregnant and expecting a baby within 11 weeks or have given birth within the
last three months
• They or their partner has adopted a child, or in certain circumstances have been granted a residence
order for a child, within the last three months and the child is less than one year old
• They and their husband or wife have been granted a parental order for a surrogate birth within the last
three months
• They or their partner are getting benefit for a dependent under the age of 20 who is pregnant and
expecting a baby within 11 weeks or has given birth within the last three months
For SSMG, they must also providing evidence that they have received health advice from a health care
professional.
They are eligible for the CCG if they are in an emergency situation, or have a large expense that cannot be met
through their weekly benefits.

1

Sources for program details: DWP, SB16 - A guide to the social fund (2010); Directgov, Sure start maternity grant (2010); and Directgov, Community care grants (2010)

The Social Fund
Program Cost
Number of Recipients
Average Amount
Average Duration

The Statistics
Unavailable.
Unavailable.
Unavailable.
Unavailable.

Additional information that may be useful for interpreting the statistics.

Unemployment and Social Assistance Programs
Program Name
Program Type
Legislation
Aim
Source of Funds
Administrative Organization
Coverage and Beneficiary
Delivery Details, Amount, and
Duration of Coverage

Contribution-based Jobseeker’s Allowance (JSA (CB)) 1
Contribution-based cash benefit (taxable). 2
The Jobseekers Act of 1995
Intended to assist individuals who are temporarily out of work, or who work less than 16 hours a week.
Self-paid and employer-paid National Insurance (NI) contributions.
Administered by the Department for Works and Pensions (DWP).
Covers people of working age who have paid contributions to NI for two years and are out of work, or work
less than 16 hours a week on average. Beneficiary is the claimant.
A weekly rate paid biweekly. The rate depends on age. For 2010/11, the rates are:
1. Age 16 to 24: £51.85
2. Age 25 or over: £65.45

Qualifying Conditions –
Monetary
Qualifying Conditions – Other

The maximum duration of the contribution-based Jobseeker’s Allowance is 182 days (24pprox.. 6 months).
No income-test and paid regardless of savings.
The claimant must be available for, capable of, and actively seeking work.
They must be aged 18 or over, but must be below State Pension age (in 2010, this is 65 for men and 60 for
women).
If working, they must be working less than 16 hours per week on average.
Eligibility also depends on how much NI the claimant has paid into the system during the past two tax years. If
they have not contributed enough, or if they have been self-employed, they will not be eligible for the
contribution-based allowance. They may, however, be eligible for Income-based Jobseeker’s Allowance.

1
2

Source for program details: Directgov, Jobseeker’s allowance (2010)
Source: HMRC, EIM76101 – Social security benefits: list of taxable social security benefits (2010).

Program Name
Program Type
Legislation
Aim
Source of Funds
Administrative Organization
Coverage and Beneficiary
Delivery Details, Amount, and
Duration of Coverage

Income-based Jobseeker’s Allowance (JSA(IB)) 1
Means-tested cash benefit.
The Jobseekers Act of 1995
Intended to assist individuals who are not eligible for JSA (CB) who are temporarily out of work or who work
less than 16 hours a week.
National tax revenue.
Administered by the Department for Works and Pensions (DWP).
Covers people of working age that are out of work, or that work less than 16 hours a week on average, and are
not eligible for the JSA (CB). Beneficiary is the claimant.
A weekly rate paid biweekly. The rate depends on the type of person applying. For 2010/11, the rates are:
Single people, aged under 25: £51.85
Single people, aged 25 or over: £65.45
Couples and civil partnerships (both aged 18 or over): £102.75
Lone parent (aged under 18): £51.85
Lone parent (aged 18 or over): £65.45
Model family calculations show that the maximum JSA (IB) paid out to a family of two adults and two children
is £102.75 per week. This is paid out when the earner is not working at all.

Qualifying Conditions –
Monetary

Qualifying Conditions – Other

Maximum duration is not specified for this benefit.
Model family calculations (located at the end of this appendix) indicate that once a one earner couple with two
children is earning £6,240.00 per year (e.g., 10 hours per week at £12.00 per hour) they are no longer eligible to
receive IS.
If they or their partner have savings that exceed £16,000, they are not eligible for the benefit. From £6,000 to
£15,999.99 in savings the benefit is reduced by £1 for every £250 (or part thereof) in savings above £6,000.
As stated above, they are eligible if they have not paid enough NI contributions to be eligible for JSA (CB), or
if they have only paid the contributions for self-employment.
As with JSA (CB), JSA (IB) claimants must be available for, capable of, and actively seeking work. If working,
they must be working less than 16 hours per week on average.
They must be aged 18 or over but below State Pension age (in 2010, this is 65 for men and 60 for women).

1

Source for program details: Directgov, Jobseeker’s allowance (2010)

Contribution-based
Jobseeker’s Allowance
(JSA (CB)) and
Income-based
Jobseeker’s Allowance
(JSA (IB))
Program Cost

The Statistics

Additional information that may be useful for interpreting the statistics.

Benefit expenditure: 1

These figures represent both types of JSA combined.
As noted in the introduction above, for this and all the DWP key out-of-work
benefits below, the term ‘expenditure’ refers to the amount paid out to
recipients. There is no mention of administration costs in the documentation.

Number of Recipients

Great Britain:
2006/07: £2,311.0 million
2007/08: £2,240.0 million
2008/09: £2,855.0 million
2009/10: £4,690.0 million
Average caseload: 2

The number of people on JSA is steadily increasing because regular Income
Support was replaced by JSA for those able to work from 27 October, 2008.

Average Amount

2006: 898.06 thousand
2007: 810.22 thousand
2008: 874.95 thousand
2009: 1,454.96 thousand
Average weekly amount of benefit: 2

Average Duration

2006: £52.87
2007: £54.63
2008: £56.03
2009: £58.92
Unable to locate.

1
2

These averages were calculated based on quarterly published figures.

These averages were calculated based on quarterly published figures.

Source: DWP, Benefit expenditure tables - benefit expenditure by local authority (2010).
Source: DWP, Statistical tabulations (2010).

Program Name
Program Type
Legislation
Aim
Source of Funds
Administrative Organization
Coverage and Beneficiary
Delivery Details, Amount, and
Duration of Coverage

Income Support (IS) 1
Means-tested cash benefit.
Part of the Social Security Contributions and Benefits Act of 1992
Intended to help people on low incomes who do not have to be available for employment.
National tax revenue.
Administered by the Department for Works and Pensions (DWP).
Covers most people who are on low or no income; however, only one person in a family can claim IS at any
one time.
A weekly rate. There is no mention of the payment schedule.
The amount of IS they can get is made up of three different components: personal allowances, premiums, and
payments to cover certain housing costs (e.g., mortgage interest costs). The amount of personal allowance
depends on the type of person. For 2010/11, the rates are:
Single persons:
• Age 16 to 24: £51.85
• Age 25 or over: £65.45
Lone parents:
• Age 16 to 17: £51.85
• Age 18 or over: £65.45
Couples:
• With both people under 18: £51.85
• With one person under 18 and the other aged 18 to 24: £51.85
• With one person under 18 and the other aged 25 or over: £65.45
• With both people aged 18 or over: £102.75

Qualifying Conditions –
Monetary

They can get the following premiums if they satisfy certain conditions: Carer premium; Disabled child
premium; Enhanced disability premium; Family premium; and, Severe disability premium. In addition, they
can get one of the following premiums: Family premium lone parent rate; Disability premium; or Pensioner
premium. The amounts for the premiums are not published. If they are a homeowner, they may be able to get
an extra premium to cover their mortgage interest payments.
As with JSA (IB), model family calculations (located at the end of this appendix) indicate that once a one
earner couple with two children is earning £6,240.00 per year (e.g., 10 hours per week at £12.00 per hour) they
are no longer eligible to receive IS.
If they or their partner have savings that exceed £16,000, they are not eligible for the benefit. From £6,000 to
£15,999.99 in savings the benefit is reduced by £1 for every £250 (or part thereof) in savings above £6,000.

Qualifying Conditions – Other

1

Claimants must be:
• age 16 or over
• not working or working under 16 hours per week (and/or with a partner working under 24 hours)
• not required to be available for full-time employment
• in receipt of insufficient income to meet their needs.

Source for program details: Directgov, Income support (2010).

Income Support (IS)
Program Cost

The Statistics
Benefit expenditure: 1

Number of Recipients

Great Britain:
2006/07: £9,150.0 million
2007/08: £8,940.4 million
2008/09: £8,597.0 million
2009/10: £8,344.2 million
Average caseload: 2

Average Amount

2006: 2,134.52 thousand
2007: 2,124.34 thousand
2008: 2,102.62 thousand
2009: 1,975.24 thousand
Average weekly amount of benefit: 2

Average Duration

2006: £82.40
2007: £81.46
2008: £81.45
2009: £83.68
Unable to locate.

1
2

Additional information that may be useful for interpreting the statistics.

These averages were calculated based on quarterly published figures.
The number of people on IS is steadily decreasing because IS was replaced by
JSA for those able to work and ESA for those not able to work for all new
claimants from 27 October, 2008.
These averages were calculated based on quarterly published figures.

Source: DWP, Benefit expenditure tables - benefit expenditure by local authority (2010).
Source: DWP, Statistical tabulations (2010).

Housing Related Programs
Program Name
Program Type
Legislation
Aim
Source of Funds
Administrative Organization
Coverage and Beneficiary
Delivery Details, Amount, and
Duration Of Coverage

Housing Benefit (HB) 1
Means-tested cash benefit.
Part of the Social Security Contributions and Benefits Act of 1992
Intended to assist people who are on a low income to pay their rent.
National tax revenue.
Administered by the Department for Works and Pensions (DWP).
Covers anyone who is on a low income, working or not, and needs financial help to pay all or part of their rent.
Even if they live with a partner or civil partner who also qualifies, only one can get Housing Benefit.
The benefit is paid directly to the claimant. It is not clear what the payment schedule is.
The amount of Housing Benefit they get depends on their personal and financial circumstances.
A model family2 with two adults and two children (under the age of five) who live outside of London who:
• pay £75.00 per week for council housing rent;
• pay £1268 per year in Council Tax in monthly installments;
• have one earner who works 15 hours per week at £5.93 per hour;
• and who have a household income of £4625.40 per year (before tax)
are entitled to receive the maximum, which is the same amount as their weekly rent (i.e., £75.00 per week).

Qualifying Conditions Monetary

This benefit appears to be available to claimants until their circumstances change for the better.
Model family calculations2 indicate that once a one earner couple with two children is earning £18,512 per year
(e.g., 40 hours per week at £8.90 per hour) they are no longer eligible to receive HB.

Qualifying Conditions - Other

If they or their partner have savings that exceed £16,000, they are not eligible for the benefit. From £6,000 to
£15,999.99 in savings the benefit is reduced by £1 for every £250 (or part thereof) in savings above £6,000.
They are eligible for this benefit if they are out of work, or in work and earning a low wage.

1
2

Source for program details: Directgov, Housing benefit (2010) and DWP, RR2 - A guide to housing benefit and council tax benefit (2010)
Source: Model family calculations located at the end of this appendix.

Housing Benefit (HB)

The Statistics

Program Cost

Benefit expenditure: 1

Number of Recipients

Great Britain:
2006/07: £13,928.2 million
2007/08: £15,731.8 million
2008/09: £17,103.4 million
2009/10: £19,978.5 million
Average number of recipients: 2
2006: 4,010.38 thousand
2007: 4,037.47 thousand
2008: 4,186.05 thousand
2009: 4,451.04 thousand

Additional information that may be useful for interpreting the statistics.

These averages were calculated based on quarterly published figures.
The large increase in 2009 is possibly related to an awareness campaign,
started in 2008, that was intended to encourage entitled pensioners to apply
for housing benefits. 3
The 2006 and 2007 figures are based on quarterly statistics that were based on
clerical returns made by Local Authorities.
The 2008 and 2009 figures are based on monthly statistics that were based on
the Single Housing Benefit Extract (SHBE). The SHBE, now the single
source of HB and CTB data, is a monthly electronic scan of data directly
uploaded from Local Authority computer systems.

Average Amount

Average weekly amounts:2

Average Duration

2006: £66.68
2007: £70.10
2008: £76.93
2009: £80.72
Unable to locate.

1

Please note that recipient and average weekly amount figures for Aug 2007 to
Nov 2008 are not available.
These averages were calculated based on quarterly published figures and are
based on the same source as the recipient data.

Source: DWP, Benefit expenditure tables - benefit expenditure by local authority (2010).
Source: DWP, Housing benefit & council tax benefit summary statistics (2010).
3
Source: DWP, Government takes action so more people can get help with their council tax [press release] (2009).
2

Program Name

Program Type
Legislation
Aim
Source of Funds
Administrative Organization
Coverage and Beneficiary
Delivery Details, Amount, and
Duration of Coverage

Council Tax Benefit (CTB) 1
It is important to note that Council Tax (a combined property and poll tax) applies to all domestic
properties, including houses, bungalows, flats, mobile homes, and houseboats, owned or rented.
Means-tested local tax rebate.
Social Security Contributions and Benefits Act of 1992; Local Government Finance Act of 1992; Council Tax
Benefit (General) Regulations of 1992.
Intended to help people who are on a low income to pay their Council Tax bill.
The benefit amount comes off each local Council Tax bill. The money credited by the council is then
reimbursed to them by the national government from national tax revenue.
Administered by each local council.
Anyone who pays Council Tax and is a resident at the property is covered if they qualify. The actual
beneficiary is always the person who is responsible for paying the Council Tax bill.
The amount they are eligible for is deducted from their monthly Council Tax bill.
The amount they receive depends on their personal and financial circumstances.
Those on means tested benefits, like Income-based Jobseeker’s Allowance and Income Support, are normally
exempt from paying Council Tax. Those on low incomes will have their bills. For example, a model family2
with two adults and two children (under the age of five) who live outside of London who:
• pay £75.00 per week for council housing rent;
• pay £1268 per year in Council Tax in monthly installments;
• have one earner who works 15 hours per week at £5.93 per hour;
• and who have a household income of £4625.40 per year (before tax),
are entitled to receive the maximum, which matches their monthly Council Tax bill (£24.32).
To work out the Council Tax Benefit, the local council will look at:
• money they and their partner have coming in, including earnings, some benefits, tax credits and things
like pensions
• their savings and their partner's savings
• their circumstances: for example their age, the size of their family and their children’s ages, if they or
any of their family are disabled, and if anyone who lives with them could help with the rent
If they are not eligible to receive Council Tax Benefit, but someone they live with is on means-tested benefits,
or is on a low income, the claimant can get what is called ‘Second Adult Rebate.’ This provides discounts to the
bill based on the following:

•
•
•

If the second adult is on Income Support, Income-based Jobseeker's Allowance or Pension Credit,
the rebate is 25%
If the second adult's gross weekly income is less than £175.00 the rebate is 15%
If the second adult's gross weekly income is between £175.00 and £227.99 the rebate is 7.5%

If the claimant is entitled to both Council Tax Benefit and Second Adult Rebate they will get the one that gives
them the most money.

Qualifying Conditions Monetary

The duration of coverage is based on circumstances. If their circumstances change, they are obligated to inform
the local council immediately.
Model family calculations2 indicate that once a one earner couple with two children is earning £18,512 per year
(e.g., 40 hours per week at £8.90 per hour) their eligibility for CTB is almost nil.
If they or their partner have savings that exceed £16,000, they are not eligible for the benefit. From £6,000 to
£15,999.99 in savings the benefit is reduced by £1 for every £250 (or part thereof) in savings above £6,000.

Qualifying Conditions - Other
1
2

Their own income and savings will not, however, affect the Second Adult Rebate. This rebate is based fully on
the other person's circumstances.
Other than maintaining residence and presence in the UK, there do not appear to be other conditions.

Sources for program details: Directgov, Council tax benefit (2010) and DWP, RR2 - A guide to housing benefit and council tax benefit (2010)
Source: Model family calculations located at the end of this appendix.

Council Tax Benefit
(CTB)
Program Cost

The Statistics
Benefit expenditure: 1

Number of Recipients

Great Britain:
2006/07: £3,774.0 million
2007/08: £4,026.7 million
2008/09: £4,234.4 million
2009/10: £4,698.4 million
Average number of recipients: 2
2006: 5,059.3 thousand
2007: 5,084.2 thousand
2008: 5,168.7 thousand
2009: 5,470.4 thousand

Additional information that may be useful for interpreting the statistics.

These averages were calculated based on quarterly published figures.
Again, The large increase in 2009 is possibly related to an awareness
campaign, started in 2008, that was intended to encourage entitled pensioners
to apply for housing benefits. 3
The 2006 and 2007 figures are based on quarterly statistics that were based on
clerical returns made by Local Authorities.
The 2008 and 2009 figures are based on monthly statistics that were based on
the Single Housing Benefit Extract (SHBE). The SHBE, now the single
source of HB and CTB data, is a monthly electronic scan of data directly
uploaded from Local Authority computer systems.

Average Amount

Average weekly amounts: 2

Average Duration

2006: £13.98
2007: £14.36
2008: £15.11
2009: £15.52
Unable to locate.

1

Please note that recipient and average weekly amount figures for Aug 2007 to
Nov 2008 are not available.
These averages were calculated based on quarterly published figures and are
based on the same two sources as the recipient data.

Source: DWP, Benefit expenditure tables - benefit expenditure by local authority (2010).
Source: DWP, Housing benefit & council tax benefit summary statistics (2010).
3
Source: DWP, Government takes action so more people can get help with their council tax [press release] (2009).
2

Disability Related Programs
Program Name
Program Type
Legislation
Aim
Source of Funds
Administrative Organization
Coverage and Beneficiary
Delivery Details, Amount, and
Duration of Coverage

Incapacity Benefit (IB) 1
Means-tested cash benefit (taxable in some cases). 2
Social Security (Incapacity for Work) Act of 1994
Intended to assist people who are not covered by Statutory Sick Pay and are unable to work because of illness
or disability.
National tax revenue.
Administered by the Department for Works and Pensions (DWP).
Covers ill or disabled people who are ineligible for Statutory Sick Pay.
A weekly rate. There is no mention of the payment schedule. IB is paid based on three weekly rates:
• short-term (lower) IB is paid for the first 28 weeks
• short-term (higher) IB is paid from weeks 29 to 52 (treated as taxable income)
• long-term IB is paid from week 53 (treated as taxable income)
For 2010/11, these rates are:
• short-term (lower rate): £68.95 (£87.75 if they are over State Pension age)
• short-term (higher rate): £81.60 (£91.40 if they are over State Pension age)
• long-term basic rate
£91.40 (those over State Pension age are not eligible)

Qualifying Conditions Monetary

Qualifying Conditions - Other

They may be able to get an 'age addition' with their long-term IB if they were under 45 when they became too
ill or disabled to work.
Under the Permitted Work Rules, they can:
• work for less than 16 hours a week on average, with earnings up to £95.00 a week for 52 weeks
• work for less than 16 hours a week, on average, and earn up to £95.00 a week for as long as their
illness or disability is considered so severe that they are meeting the threshold of incapacity
• work and earn up to £20 a week, at any time, for as long as they are receiving IB
• do Supported Permitted Work and earn up to £95.00 a week for as long as they are receiving IB
Thus, £4940.00 per year appears to be the income threshold for IB.
They must complete a Personal Capability Assessment (PCA), which measures their ability to perform a range
of every-day activities.
They may be able to claim IB if they were 16 or over and under State Pension age when they became ill or
disabled and any of the following applies to them:

•
•
•

their Statutory Sick Pay has ended, or they cannot get it
they are self employed or unemployed
they have been getting Statutory Maternity Pay and have not gone back to work for their employer
because they are incapable of work

They must also have been:
• paying NI contributions
• unable to work due to sickness or disability for at least four days in a row (including weekends and
public holidays)
• unable to work for two or more days out of seven consecutive days and getting special medical
treatment
Or they must:
• be aged between 16 and 20 (or under 25 if they were in education or training at least three months
immediately before turning 20), and
• have been too ill to work because of sickness or disability for at least 28 weeks, and
• have been too ill to work before they turned 20 (or 25 if they were in education or training at least three
months immediately before turning 20)

1
2

If they have not paid enough NI contributions, they may still be able to claim IB if:
• they are aged under 20 (or 25 if they were in education or training at least three months immediately
before turning 20), and
• they have been sick for 28 weeks, and
• they are present and resident in Great Britain for 26 weeks in the year before they claim.
Sources for program details: Directgov, Incapacity benefit (2010).
Source: HMRC, EIM76101 – Social security benefits: list of taxable social security benefits (2010).

Incapacity Benefit (IB)
and Severe Disability
Allowance (SDA)
Program Cost

Number of Recipients

Average Amount

Average Duration
1
2

The Statistics

Additional information that may be useful for interpreting the statistics.

Benefit expenditure: 1

These figures include money paid to existing Severe Disablement Allowance
(SDA) claimants. SDA has not been available to new claimants since April
2001 and has been incorporated into the IB expenditure statistics.

Great Britain:
2006/07: £7,548.0 million
2007/08: £7,554.0 million
2008/09: £7,402.0 million
2009/10: £7,016.9 million
Average IB caseload: 2
2006: 2,450.81 thousand
2007: 2,422.94 thousand
2008: 2,376.44 thousand
2009: 2,101.25 thousand
Average SDA caseload:
2006: 278.55 thousand
2007: 266.14 thousand
2008: 254.11 thousand
2009: 242.83 thousand
IB only - average weekly
amount of benefit: 2
2006: £52.46
2007: £52.83
2008: £53.64
2009: £57.25

These averages were calculated based on quarterly published figures.
The IB numbers are steadily decreasing because IB was replaced by ESA for
all new claimants from 27 October, 2008.
Note that the SDA numbers are steadily decreasing as the program is phased
out.

These averages were calculated based on quarterly published figures.

IB and SDA together - average
weekly amount of benefit: 2
2006: £53.48
2007: £53.99
2008: £54.93
2009: £58.67
Unable to locate.

Source: DWP, Benefit expenditure tables - benefit expenditure by local authority (2010).
Source: DWP, Statistical tabulations (2010).

Model Family Calculations 1
Income Threshold Calculations for Income-based Jobseeker’s Allowance and Income Support
The following calculations are based on a model family composed of two adults with two children under the age of five who live outside of
London. They pay £75.002 per week in rent and £12683 per year in Council Tax. The first scenario shows what the family can get at maximum
when completely out-of-work. Then, to find the income-threshold for Income-based Jobseeker’s Allowance and Income Support, the hours
worked were held at 10 and the hourly wage was varied.
With one earner working 0 hours per week, earning no income:
Jobseeker's Allowance (IB):
£102.75 per week
Income Support:
£102.75 per week
With one earner working 10 hours per week, earning £1040.00 per year (not taxed5):
Jobseeker's Allowance (IB):
£92.75 per week
Income Support:
£92.75 per week
With one earner working 10 hours per week, earning £2600.00 per year (not taxed5):
Jobseeker's Allowance (IB):
£62.75 per week
Jobseeker's Allowance (IB):
£62.75 per week
With one earner working 10 hours per week, earning £5720.00 per year (not taxed5):
Jobseeker's Allowance (IB):
£2.75 per week
Jobseeker's Allowance (IB):
£2.75 per week
With one earner working 10 hours per week, earning £6240.00 per year (not taxed5):
Jobseeker's Allowance (IB):
£0.00 per week
Jobseeker's Allowance (IB):
£0.00 per week

Income Threshold Calculations for Housing Benefit and Council Tax Benefit
The following calculations are based on a model family composed of two adults with two children under the age of five who live outside of
London. They pay £75.002 per week in rent and £12683 per year in Council Tax. In all but the last two scenarios, the sole earner earns the national
minimum wage of £5.934 per hour. The first scenario shows the income level at which a family receives the maximum for Housing Benefit and
Council Tax Benefit.
With one earner working 15 hours per week, earning £4625.40 per year (not taxed5):
Housing Benefit:
£75.00 per week
Council Tax Benefit: £24.32 per week
With one earner working 30 hours per week, earning £9250.80 per year (before tax):
Housing Benefit:
£34.57 per week
Council Tax Benefit: £11.64 per week
With one earner working 40 hours per week, earning £12,334.40 per year (before tax):
Housing Benefit:
£23.16 per week
Council Tax Benefit: £8.07 per week
With one earner working 40 hours per week at 1.5 times minimum wage, earning £18,512.00 per year (before tax):
Housing Benefit:
£0.00 per week
Council Tax Benefit: £0.90 per week

1

All calculations were made using the Directgov Benefit Advisor, which is an on-line calculator that can be used to estimate the amount of money claimants are eligible for, given
their unique personal and financial circumstances. The calculator is located at: http://www.direct.gov.uk/en/Diol1/DoItOnline/DoItOnlineByCategory/DG_172666.
2

This rate is based on the average rent paid by council tenants in 2007/08 (£295 per month). Source: Department for Communities and Local Government, Housing and planning
statistics 2009 (December 2009).

3

Council Tax rates depend on the value of the dwelling concerned. Band D is the middle of eight bands and £1268.00 is the average Band D council tax set by local authorities for
2006/07. Source: HMRC, Updated council tax levels set by local authorities in England 2008-09 (August 2008).

4

This is the national minimum wage set Oct. 2010 for people age 21 and above. Source: Business Link, Rates and thresholds for employers - national minimum wage (2010).

5

The 2010/11 Income Tax Personal Allowance was £6,475. Source: HMRC, Income tax rates and allowances (2010).
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Structure of the Appendix
The first section of this appendix indicates where the UK’s social protection programs should be
located in the EU-SILC variables. It also highlights any inconsistencies between the EU-SILC UK and the
standard EU-SILC definition of the variables that include the programs. The second section of the appendix is
a complete list of comparability issues noted by Eurostat and the UK’s Office for National Statistics relating
to the UK’s EU-SILC data collection process. The third section is a complete list of the project relevant
demographic and social protection program questions contained in the actual EU-SILC UK questionnaire.

Synthesis of UK Data Discrepancy Issues
The following synthesis is meant to highlight the more relevant discrepancies included in the first two
sections of this appendix. The first section includes information only provided in the UK’s Final Quality
Report Relating to the EU-SILC UK Operations 2005-2007, which was sent to Eurostat by the UK’s Office
for National Statistics. The second section includes information from this same UK quality report, as well as
information from two EU-SILC quality reports published by Eurostat.
As indicated in the first section below, the UK’s Final Quality Report shows that there are no major
discrepancies in most of the EU-SILC variables that capture the UK social protection programs. However,
they do note that the cash value of free school meals was included in the Family/children related allowances
(HY050G) variable. As mentioned below, this amount is included in the overall EU-SILC disposable income
calculation.
As shown in the second section, Eurostat and the UK’s Office for National Statistics note some slight
deviations in the basic concepts and reference periods used by the UK during the data gathering process. First
of all, their definition of what constitutes a private household and what represents household membership
were slightly different than the standard EU-SILC definitions. Secondly, while most countries used 2006 as
their income reference period, the UK used 2007. In addition, while most used 2006 as their reference period
for taxes on wealth, the UK used their 2006/07 and 2007/08 financial years (April-March).
The EU-SILC total disposable income calculation involves adding and subtracting various smaller
income components.6 Some of these are considered household components and others are considered personal
or individual components. The UK’s Final Quality Report mentions a number of discrepancies that relate to
the disposable income components. They include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
6

Use of a different imputed rent calculation method
Including the cash value of free school meals as part of income.
Deducting contributions to private pensions from income
Including receipt of tax adjustments as part of income
Deducting repayment of tax adjustments from income
Including money from student loans as part of income
Deducting repayment of student loans from income

Please note: For more detailed information regarding disposable income comparability for the four countries involved
in this project and more information about the UK’s deviation from the standard household related definitions, please see
Working note EU-SILC (2010) 10-04-14 EU-SILC disposable income comparability.

As mentioned previously, the third part of this appendix lists the project relevant demographic and
social protection program questions contained in the actual EU-SILC UK questionnaire. Organized in the
same manner as the original questionnaire, this list includes two major sections: the Household Section and
the Individual Section. Council Tax Benefit (CTB) is the only program that does not appear to be covered.
While, one question (Ben6m) contained in the Income subsection of the Individual Section refers to a 4 week
“extended payment”, there is no mention of regular payments of this benefit.

Comparability Assessments
Despite the fact that these discrepancies are highlighted in the quality reports, Eurostat’s intermediate
and final assessments suggest that, overall, the UK data was mostly comparable to the data obtained from the
other countries involved in the EU-SILC. For example, they found the UK’s basic concepts and definitions to
be “largely comparable” with that of the other countries (Comparative Intermediate EU Quality Report 2007,
p.38). Likewise, other than ‘imputed rent’, which they found to be only “partly comparable,” they found the
UK’s definition of ‘total disposable household income’ to be “largely comparable” (ibid, p.61). Moreover,
they concluded that, other than ‘other non-cash employee income’, which they found to be “not comparable”,
all individual income components were “completely comparable” with that of the other countries (ibid, p.63).
There is, however, no clear statement of how the UK’s different income reference periods affect data
comparability.
Finally, the fact that the CTB is not covered in the EU-SILC data is not mentioned in any of the
quality reports. Although this may appear remiss, there is a probable explanation for its exclusion. According
to the EU-SILC Variable Descriptions v. 2007-1, housing allowances exclude “Social housing policy
organized through the fiscal system (that is, tax benefits).” Given that CTB is essentially a local tax rebate, it
most likely does not qualify as a ‘housing allowance’ according to the EU-SILC definition.

Location of the UK Social Protection Programs in the
EU-SILC Dataset
Based on how the target programs are defined in the EU-SILC dataset variable descriptions, the
following represents where they can be captured (as bundles) in the harmonized dataset.
EU-SILC categories1
Family/children related allowances
(HY050G)

Housing allowances (HY070G)

Unemployment benefits
(PY090G/PY090N)

Disability benefits (PY130G)
1

EU-SILC UK variables2
Ben1Q (Child Benefit)
Ben2Q(Maternity Allowance)
TxCred (Working Tax Credit,
Child Tax Credit)
MatAll (Maternity Allowance,
Statutory Maternity Pay)
Ben12m (Sure Start Maternity
Grant, Community Care
Grant)
Bamt (amount received for
each benefit)
HBen, AmtHB, PerHB
(Housing Benefit amount and
period covered)
Ben6m (4 week ‘Extended
payment’ of Housing Benefit or
Council Tax Benefit)
Bamt (amount received for
each benefit)
Ben2Q (Job Seeker’s
Allowance, Income Support)
Bamt (amount received for
each benefit)
Ben2Q (Incapacity Benefit)
Bamt (amount received for
each benefit)

Comparability3
The UK includes the cash
value of free school meals in
their income calculation,
whereas the EU-SILC does not.

No major differences

No major differences

No major differences

Source: European Commission, Description of EU-SILC user database variables (March 2009).
Source: EU-SILC Questionnaire, EU-SILC Questionnaires: FR - DE - NL – UK (2007).
3
Source: Final Quality Report Relating to the EU-SILC UK Operations 2005-2007
2

Potential EU-SILC UK / EU-SILC Comparability Issues
This section is essentially a cut and paste summary of where the UK deviated from the standard EUSILC definitions and data collection processes. The information comes from the 2007 Comparative EU Final
Quality Report, v. 2 – June 2010, published by the Eurostat and the UK’s Final Quality Report Relating to the
EU-SILC UK Operations 2005-2007, published by the UK’s Office for National Statistics.
Please note that some of the information below overlaps with the information contained in the “1004-14 EU-SILC Disposable Income Comparability Document” located in Refworks. However, omitting some
of the discrepancies from the current document seemed inappropriate.

Discrepancies noted in the 2007 Comparative EU Final Quality Report, v. 2 – June 2010.
Use of proxy interviews
“In strictly controlled circumstances, interviewers are allowed to conduct a proxy interview with a
close household member to reduce unit non-response errors. Proxy interviews are only used where it
has proved impossible, despite repeated calls, to contact a particular member of a household in
person. In these cases, some questions are omitted, for example those which are more subjective such
as those relating to health. Further effort is directed towards reducing item non-response by
converting these proxy interviews to full interviews. Attempts are made to contact the household
member, who was unavailable during the initial face-to-face interview, and ask them the questions
that were omitted from the proxy interview. It was established through extensive research that the
most efficient way of re-contacting these respondents was by employing Telephone Unit (TIU)
interviewers who could contact a widely dispersed population more efficiently than would be
possible by conducting face-to-face interviews. …proxy respondents are not asked any income
questions, apart from one question relating to ‘total personal disposable income’ (this has also been
rectified, since November 2007 proxy respondents have been asked to provide full-income
information). As a consequence of this, for the survey years 2005, 2006 & 2007 there are a relatively
large number of individuals for whom income information has been wholly imputed.
Private household definition
“A household in QR is defined as: ‘a single person or a group of people who have the address as their
only or main residence and who either share one meal a day or share the living accommodation’
(General Household Survey 2005, 2006 & 2007). A group of people is not counted as a household
solely on the basis of a shared kitchen or bathroom.
Household membership definition
“A person is in general regarded as living at an address if he or she (or the informant) considers the
address to be his or her main residence. There are however, certain rules which take precedent over
this criterion. Children aged 16 or over who live away from home for the purposes of either work or
study and come home only for holidays are not included at the parental address under any
circumstances. Children of any age away from the home in a temporary job and children under 16 at
boarding school are always included in the parental household.

Income reference period
“EU-SILC UK, like all other official income surveys in UK, uses continuous interviewing with
interviews spread evenly throughout the year. The survey measures current income. So for example,
for income from earnings and benefits, respondents will provide figures which relate most commonly
to the last week, two weeks, or month. With earnings in particular, respondents are asked for usual
earnings. These figures, which represent current (and usual) incomes are then annualised (weekly
estimates multiplied by 52, monthly by 12 etc.). Income from self-employment can be reported for a
variety of periods, but it is always up-rated (using the UK’s average earnings index) to the interview
date. For income from investment and employee non-cash income respondents are most likely
provide their most recent annual or half-yearly income that they received from this source. This
income would be annualised, although there is no up-rating.
This approach is adopted in the UK because it is much easier for respondents to provide estimates of
current income, than income for a specific reference period, say the most recent financial year. In the
UK only a relatively small proportion of the adult population fill in tax returns, and the rest of the
population probably never actually calculate what their annual income is. For this reason, it would be
very difficult to collect an estimate of annual income corresponding to a fixed reference year.
So the estimates of income do not correspond strictly to an income reference year. However we can
regard each household’s estimate of annualised current income, as corresponding to a 12 month
period centred around the interview date. So for a household interviewed in early January 2007, we
can regard their income as being measured for the period July 2006 to June 2007, and similarly for a
household interviewed in December 2007, the income estimate can be regarded as referring to the
period July 2007 to June 2008. Since interviews are spread evenly throughout the year, for any one
survey year, the interview reference periods collectively, are centred around the calendar year. And
therefore it is reasonable to regard aggregate statistics produced from the full annual datasets, as
measuring annual income in the current survey year. So the EU-SILC UK 2007 survey, measures
current annual income in 2007.
In the UK, household income statistics, and especially aggregate statistics such as those that are
produced from EU-SILC, are generally used and interpreted on the assumption that this distinction
between annualised current income, and what might be called a ‘true’ annual income, is small.
Reference period for taxes on income and social insurance contributions
For almost all countries 2006 was the reference period for taxes on income and social insurance
contributions with the exception of Ireland and the United Kingdom with reference period
similar to the income's one.
Reference period for taxes on wealth
“The reference period for taxes on wealth is based on data provided for the financial years April
2006–March 2007 and April 2007–March 2008. All interviewing for EU-SILC UK took place
between January 2007 and 31 February 2008.

The form in which income variables at component level have been obtained and the method used for
obtaining income target variables in gross (2007)
“For most income components which are subject to taxation and/or social security contributions,
respondents are asked to provide net and gross amounts. The only exception to this is income from
interest, dividends, and capital investments, which is collected either gross or net, and for which tax
paid is then estimated.

Discrepancies noted in the Final Quality Report Relating to EU-SILC UK
Operations 2005-2007
Imputed rent (HY030G/N)
“Imputed rent is not included in the national definition of household income. This variable was not
provided as part of the 2006 EU-SILC data delivery as it is only mandatory from 2007 onwards.
Family/children related allowances (HY050G/N)
“The national definition of income includes the cash value of free school meals provided to children
from disadvantaged homes. This is not included in the EU-SILC definition of income.
Interest repayments on mortgage (HY100G/N)
“Interest repayments on mortgages are not included as deductions within either the national or
EU-SILC definitions of income, because neither includes imputed rent.
Tax on income and social contributions (HY140G)
“In the national definition of income, contributions to private pensions are deducted from income. In
the EU-SILC definition of income, contributions to private pensions are not deducted, rather
they are considered as a use of disposable income.
Repayments/receipts for tax adjustments (HY145N)
“This component of income is included in the national definition of income. In EU-SILC, this
component is not measured directly. For most components of income, gross and net incomes are
collected separately, with taxes computed as the difference between gross and net incomes.
Repayments/receipts for tax adjustments are assumed to be captured as part of this difference
between gross and net incomes, and hence recorded under HY140G.
Non-cash employee income (PY020G/N)
“The national definition does not include non-cash employee income, whereas EU-SILC includes an
estimate for company cars (although not any fuel provided by the employer).
Education-related allowances (PY140G/N)
“In the national definition of income, student loans are included as income, and student loan
repayments are deducted from income. However in EU-SILC, student loans are not treated as
income, and loan repayments are not deducted from income.

Project Relevant Variables in the EU-SILC UK Questionnaire
The following cut and paste summary presents variables within the Household and Individual
sections of the EU-SILC UK questionnaire that provide relevant information about the characteristics of each
household unit. It also presents the variables that allow for the generation of UK social protection program
coverage and adequacy data.

Household Section
The Household Section has two relevant subsections: Household Information and Housing Costs. The
Household Information subsection contains two variables relevant for capturing the presence of children in
the household, two for capturing marital status, as well as one that will filter out households that do not
relate to the current research project.
Age of all household members (including children):

Marital status:

All the relationships within the household:

The Housing Costs subsection contains three variables relevant for capturing receipt, amount, and length of
coverage of Housing Benefit.
Housing Benefit variables:

Individual Section
The Individual Section has two relevant subsections: Employment and Income. The Employment
subsection contains a number of variables that may be relevant for capturing families who are eligible for
unemployment benefits,disability benefits,and maternity benefits. The subsection also contains a variable that
will capture families with dependent children 16+ who are still eligible for Child Benefit and Child Tax
Credit.
Number of hours worked each week at main job:

Number of hours worked at second and third jobs:

Reason for working less than 30 hours a week:

Current economic status and whether it changed over previous 12 months:

Current education or training status:

Birth of a baby during the reference period:

The Family Information Subsection contains one variable that will capture families that are eligible for
maternity grants.
Current pregnancy status:

The Income subsection contains variables that capture almost all of the benefits described in
Appendix A. The following shows which benefits are captured and where they can be found in the UK
questionnaire.
Child Benefit:

Job Seeker’s Allowance, Income Support, Incapacity Benefit, and Maternity Allowance:

Working Tax Credit (excluding any childcare tax credit) and Child Tax Credit (including any
childcare tax credit):

Statutory Maternity Pay income from employers:

Maternity Allowance and Statutory Maternity Pay:

Receipt of a Social Fund Sure Start Maternity Grant and/or a Community Care Grant:

Extended 4 week payment of Housing Benefit/rent rebate and/or Council Tax Benefit:

The amount received from each of benefit and the time period it covered:

g. Income transfers included in EU-SILC transfer variables
United Kingdom (UK) – EU-SILC 2007
EU-SILC variable
Type
FAMILY/CHILDREN RELATED
ALLOWANCES
(HY050G/HY050N)

SOCIAL EXCLUSION NOT
ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
(HY060G/HY060N)

HOUSING ALLOWANCES
(HY070G/HY070N)

UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS
(PY090G/PY090N)

SICKNESS BENEFITS
(PY120G/PY120N)

DISABILITY BENEFITS
(PY130G/PY130N)

Transfer

Tax
benefit
Transfer

Tax
benefit
Transfer
Tax
benefit
Transfer

Tax
benefit
Transfer
Tax
benefit
Transfer

Tax

Included programs (in national language) are
printed in bold
Child benefit
Maternity grants
Statutory maternity / paternity / adoption pay
Guardian’s allowance
Maternity allowance
Carer’s allowance
Child maintenance bonus
Lone parent's run-on
Work search premium
Health in pregnancy grant
Child tax credit
In work credit
Income Support
Community Care Grant
Grant for funeral expenses
Any National Insurance or State Benefit not
mentioned earlier
Working tax credit
Housing benefit
Excludes tax benefits, therefore NO council tax
benefit
Jobseeker’s Allowance (JSA)
Redundancy Payments
Income from Government Training Schemes

Incapacity Benefit
Statutory Sick Pay

Severe disablement allowance
War disablement allowance
Disability Living allowance (Mobility)
Disability Living allowance (Care)
Attendance Allowance
Industrial injury disablement benefit

EDUCATION-RELATED
ALLOWANCES
(PY140G/PY140N)

benefit
Transfer

In the UK we had an Education Maintenance
Allowance (EMA) which has recently been
discontinued, but relevant for 2010.

Tax
benefit
Source: Webber (2012), answered on the basis of 2010 wave of EU-SILC data

Appendix C
Recent Welfare Reforms that Impact
Families with Children
Program
Child Benefit (CB)
Child Tax Credit (CTC) and
Working Tax Credit (WTC)

Statutory Maternity Pay (SMP)
Maternity Allowance (MA)
The Social Fund: Sure Start
Maternity Grant (SSMG) and
Community Care Grant (CCG)
Job Seeker’s Allowance (CB)
Job Seeker’s Allowance (IB)

Income Support (IS)

Changes announced between 2007 and 2011
Announced in June 2010 Budget:1
- Rates to be frozen for three years from April 2011
Announced in June 2010 Budget:1
- Withdrawal rate raised from 6.67% to 41%
- Income disregard lowered from £25,000 to £10,00 in 2011/12
and to £5000 in 2012/13
- Families with household incomes of > £40,000 per year are no
longer eligible for Child Tax Credit from April 2011
- Income thresholds for child and family elements to be aligned
- Baby element removed from April 2011
- Child element to be increased by £150 above inflation in April
2011 and £60 above inflation in 2012
- New income disregard of £2,500 for falls in income from
April 2012
- Backdating of new claims and changes of circumstances
changed from three months to one month from 2012
In late 2010 the government announced that CTC and WTC will
be replaced by a Universal Credit2 starting in 2013
No changes announced
No changes announced
Announced in June 2010 Budget:1
- The SMG will be provided for the first child only
- No changes announced for the CCG
No changes announced
In late 2010 the government announced that JSA (IB) will be
replaced by a new Universal Credit2 starting in 2013. At that time,
all existing claimants will be automatically transferred to the new
program.
The Welfare Reform Act of 20073 laid out plans for Employment
and Support Allowance (ESA) to replace IS paid on grounds of
illness or incapacity for all new claimants (eligibility requirements
for ESA are described in the Incapacity Benefits section below).
The Welfare Reform Act of 20093 indicates plans to abolish IS
and transfer all regular claimants of that benefit to JSA (IB) and all
incapacitated claimants to ESA.

Housing Benefit (HB)

Council Tax Benefit (CTB)
Incapacity Benefit (IB)

National Insurance (NI)

1

In late 2010 the government announced that anyone remaining on
IS will be automatically transferred to a Universal Credit2 starting
in 2013
Announced in June 2010 Budget:1
- Changes in the way Local Housing Allowances are worked
out
- maximum limits on Housing Benefit set (from £250 a week
for a one-bedroom property to £400 a week for a fourbedroom or larger)
- from April 2013 reducing Housing Benefit to 90 per cent after
12 months of getting Jobseekers Allowance
In late 2010 it was announced that HB will be replaced by a
Universal Credit2 starting in 2013
Announced in June 2010 Budget:1
- proposed freezing of CTB rates in 2011/12
The Welfare Reform Act of 20073 laid out plans to abolished IB
and replace it with ESA. Starting October 27, 2008, ESA replaced
IB for all new claimants. Many pre-existing claimants remain on
IB, however, the goal is to move all of these people over to ESA
by 2013.
There are two significant differences between IB and ESA. First,
ESA involves a medical assessment of what they can do, rather
than what they cannot do. In essence, this means that if they can
do anything, no matter how menial, they will be expected to do it.
Second, all ESA claimants who are not severely incapacitated are
expected take part in job preparation programs provided by the
government.
Announced in the June 2010 Budget, the threshold at which
employers start paying into NI will be by £21 per week in April
2011.1 This is significant because it means that fewer people will
be covered by NI based benefits such as JSA (CB) and SMP.

Sources: Directgov, Budget June 2010 – benefits and tax credits (2010) and Budget June 2010 - how the budget affects you (2010)
For more information see: Universal Credit to replace current benefit structure [press release] (2010) and DWP, Universal credit:
Welfare that works (November 2010).
3
Sources: Welfare Reform Act (2007); Directgov, Incapacity Benefit replaced by employment support [press release] (2008);
Directgov, Employment and Support Allowance – introduction (2010); Directgov, Reforming welfare to reward responsibility [press
release] (2008);
4
Source: Welfare Reform Act (2009)
2
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